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Abstract
An investigation into the numerical and physical behaviour of a hybrid ﬁnite-volume
ﬁnite-diﬀerence Boussinesq-type model, using a rotational surface roller approach in the
surf-zone is presented. The relevant theory for the required development of a numerical
model implementing this technique is outlined. The proposed method looks to achieve a
more physically realistic description of the hydrodynamics by considering the rotational
nature of the highly turbulent ﬂow found during wave breaking. This involves a semi-
analytical solution to the vorticity transport equation and provides a mechanism by which
energy is dissipated. Resolving vorticity within the ﬂow also allows vertical proﬁles of the
horizontal velocity to be constructed, oﬀering valuable detail that is otherwise unavailable
when using equivalent irrotational Boussinesq-type models. By obtaining additional
information about the structure of the ﬂow, other quantities can be determined, such as
the undertow, which has a key role in morphodynamic processes occurring in this region.
These beneﬁts are combined with a ﬁnite-volume ﬁnite-diﬀerence scheme, which yields
improvements in stability and possesses inherent shock-capturing capabilities.
The ability of the model to replicate laboratory observations is veriﬁed, and identiﬁed
shortcomings are explained in the context of the numerical procedure and the assumptions
made during the derivation of the governing equations. Although the weak nonlinearity
of the Boussinesq-type equations means the shoaling characteristics of the model do
not accurately reﬂect those found experimentally, the adopted formulation of the ﬁnite-
volume scheme is shown to prevent the inclusion of the necessary higher-order derivatives
which exist in a fully-nonlinear formulation. In order to establish a realistic dissipation
mechanism, it is vital that the extent of any misleading numerical artefacts are recognised
and their eﬀects alleviated. This study explores a range of physical attributes predicted
by the present model and discusses the numerical features of the scheme, evaluating how
these inﬂuence the results.
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χ Sum of breaking terms L2T−2
Ψ Absorbing boundary source term L2T−2
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C Courant number
Cn Courant number coeﬃcient
G Wave groupiness
L Lagrange form interpolation polynomial
ℓ Cardinal polynomial
N Degree of polynomial interpolation
S Horizontal slosh LT−1
V Numerical control volume
C Coeﬃcient for matrix multiplication
C Matrix of coeﬃcients for multiplication
d Vector of reciprocal of total water depth L
G Matrix of Fourier series coeﬃcients throughout compu-
tational domain
T−1
p Weighted ratios of the cube of the diameter of a circle to
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R Coeﬃcient for matrix multiplication
R Matrix of coeﬃcients for multiplication
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Introduction
1.1 Background
Throughout much of human history, the coastal environment has held signiﬁcant engin-
eering importance due to the growth of communities in regions near the shore. Protecting
populations inhabiting land in close proximity to the sea has remained a key concern for
many developing civilisations, and therefore become a focus of scientiﬁc research. By
improving technical understanding of oceanographic processes and their impact within
the environment, planning and design activities can be better informed. Continued
construction in marine environments extends the engineering relevance of the physics
governing ﬂows in this region.
Expanding computational capabilities have allowed greater amounts of engineering
design to be informed by numerical simulations. This has led to the development of a
ﬁeld of science known as computational ﬂuid dynamics, where the ability of computers to
perform large numbers of simple calculations is exploited. This has required mathematical
problems to be formulated in a way that suits such an approach, and spawned new
investigations into ways of increasing the eﬃciency with which problems can be posed in
a form that is appropriate for numerical solution.
The generation of ocean waves begins with disturbing forces perturbing the water
surface, after which a second force restores equilibrium. The characteristic dominant
driving forces for a range of wave periods can be seen in Figure 1.1 (Lin, 2008). The chief
consideration here will be waves primarily created by wind and gravitational forces. As
wind generated shear forces at the sea surface are exerted over a fetch, they continuously
add energy to the waves which, over large spaces such as the ocean, becomes signiﬁcant.
The work presented here regards existing waves as they enter the nearshore region, and
looks to study the transformations that subsequently take place.
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Figure 1.1: Illustrative classiﬁcation of ocean waves, dominant forces and representative
embodied energy (Munk, 1950; Kinsman, 1984).
1.2 Governing equations
There has been much interest in the study of coastal processes amongst the research
community. The nonlinear shallow water equations (nswes) have long been used to
simulate wave propagation, but are only applicable when the ratio between the wave
height and wavelength is suﬃciently small (Svendsen, 2006). Recent decades have seen
many advances in the use of Boussinesq-type equations (btes), which allow numerous
physical phenomena to be replicated while maintaining a reasonable level of mathematical
simplicity (Boussinesq, 1872; Peregrine, 1967). As such, btes remain computationally
eﬃcient when implemented in numerical models, allowing wave propagation to be
simulated numerically using a single approach over a wide region of interest (Madsen
et al., 1991). Accordingly, btes can accurately reproduce hydrodynamics in deeper water
than is possible with the nswes, allowing a more comprehensive and complete approach
to be taken when modelling wave propagation from further oﬀshore.
With the derivation of btes often involving the assumption of potential ﬂow, any
rotation within the ﬂuid is neglected. This hypothesis becomes invalid during wave
breaking due to the high levels of turbulence that are encountered. As the turbulent
forces become signiﬁcant, a major limitation of the btes is revealed. To facilitate the
use of btes for practical predictions, it is necessary to add a method to simulate the
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breaking process. Introducing accurate representations of wave breaking into Boussinesq-
type models (btms) has thus been crucial in allowing their application to nearshore
simulations.
1.3 Research objectives
This work aims to develop an eﬀective means of simulating the ﬂow in the surf-zone
in a computationally eﬃcient manner. In order to ensure the physical appropriateness
of the method adopted here, a consideration of the hydrodynamic processes occurring
in this region forms the basis of the description used. The present study achieves this
through the adoption of a rotational roller approach, which retains a physically realistic
foundation for replicating the energy dissipation observed during wave breaking events.
A new method is suggested, whereby an approach considering rotation within the ﬂow is
implemented in a hybrid ﬁnite-volume ﬁnite-diﬀerence (fvfd) btm. The feasibility of
this procedure is subsequently assessed, and the attributes and capabilities of such an
approach considered.
The research outlined in this thesis provides an insight into the methodology of
the aforementioned technique and the beneﬁts it provides, but also looks to consider
any limitations that exist, both within the proposed scheme and other existing models
adopting similar methods. In order to thoroughly evaluate ﬁner aspects of the scheme, a
number of detailed tests are undertaken which collectively trial several qualities. These
allow the eﬀectiveness and accuracy of the model to be measured, and provide a means
by which the performance can be assessed by considering its ability to replicate a range
of hydrodynamic features.
It is important that any numerical eﬀects of an adopted scheme are recognised,
and their impact during simulations minimised. Consequently, a major focus of this
investigation is the identiﬁcation and attribution of any artefacts present in model
predictions. The proposed approach looks to provide a suitable balance between compu-
tational eﬃciency, numerical stability, and the physical grounding of the observed model
behaviour, reducing the overall compromise in these characteristics when compared with
existing alternatives. Previous approaches have encountered problems whereby artiﬁcial
properties of the model mask the true nature of the hydrodynamics. Reducing the
prevalence of such deﬁciencies allows a better description of wave propagation through
the surf-zone.
1.4 Thesis outline
In order to develop a numerical model capable of simulating the complex features
present in the region of interest, it is important that the context of the processes studied
here is understood. Properly separating numerical and physical eﬀects requires a good
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understanding of the governing physics and the intricacies of the mathematical approach
used to solve the relevant equations. A brief description of the nearshore region is
therefore given in Chapter 2. The role of turbulence during breaking is then discussed,
and a selection of modelling techniques used to represent this process outlined.
Chapters 3 and 4 detail the mathematical formulation of the equations solved by
the model, thereby providing the expressions used in the present study to describe the
hydrodynamics in the nearshore region. An overview of numerical techniques used by
similar models is provided in Chapter 5, along with a detailed description of the approach
exploited in this work and the method used to generate waves within the domain.
The performance of the model is then assessed in Chapter 6, where existing exper-
imental observations are used to validate the results and identify any limitations. A
more detailed investigation of the numerical properties of the model is then conducted
in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 contains further discussion of the ﬁndings and highlights the
successes of the study. Finally, the appendices provide further details of subject matter
considered elsewhere, and are referenced in the text where additional information may
be required.
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The surf-zone
2.1 Nearshore hydrodynamics
The hydrodynamics near the shore are of fundamental importance in most aspects
of coastal engineering. The inﬂuence of wave breaking on surf-zone hydrodynamics
reinforces the need to improve the current understanding of the physics involved due to
the subsequent impact on many coastal processes, including interactions with structures,
morphodynamics and the health and distribution of local organisms (Losada et al.,
2005).
As ocean waves propagate over a beach slope, a number of processes prompt their
transformation. Within the nearshore region, the depth of water becomes suﬃciently
small for the bed to inﬂuence the surface of the waves. The eﬀect of this varies as the
wave travels shoreward, and the nearshore region is categorised into the distinct areas
based on the dominant processes occurring at each stage, as shown in Figure 2.1.
At greater depths, the interaction with the bathymetry causes the height of the
wave to increase. This process is known as shoaling, from which the shoaling region is
designated. The shoaling also accentuates the diﬀerence in velocity between the ﬂuid
travelling at the crest and the trough. With greater speeds present higher in the water
column, the wave shape begins to deform. This phenomenon continues as the water depth
diminishes further, until the resulting steepness of the wave is such that the stability
of free surface can no longer be maintained. At this point, the wave begins to break,
marking the start of the surf-zone. This is the main region of interest for the study
presented here.
Although not all of the factors inﬂuencing the transformation of a wave approaching
breaking are fully understood, it is apparent that the surface tension and initial distribu-
tion of energy both play key roles (Duncan, 2001). The breaking process leads to the
dissipation of energy from a wave, causing a reduction in wave height. In turn, the wave
regains stability and therefore ceases breaking.
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Figure 2.1: Surf-zone hydrodynamics in the nearshore region.
The shoreline is located where the bed level exceeds that of the free surface. Any
remaining momentum carries the ﬂuid up the beach slope, creating a region which is
periodically wetted in sequence with the incoming waves. The region in which the
bed goes through a cycle of wet and dry states because of this action is known as the
swash-zone.
As a wave propagates shoreward, the resulting combination of water pressure and
particle velocities introduce a momentum ﬂux. The radiation stress quantiﬁes the wave
induced eﬀects averaged over time (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964). Spatial and
temporal variations in height due to the shoaling and breaking of a wave lead to variations
in this stress. The shoreward increase in mean water level that balances the gradient
of the radiation stress is referred to as the set-up (Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992; Goda,
2010).
The importance of surf-zone hydrodynamics is further stressed by the interplay
between the processes occurring in this region and others. In particular, the turbulence
generated during breaking can persist onwards into the swash-zone, where the ensuing
currents modify the morphodynamic impact of the ﬂow (Puleo et al., 2000). Improving
the description of surf-zone hydrodynamics means that the ﬂow beyond this region can
be better understood and more accurately modelled.
2.2 Breaker types
The bathymetric gradient and wave height together inﬂuence the type of breaker that
forms in the surf-zone. The Iribarren number gives a measure of the bed slope relative
to the wave height, thereby providing a means by which breaker types can be classiﬁed
(Lin, 2008). A value can be established oﬀshore with (Galvin, 1968)
(2.1)ξ0 =
∂h
∂x
√
2pi
kH0
,
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Table 2.1: Breaker types according to Iribarren number (Battjes, 1974).
Breaker type
Iribarren number
Oﬀshore Breaking point
Spilling ξ0 < 0.5 ξb < 0.4
Plunging 0.5 < ξ0 < 3.3 0.4 < ξb < 2.0
Surging or collapsing ξ0 > 3.3 ξb > 2.0
or at the point of breaking, with
(2.2)ξb =
∂h
∂x
√
2pi
kHb
.
Here, h is the still water level, k is the wavenumber, x is the horizontal abscissa and
pi ≈ 3.14159. The wave heights oﬀshore and at the breaking point are denoted by H0
and Hb, respectively.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the diﬀerent breaker types, while Table 2.1 gives the correspond-
ing ranges for the Iribarren number both oﬀshore and at the breaking point. Although
discrete categories are used to catalogue breakers, the intricate diﬀerences between each
type can be subtle, and in reality, a gradual transition between each case exists.
Spilling breakers are typically characterised by a foamy surface on the shoreward face
of the breaker, created as instabilities cause a cascading of the crest, with the resulting
turbulent mixing causing the entrainment of air into the ﬂuid. Such waves exhibit a
relatively small change in ﬂuid motion at the onset of breaking. As gentle bathymetries
and steep waves are readily available in nature, spilling breakers are found to occur most
often.
Plunging breakers are identiﬁed by a crest that curls over the front face and collides
with the water below, resulting in a large amount of splash. This overturning motion
generates the largest amount of turbulence of any breaker, and the intensity of the vortical
motions created by the falling jet can sometimes be signiﬁcant enough to propagate as
far as the bed, resulting in bed scour. The impingement of the crest onto the trough of
the wave produces the most striking breaking case, with the resulting tube leading to
high levels of aeration.
Both surging and collapsing breakers possess an unbroken crest, with the surf-zone
narrow or absent in the former. Surging breakers possess minor levels of breaking and see
the front face of the wave wash up the beach slope. Collapsing breakers are largely viewed
as a combination of plunging and surging, with an irregular distribution of turbulence
found at the surface following the steepening and subsequent descent of the shoreward
front (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991; Dabiri and Gharib, 1997; Smith, 2003).
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Figure 2.2: Breaker types according to relative wave and slope steepness (Davis, 1994;
Holthuijsen, 2007).
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2.3 Turbulence during breaking
A key attribute of breaking is the transformation of the potential and kinetic energy
propagating with the wave into other, locally conﬁned forms. This is manifested in many
complex processes, in particular through the formation of eddies (Duncan, 2001). As a
phenomenon aﬀecting many aspects of physics, turbulence has been studied in numerous
diﬀerent contexts, each with commonalities that allow mathematical descriptions to
be shared. Broadly speaking, turbulence describes an irregular motion within a ﬂuid,
although this deﬁnition can bring some ambiguity. For the purposes of this study, ocean
turbulence is taken to describe the small scale processes occurring near the surface
when a wave breaks. The dynamics found in such turbulent ﬂow sees cascading eddies
fragmented into ever smaller components (Foiaş et al., 2001; Thorpe, 2007).
As direct simulation of turbulent processes drastically enlarges the numerical com-
plexity of the problem, it is convenient to devise an approach that is able to represent the
physics that exist within the ﬂow without solving every intricate detail comprehensively.
By considering the formation of a surface roller, a simpliﬁed method of energy dissipation
during breaking can be developed (Svendsen, 1984a; Karambas and Koutitas, 1992).
Surface roller methods (srms) employ a variety of techniques to implement this approach
in numerical simulations of wave breaking. A primary consideration in the selection
of a particular srm is the appropriate turbulence model, the most common of which
use large eddy simulation (les) and Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (rans) methods
(Dimakopoulos and Dimas, 2011).
An les approach considers the range of scales at which turbulent processes occur and
applies a ﬁltering technique to remove the smaller processes described by an exact solution
of the Navier-Stokes equations (nses). This brings computational gains to simulations,
but requires further treatment to mimic the eﬀects of the small scale turbulence that
is no longer resolved, most commonly with the addition of an appropriate numerical
method (Sagaut, 2006). Amongst others, Christensen and Deigaard (2001) and Lubin
et al. (2006), demonstrated the use of an les model to simulate the turbulent ﬂow ﬁeld
produced during wave breaking. Although this can provide a detailed three-dimensional
view of the ﬂow under breaking, the resolution required to simulate eddy currents in this
complex region still bears relatively large computational costs.
Conversely, using a rans approach allows larger numerical grids to be adopted and
oﬀers improved computational performance. While the coarser resolutions are generally
considered less suited to the more erratic ﬂow ﬁelds resulting from plunging breakers,
steadier cases usually lend themselves to more extensive ﬁltering techniques which allow
the governing equations to be simpliﬁed.
The formulation of the rans equations is detailed in Appendix A.3, where turbulent
ﬂuctuations are separated from the time-averaged component of the ﬂow. As shown in
Appendix A.4, the depth integrated Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (dirans) equations
are then obtained by averaging over the vertical water column, thereby further simplifying
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the problem. As a result, the rotational component of the ﬂow is no longer resolved,
and it is necessary to reintroduce this aspect of the hydrodynamics by other means.
While the assumption of irrotationality can be retained in areas with negligible levels of
vorticity, the breaking region requires special treatment. The main focus of the present
study is the provision of this using the srm.
2.4 The surface roller
Unsteady breaking events located in deep water are typically found to be spilling or
plunging. Steady breakers can be divided into two and three-dimensional cases, with the
latter normally classed within the spilling to plunging range. All two-dimensional steady
breakers can be described as spilling breakers, and have been more widely studied as
their less chaotic and more stable nature makes them easier to observe. In particular,
the similarities found between the ﬂow ﬁelds of spilling breakers and weak hydraulic
jumps allow measurements made in a more controlled environment to be used to better
understand the dynamics of such cases (Longo et al., 2002). This overcomes some of
the diﬃculties encountered when attempting to observe wave breaking, and provides the
basis for the roller approach used in the model outlined by the present work.
In the absence of breaking, waves can be described as the transport of energy through
a medium that results in the movement of individual ﬂuid particles. This is generally
along a closed elliptical path and therefore results in a localised oscillatory motion. In
contrast to this, the breaking mechanism in the surf-zone creates a shoreward transport
of mass as the wave carries the ﬂuid inside the roller region. The undertow current
is located towards the bottom of the water column, and returns ﬂuid carried onshore
back in the seaward direction. Because the strength of this current and its proximity to
the bed introduce a signiﬁcant shear stress, it is of particular interest when studying
morphodynamics in the surf-zone (Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992; Davis and Fitzgerald,
2009).
2.4.1 Modelling approaches
When modelling using the srm, the ﬂow is no longer considered to be entirely single-phase.
Instead, a roller region is deﬁned in which two-phase ﬂow exists (Svendsen, 1984b). As
ﬂuid in the surface roller experiences little vertical acceleration, the pressure is assumed
to be hydrostatic. This leads to the introduction of a shear stress at the interface at
the lower edge of the roller (Deigaard and Fredsøe, 1989). For the present work, the
approach proposed by Svendsen et al. (1996) is adopted, whereby vorticity is injected
into the ﬂuid along this lower edge, although many other variants of the srm have been
suggested to represent the turbulent ﬂow in the roller region.
Examples of srms that do not interpret the vorticity in the ﬂow include Deigaard
and Fredsøe (1989), who suggested that the energy dissipation caused by breaking can
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be attributed to an increase in pressure due to the mass of the ﬂuid within the roller.
The eddy viscosity approach is another alternative method adopted by Zelt (1991) and
Kennedy et al. (2000), whereby wave height decay during breaking is simulated by
considering an energy deﬁcit in the momentum equation. Cienfuegos et al. (2010) later
extended this technique by contemplating a similar imbalance in the continuity equation.
Modelling the vorticity within the ﬂow with an srm means the physics of the breaking
process are more closely reproduced without adding signiﬁcant computational demand
over conventional depth averaged btms. This technique requires the vorticity transport
equation (vte) to be solved alongside the btes, and has been employed previously in
other models, including those outlined by Veeramony and Svendsen (2000), Briganti
et al. (2004) and Musumeci et al. (2005). As the class of models using this method
consider the rotationality within the ﬂow in order to replicate the breaking process, they
shall henceforth be referred to as rotational breaking models (rbms). In addition to the
dissipative terms needed to represent the breaking process, other important quantities
can also be estimated by considering the recirculation of the ﬂow within the roller region.
The rbms considered here use the srm to inject vorticity into the ﬂow, and then calculate
the transport of this quantity through the ﬂuid.
The construction of velocity proﬁles allows a more detailed picture of the ﬂow in
the surf-zone to be established, while predictions of the undertow are valuable when
considering sediment transport occurring in the nearshore region. Lynett (2006) presents
a model capable of calculating the velocity and undertow under breaking waves with
existing depth integrated btms, but this is done in isolation and therefore lacks the
physical rigour of an rbm. By coupling btes with the vte, the acquired breaking terms
are more ﬁrmly connected to the velocity and undertow predictions, thereby allowing
the physical inﬂuence of the rbm to be more realistically validated against laboratory
data of free surface and velocity proﬁles. This also provides an eﬀective means to
quantify morphodynamic processes caused by turbulent ﬂow under breaking waves. By
understanding these systems, sediment transport mechanisms can be better simulated,
allowing important coastal processes such as bar migration to be predicted.
12
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Chapter 3
Boussinesq equations
3.1 Motivations
Fluid ﬂows can be described with great accuracy using the nses derived in Appendix A.2,
but the resulting detail with which processes are replicated means the computational
cost is often unfeasibly high. By instead formulating problems in terms of btes, a
numerical economy is gained and a mathematical well-posedness obtained. This ensures a
reasonable level of computational simplicity is achieved. The growing use of contemporary
btms amongst the oceanographic community is a reﬂection of their eﬀectiveness and
functionality for the practical modelling of complex phenomena for coastal engineering
purposes (Brocchini, 2013).
The derivation performed here follows a similar approach to that of Veeramony and
Svendsen (2000), but with the alternative steps needed to construct a solution in the
form required by the fvfd scheme. The relations obtained also include the fully-nonlinear
btes (fnbs) and the additional breaking term introduced by Musumeci et al. (2005),
but instead provide a system of equations in terms of the ﬂow rate and total water depth,
rather than the depth averaged velocity and free surface elevation. In order to ensure
the formulation is consistent with that used in the present work, the composition of the
equations provided diﬀers from that utilised in the literature discussed. The details of
the derivation provided here also illustrate the way in which physical aspects of the ﬂow
are described within the model.
3.2 Formulation
Appendix A details the derivation of the btes, thereby outlining the assumptions and
simpliﬁcations that are assigned in order to obtain the equations used in the present
work. An overview of the key requirements of this procedure is provided here in order to
summarise the steps taken.
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Figure 3.1: Description of equation variables and surface roller geometry.
3.2.1 Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
The ﬁrst stage in formulating the btes from the nses involves the separation of small scale
processes in order to simplify the governing equations. This is outlined in greater depth
in Appendix A.3. The present work does not include the eﬀects of longshore processes
as the formulation only considers two-dimensions. This further simpliﬁes the governing
equations and reduces the computational requirements of models implementing such an
approach. With this procedure, the rans equations are obtained in two dimensions:
(3.1)
∂u
∂t
+
∂u2
∂x
+
∂
∂z
(uw) =
1
ρ
(
∂τxx
∂x
+
∂τxz
∂z
)
− 1
ρ
∂p
∂x
(3.2)
∂w
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(uw) +
∂w2
∂z
=
1
ρ
(
∂τxz
∂x
+
∂τzz
∂z
)
− 1
ρ
∂p
∂z
− g
Here, u and w denote the horizontal and vertical ﬂuid velocities respectively, while ρ is
the density, p the pressure, t the time, z the vertical ordinate and g = 9.81 m s−2 the
acceleration due to gravity. The terms τxx and τzz give the normal stresses acting on the
ﬂuid, and τxz the tangential stresses. Figure 3.1 provides an overview of a selection of
the equation variables.
3.2.2 Depth integrated Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
The model presented in this work utilises the rans equations deﬁned in Equations (3.1)
and (3.2) as the basis for both the btes and the derivation of the breaking terms
constructed from the semi-analytical solution to the vte obtained in Chapter 4. As such,
the rbm looks to mitigate the impact of any further approximations made when deriving
the btes from the rans equations. It is therefore considered reasonable to simplify
the general description of the ﬂow with the knowledge that any physical processes that
are subsequently unresolved can be reintroduced by alternative terms where necessary,
namely where the ﬂow is considered turbulent (Brocchini, 2013).
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Having established a suitable strategy for simplifying the governing equations, a
further reduction is achieved by averaging the rans equations over the depth of the
water column in order to provide a one-dimensional model. The depth averaged value of
a given variable, f , is taken as
(3.3)f¯ =
1
ζ + h
∫ ζ
−h
f dz,
where ζ denotes the free surface elevation relative to the still water level. Additionally,
the bed is assumed to be ﬁxed, such that
(3.4)
∂h
∂t
= 0,
and the gauge pressure at the surface is taken to be zero:
(3.5)p|z=ζ = 0
The full derivation of the dirans equations is outlined in Appendix A.4, and provides
the following continuity and momentum equations:
(3.6)
∂d
∂t
+
∂q
∂x
= 0
(3.7)
∂q
∂t
+
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
u2 − τxx
ρ
dz + gd
∂ζ
∂x
−
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x∂t
∫ ζ
z
∂
∂x
∫ z′
−h
u dz′′ dz′ dz
−
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x2
(∫ ζ
z
u
∂
∂x
∫ z′
−h
u dz′′ +
τxz
ρ
dz′
)
dz
+
∫ ζ
−h
∂
∂x
[
τzz
ρ
−
(
∂
∂x
∫ z
−h
u dz′
)2]
dz − d ∂
∂x
[(
τzz
ρ
− τxz
ρ
∂ζ
∂x
)∣∣∣∣
z=ζ
]
−
(
τxz
ρ
− τxx
ρ
∂ζ
∂x
)∣∣∣∣
z=ζ
+
(
τxz
ρ
+
τxx
ρ
∂h
∂x
)∣∣∣∣
z=−h
= 0
Here, the total water depth is given as
(3.8)d = h+ ζ,
while the ﬂow rate is calculated as
(3.9)q = du¯ =
∫ ζ
−h
u dz.
It should be noted that although the present work uses the dirans equations to
obtain a one-dimensional model, an alternative derivation performed by Nwogu (1993)
is also widely employed elsewhere, using a velocity at a reference depth rather than an
average value for the water column.
Equations (3.6) and (3.7) include several terms describing the shear stresses acting
within the ﬂow and at ﬂuid boundaries. It is convenient to disregard these variables
when their inﬂuence is suitably small relative to the remaining terms. The inﬂuence of
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the wind at the surface in the surf-zone has relatively little impact on the hydrodynamics
of the ﬂow and can therefore also be reasonably neglected (Veeramony and Svendsen,
2000). As such, the horizontal shear forces at the surface are ignored, such that
(3.10)τxx|z=ζ = τxz|z=ζ = 0.
Similarly, with turbulence generated by the breaking process at least an order of mag-
nitude larger than that produced by bed friction, it is reasonable to neglect the eﬀects
of the bottom boundary layer (Musumeci et al., 2005). As such, a free slip boundary
condition is applied, which assumes horizontal stresses at the bottom to be zero, giving
(3.11)τxx|z=−h = τxz|z=−h = 0.
As the pressure is the dominant force acting vertically and horizontally, the remaining
normal stresses acing along these axes are also assumed to be negligible, such that
(3.12)τxx = τzz = 0.
The remaining stress is considered to be signiﬁcant and is therefore retained. The deﬁn-
ition of this term is acquired from the eddy viscosity model described in Appendix A.3.1,
which takes
(3.13)τxz = ρνt
(
∂u
∂z
+
∂w
∂x
)
to denote the horizontal shear stress. Here, νt deﬁnes the eddy viscosity.
With Equations (3.7) and (3.10) to (3.13), the combined momentum equation then
reduces to
(3.14)
∂q
∂t
+
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
u2 dz + gd
∂ζ
∂x
−
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x∂t
∫ ζ
z
∂
∂x
∫ z′
−h
u dz′′ dz′ dz
−
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x2
[∫ ζ
z
u
∂
∂x
∫ z′
−h
u dz′′ + νt
(
∂u
∂z
+
∂w
∂x
)
dz′
]
dz
−
∫ ζ
−h
∂
∂x
[(
∂
∂x
∫ z
−h
u dz′
)2]
dz = 0,
giving the ﬁnal form of the dirans equations utilised here.
3.2.3 The stream function and nondimensionalisation
The formulation used in this chapter also requires the deﬁnition of the stream function,
ψ, which is given here according to the description in Appendix A.6 where, for two-
dimensional incompressible ﬂow, the horizontal and vertical velocities can be expressed
as (Graebel, 2007)
(3.15)u =
∂ψ
∂z
and
(3.16)w = −∂ψ
∂x
.
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In order to quantify the nonlinearity,
(3.17)δ =
A0
h0
,
and dispersivity,
(3.18)µ = k0h0,
of the terms in Equations (3.6) and (3.7), the dirans equations can be written in
nondimensional form, with the dimensionless form of a given variable, f , denoted by fˆ .
Here, A0, h0 and k0 denote the amplitude length scale, oﬀshore still water depth, and
typical wavenumber, respectively.
The nondimensionalisation is performed by ﬁrst deﬁning a number of variables
according to appropriate scaling operations based on typical values of each quantity. The
stream function is nondimensionalised according to
(3.19)ψˆ =
ψ
A0
√
gh0
=
ψ
δ
√
gh30
.
The horizontal abscissa and vertical ordinate are scaled by a typical wavenumber and
characteristic water depth respectively:
(3.20)xˆ = k0x = µ
x
h0
(3.21)zˆ =
z
h0
The nondimensional still water depth and free-surface elevation are obtained using the
oﬀshore water depth and the amplitude length scale:
(3.22)hˆ =
h
h0
(3.23)ζˆ =
ζ
A0
=
ζ
δh0
Finally, the time is scaled according to
(3.24)tˆ = k0
√
gh0t = µ
√
g
h0
t,
and the eddy viscosity using
(3.25)νˆt =
νt
µ
√
gh30
.
Using Equations (3.8), (3.9), (3.15), (3.16) and (3.19) to (3.23), several other nondi-
mensional quantities are also deﬁned:
(3.26)uˆ =
∂ψˆ
∂zˆ
=
h0
δ
√
gh30
∂ψ
∂z
=
u
δ
√
gh0
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(3.27)wˆ = −∂ψˆ
∂xˆ
= − h0
δµ
√
gh30
∂ψ
∂x
=
w
δµ
√
gh0
(3.28)dˆ =
d
h0
= hˆ+ δζˆ
(3.29)qˆ =
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ =
1
δ
√
gh30
∫ ζ
−h
u dz =
q
δ
√
gh30
By neglecting the horizontal stresses at the boundaries according to Equations (3.10)
and (3.11) and nondimensionalising variables according to Equations (3.20) to (3.28),
Equation (3.14) can be rewritten as follows:
(3.30)
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
+ δ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
uˆ2 dzˆ + dˆ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
− µ2
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ
− µ2
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
νˆt
∂uˆ
∂zˆ
dzˆ′ dzˆ − δµ2
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
uˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ
− δµ2
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂
∂xˆ
( ∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ′
)2 dzˆ − µ4 ∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
νˆt
∂wˆ
∂xˆ
dzˆ′ dzˆ = 0
3.2.4 Rotational components
Equation (3.30) requires the evaluation of complicated functions of the velocity involving
integrals and derivatives, which are not well suited to eﬃcient numerical calculations. In
order to express Equation (3.30) in a more convenient form, a formulation in terms of
vorticity is established. This allows the rotational dynamics of the ﬂow to be retained,
which is necessary when modelling the turbulent ﬂow in the surf-zone.
Calculations can be simpliﬁed by describing the ﬂow at a reference depth and using
additional terms to represent the vortical motion. In order to simplify the resulting
expressions, it is acceptable to truncate the equations by neglecting terms O (µ4), which
are relatively small in magnitude (Svendsen, 2006). Some of the implications of removing
these terms form part of later discussions. To ﬁnd an expression for the velocity involving
the rotationality of the ﬂow, Equations (3.15) and (3.16) are used to consider the vorticity
in terms of the stream function:
(3.31)ω =
∂u
∂z
− ∂w
∂x
=
∂2ψ
∂z2
+
∂2ψ
∂x2
The assumption of an impermeable bed requires that
(3.32)ψ|z=−h = 0.
Additionally, with no vorticity present at the bed,
(3.33)ω|z=−h = 0.
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Integrating Equation (3.31) twice from the bed to an arbitrary depth gives
(3.34)
∫ z
−h
∫ z′
−h
ω dz′′ dz′ = ψ − ψ|z=−h −
∂ψ
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=−h
(z + h) +
∫ z
−h
∫ z′
−h
∂2ψ
∂x2
dz′′ dz′,
which, with Equations (3.15) and (3.32), provides
(3.35)ψ =
∫ z
−h
∫ z′
−h
ω dz′′ dz′ + u|z=−h (z + h)−
∫ z
−h
∫ z′
−h
∂2ψ
∂x2
dz′′ dz′.
The nondimensional vorticity can be found from Equations (3.19) to (3.21) and (3.31):
(3.36)ωˆ =
√
h0
g
ω
δ
=
∂2ψˆ
∂z2
+ µ2
∂2ψˆ
∂x2
With Equations (3.19), (3.21), (3.22), (3.26) and (3.36), the nondimensional form of
the stream function stated in Equation (3.35) can be expressed as
(3.37)ψˆ =
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
ωˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ + uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
(
zˆ + hˆ
)
− µ2
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
∂2ψˆ
∂xˆ2
dzˆ′′ dzˆ′.
Equation (3.37) can then be diﬀerentiated twice with respect to xˆ, retaining terms
O (µ2), to give
(3.38)
∂2ψˆ
∂xˆ2
=
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
ωˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ + 2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂
∂xˆ
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+
(
zˆ + hˆ
) ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+ uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
+O
(
µ2
)
.
In order to move the x derivative in Equation (3.38) outside the integral, the Leibniz
rule is used:
(3.39)
d
dX
[∫ W (X)
V (X)
f (X,Y ) dY
]
=
∫ W
V
∂f
∂X
dY + f |Y=W
dW
dX
− f |Y=V
dV
dX
Appendix C.1 provides a derivation of this relation. With Equation (3.36), a nondi-
mensional form of the boundary condition stated in Equation (3.33) can be applied to
Equation (3.38), which with Equation (3.39) gives
(3.40)
∂2ψˆ
∂xˆ2
=
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
∂2ωˆ
∂xˆ2
dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ + 2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂
∂xˆ
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+
(
zˆ + hˆ
) ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+ uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
+O
(
µ2
)
.
By substituting Equation (3.40) into Equation (3.37), the following relation is then
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obtained:
ψˆ =
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
ωˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ + uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
(
zˆ + hˆ
)
− µ2
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
[∫ zˆ′′
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′′′
−hˆ
∂2ωˆ
∂xˆ2
dzˆ′′′′ dzˆ′′′
+ 2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂
∂xˆ
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+
(
zˆ′′ + hˆ
) ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+ uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
]
dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ +O
(
µ4
)
=
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
ωˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ + uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
(
zˆ + hˆ
)
− µ2
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′′
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′′′
−hˆ
∂2ωˆ
∂xˆ2
dzˆ′′′′ dzˆ′′′ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′
− µ
2
2
(
zˆ + hˆ
)2 [
2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂
∂xˆ
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+ uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
]
− µ
2
6
(
zˆ + hˆ
)3 ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+O
(
µ4
)
(3.41)
Equation (3.41) can then be substituted into Equation (3.26) to give the nondimensional
horizontal velocity as
(3.42)uˆ = uˆp + uˆr,
where
uˆp = uˆ|zˆ=−hˆ − µ2
(
zˆ + hˆ
) [
2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂
∂xˆ
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+ uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
+
zˆ + hˆ
2
∂2
∂xˆ2
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)]
+O
(
µ4
)
(3.43)
denotes the nondimensional potential velocity, and
(3.44)uˆr =
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
ωˆ dzˆ′ − µ2
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
∫ zˆ′′
−hˆ
∂2ωˆ
∂xˆ2
dzˆ′′′ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ +O
(
µ4
)
denotes the nondimensional rotational velocity. Here, the contribution of the vorticity to
the velocity is represented in uˆr, while the contribution from uˆp relies on the velocity at
a reference depth.
By expressing Equation (3.30) in terms of the potential and rotational velocities,
it is possible to obtain a more simple form of the equation that is better suited to a
depth averaged model. The weakly-nonlinear btes (wnbs) are acquired when terms
O (δµ2, µ4) are neglected. The gradient of the bed is assumed to be small, such that
terms O
[
µ2
(
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)2
, µ2 ∂
2hˆ
∂xˆ2
]
can also be removed, along with rotational terms O
(
µ2 ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)
.
This assumption is authenticated in Section 6.4, where the dispersivity is compared to
the bathymetric gradient for each test case performed in the present study. Following
the procedure detailed in Appendix A.5, this allows Equation (3.30) to be written as
(3.45)
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
+
1
δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
dˆ2
2
)
− dˆ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
]
+ δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
qˆ2
dˆ
)
+
∂
∂xˆ
(
∆̂M
)]
− µ2
[
hˆ
3
∂
∂tˆ
(
hˆ
∂2qˆ
∂xˆ2
+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂qˆ
∂xˆ
)
− ∂
3
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
(
∆̂P
)
+ D̂s
]
= O
(
δµ2, µ2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
, µ4
)
.
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Here,
(3.46)∆̂M =
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
uˆ2r − ˆ¯u2r dzˆ,
(3.47)∆̂P = −
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ
and
(3.48)D̂s =
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
νˆt
∂uˆ
∂zˆ
dzˆ′ dzˆ
are the nondimensional breaking terms which represent the rotation within the ﬂow.
The numerical solution of Equation (3.45) is more straightforward than that of Equa-
tion (3.30), and the isolation of rotational terms allows the more complex numerical
integrations to be performed independently.
3.2.5 Dispersive enhancement
For the wnbs, the Boussinesq approximation assumes weak nonlinearity and dispersivity,
such that δ < 1 and µ2 < 1, and balanced nonlinear and dispersive eﬀects, such that
δ = O (µ2). These restrictions can be reduced by retaining higher-order terms, giving the
fnbs, although this results in a system of equations with greater complexity, as illustrated
in the derivation provided in Appendix A.5. While the simpliﬁcations for the wnbs
introduce some limitations, they are assumed to be outweighed by the inconveniences
of the more elaborate and extensive fnbs. It is worth noting that the procedure for
deriving the equations presented here would remain unchanged if higher-order terms
were to be retained.
A range of methods have been proposed to enhance the dispersive characteristics of
btes and thereby allow their application to be extended to greater depths. Madsen et al.
(1991) derived the dispersion relation for a range of forms of btes and allowed the phase
celerity,
(3.49)c =
λ
T
,
to be determined from
(3.50)
c2
gh
=
1 +Bµ2
1 +
(
B + 13
)
µ2
.
Here,
(3.51)T =
1
fw
is the wave period, λ is the wavelength, fw denotes the wave frequency, and B is the
dispersive parameter, which allows various forms of the btes to be recovered. Commonly
assumed values include B = 16 , B = −13 (Mei, 1989) and B = 115 (Madsen et al., 1997),
while B = 0 recovers the standard btes. In the present study, the approach taken by
Veeramony and Svendsen (2000) is adopted, whereby the dispersive characteristics are
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improved in deeper water by applying the following linear operator (Madsen and Schäﬀer,
1998):
(3.52)O = 1 +Bµ2hˆ2
∂2
∂xˆ2
Using a value of B = 115 has been found to closely replicate linear dispersion and is
therefore used here.
It should ﬁrst be noted from Equation (3.28) that
1
δ
∂2
∂xˆ2
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
dˆ2
2
)
− dˆ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
]
=
1
δ
∂2
∂xˆ2
[
dˆ
∂
∂xˆ
(
dˆ− hˆ
)]
=
∂2
∂xˆ2
[(
δζˆ + hˆ
) ∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
]
=
(
δ
∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ2
+
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
)
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
+ 2
(
δ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)
∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ2
+
(
δζˆ + hˆ
) ∂3ζˆ
∂xˆ3
=
(
2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ2
+ hˆ
∂3ζˆ
∂xˆ3
)
+O
(
δ,
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
)
(3.53)
Multiplying Equation (3.45) by Equation (3.52) and substituting Equations (3.28)
and (3.53) provides
(3.54)
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
+
1
δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
dˆ2
2
)
− dˆ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
]
+ δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
qˆ2
dˆ
)
+
∂
∂xˆ
(
∆̂M
)]
− µ2
[
hˆ
3
∂
∂tˆ
(
hˆ
∂2qˆ
∂xˆ2
+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂qˆ
∂xˆ
)
− ∂
3
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
(
∆̂P
)
+ D̂s
−Bhˆ2
(
∂3qˆ
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
+ 2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ2
+ hˆ
∂3ζˆ
∂xˆ3
)]
= O
(
δµ2, µ2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
, µ4
)
.
3.2.6 Dimensional form
With Equations (3.20), (3.22) to (3.24), (3.28) and (3.29), the dimensional form of
Equation (3.54) is then given as
(3.55)
∂q
∂t
+ g
[
∂
∂x
(
d2
2
)
− d∂h
∂x
]
+
∂
∂x
(
q2
d
)
− h
3
∂
∂t
(
h
∂2q
∂x2
+
∂h
∂x
∂q
∂x
)
+Bh2
(
∂3q
∂x2∂t
+ 2g
∂h
∂x
∂2ζ
∂x2
+ gh
∂3ζ
∂x3
)
+ χ = 0,
where terms O
(
δ2µ3, δµ3 ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
, δµ5
)
have been neglected and
(3.56)χ =
∂ (∆M)
∂x
+
∂3 (∆P )
∂x2∂t
−Ds
represents the breaking terms. From Equations (3.3), (3.20) to (3.23), (3.25), (3.26),
(3.42) and (3.46) to (3.48), the dimensional forms of the breaking terms are given as
(3.57)∆M = δ2gh20∆̂M =
∫ ζ
−h
u2r − u¯2r dz,
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(3.58)∆P = δgh30
√
h0
g
∆̂P = −
∫ ζ
−h
∫ ζ
z
∫ z′
−h
ur − u¯r dz′′ dz′ dz
and
(3.59)Ds = δµ
3gh0D̂s =
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x2
∫ ζ
z
νt
∂u
∂z
dz′ dz.
Here, the rotational component of the velocity is given by ur.
3.2.7 Conservative form
In order to express the conservation and momentum equations in a form suited to the
ﬁnite-volume (fv) method, Equations (3.6) and (3.55) are rearranged and written as
(3.60)
∂W
∂t
+
∂F
∂x
= S,
where
(3.61)W =

d
q − h
3
∂h
∂x
∂q
∂x
+
(
B − 1
3
)
h2
∂2q
∂x2
 ,
(3.62)F =

q
q2
d
+
gd2
2

and
(3.63)S =

0
gd
∂h
∂x
−Bgh2
(
2
∂h
∂x
∂2ζ
∂x2
+ h
∂3ζ
∂x3
)
− χ
 .
By using an fv scheme to solve these equations, a stable model with good shock-capturing
capabilities can be created. Such qualities are well suited to modelling wave propagation
through the surf-zone.
3.3 Nonlinear shallow water equations
It is worth noting that the nswes are reached by neglecting the higher-order dispersive
terms and dissipative breaking terms from the btes. As such, Equations (3.60) to (3.63)
reduce to
(3.64)
∂
∂t
d
q
+ ∂
∂x

q
q2
d
+
gd2
2
 =
 0
gd
∂h
∂x
 .
By using the nswes an assumption of hydrostatic pressure is introduced, as the non-
hydrostatic components contained within the btes are no longer represented. It should
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therefore be emphasised that practical use of Equation (3.64) is restricted to regions
where δ = O (1) and the long wave approximation holds true, such that µ≪ 1 (Svendsen,
2006).
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4.1 Flow rotation
In response to the negation of rotational components of the ﬂow encountered when
deriving the btes from the rans equations, the rbm endeavours to calculate the vorticity
within the ﬂow and represent this aspect of the hydrodynamics by determining additional
terms to be introduced into the governing equations. Further oﬀshore, where a larger
water depth is found, the assumption of irrotationality embedded in the previously
derived btes is reasonable and provides an adequate description of the hydrodynamics.
When modelling breaking waves, the resulting levels of rotation within the ﬂow mean
that this approximation is no longer suitable, and requires further considerations to be
made (Svendsen, 2006).
4.2 Formulation of equation
The shortcomings resulting from the irrotational assumptions discussed previously are
addressed with the introduction of ω to describe the vortical motion of the ﬂuid. This
term brings an additional equation which must be solved concurrently. This relation
describes the spatial and temporal evolution of the vorticity, and is derived from the
rans equations obtained in Chapter 3. Diﬀerentiating Equation (3.2) with respect to x
and subtracting from Equation (3.1) diﬀerentiated with respect to z gives
∂
∂t
(
∂w
∂x
− ∂u
∂z
)
+ w
∂
∂x
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂w
∂z
)
+ 2
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂w
∂z
)(
∂w
∂x
− ∂u
∂z
)
+ u
∂
∂x
(
∂w
∂x
− ∂u
∂z
)
+ w
∂
∂z
(
∂w
∂x
− ∂u
∂z
)
− u ∂
∂z
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂w
∂z
)
=
1
ρ
(
∂2τxz
∂x2
+
∂2τzz
∂x∂z
− ∂
2τxx
∂x∂z
− ∂
2τxz
∂z2
)
.
(4.1)
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The horizontal and vertical normal stresses are described by the eddy viscosity model
outlined in Appendix A.3.1, which gives
(4.2)τxx = 2ρνt
∂u
∂x
and
(4.3)τzz = 2ρνt
∂w
∂z
.
By substituting Equations (3.6), (3.13), (3.31), (4.2) and (4.3) into Equation (4.1), the
required form of the vte is obtained:
(4.4)
∂ω
∂t
+ u
∂ω
∂x
+ w
∂ω
∂z
= νt
(
∂3w
∂x3
+
∂3w
∂x∂z2
− ∂
3u
∂x2∂z
− ∂
3u
∂z3
)
= νt
(
∂2ω
∂x2
+
∂2ω
∂z2
)
4.3 Closure mechanism
As Madsen and Svendsen (1983) remarked, the closure mechanism should attempt to
replicate any signiﬁcant characteristics exhibited in turbulent regions. In particular,
the downstream convection and moderate dissipation of vorticity in the wake of the
roller region should be captured. When building an image of the vorticity with a depth
averaged model, the turbulence must be equated to the mean ﬂow by considering the
vertical variation of the horizontal velocity (Svendsen and Madsen, 1984).
In the present work, the problem is closed using the semi-analytical solution presented
by Veeramony and Svendsen (2000). The boundary conditions state that there is no
vorticity at the bed or the free surface and assume an initially irrotational state, such
that
(4.5)ω|z=ζ = 0,
(4.6)ω|z=−h = 0
and
(4.7)ω|t=0 = 0.
The vorticity is introduced along the lower edge of the roller, located at ζe, by deﬁning
an injected quantity, ωs, along this boundary:
(4.8)ω|z=ζe = ωs
With Equations (3.20), (3.21), (3.24) to (3.27) and (3.36), the dimensionless form of
Equation (4.4) is found to be
(4.9)
∂ωˆ
∂tˆ
+ δuˆ
∂ωˆ
∂xˆ
+ δwˆ
∂ωˆ
∂zˆ
= νˆt
(
µ2
∂2ωˆ
∂xˆ2
+
∂2ωˆ
∂zˆ2
)
.
In order to solve the vte using a semi-analytical method, the z-coordinates are
transformed onto a new coordinate system deﬁned by
(4.10)σ =
h+ z
h+ ζe
=
hˆ+ zˆ
hˆ+ δζˆe
.
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As such, σ is zero at the bed and one at the lower edge of the roller. Since the rotational
components of Equation (3.54) are O (δ, µ2), terms of the vte are only needed to
O (µ2) for the overall solution to remain accurate to O (δµ2, µ4). With Equation (4.10),
Equation (4.9) can be written in terms of the σ coordinate system as follows:
(4.11)
∂ωˆ
∂tˆ
+
∂σ
∂tˆ
∂ωˆ
∂σ
+ δuˆ
(
∂ωˆ
∂xˆ
+
∂σ
∂xˆ
∂ωˆ
∂σ
)
+ δwˆ
∂σ
∂zˆ
∂ωˆ
∂σ
=
∂ωˆ
∂tˆ
− δσ
hˆ+ δζˆe
∂ζˆe
∂tˆ
∂ωˆ
∂σ
+ δuˆ
[
∂ωˆ
∂xˆ
− σ
hˆ+ δζˆe
∂
∂xˆ
(
hˆ+ δζˆe
) ∂ωˆ
∂σ
]
+
δwˆ
hˆ+ δζˆe
∂ωˆ
∂σ
= νˆt
(
∂σ
∂zˆ
)2 ∂2ωˆ
∂σ2
+O
(
µ2
)
=
νˆt(
hˆ+ δζˆe
)2 ∂2ωˆ∂σ2 +O
(
µ2
)
The vorticity and velocity inside the roller during breaking have not yet been adequately
quantiﬁed experimentally, but Equations (4.5) and (4.8) provide boundary conditions
along the upper and lower edges of this region. The approach adopted here assumes a
linear vorticity distribution, as in Musumeci et al. (2005). It is important to note that
the vorticity calculated inside the roller region does not inﬂuence the rbm. In order to
further simplify the boundary conditions, the function describing the vorticity outside
the roller is homogenised (Veeramony and Svendsen, 2000). This provides the following
expression for the vorticity within the ﬂow:
(4.12)ωˆ =

Ωˆ + σωˆs zˆ ≤ ζˆe
ζˆ − zˆ
ζˆ − ζˆe
ωˆs ζˆe < zˆ ≤ ζˆ
For the gentle bathymetry assumed in the present derivation,
(4.13)
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
= O
(
µ2
)
.
To ensure this statement is valid, the gradient of the bed is later veriﬁed for the tests
performed in the present study. Accordingly, bed slope terms are then also separated.
With Equations (4.10) and (4.12), Equation (4.11) is then written as
(4.14)
∂Ωˆ
∂tˆ
+ σ
∂ωˆs
∂tˆ
− δσωˆs
hˆ+ δζˆe
∂ζˆe
∂tˆ
+
δ
hˆ+ δζˆe
(
wˆ − δσuˆ∂ζˆe
∂xˆ
− σ∂ζˆe
∂tˆ
)(
∂Ωˆ
∂σ
+ ωˆs
)
+ δuˆ
∂Ωˆ
∂xˆ
+ δuˆσ
∂ωˆs
∂xˆ
=
νˆt(
hˆ+ δζˆe
)2 ∂2Ωˆ∂σ2 +O
(
µ2, δ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)
.
With Equations (4.10) and (4.12), the boundary conditions given by Equations (4.6)
to (4.8) can be written as
(4.15)Ωˆ
∣∣∣
σ=1
= 0,
(4.16)Ωˆ
∣∣∣
σ=0
= 0
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and
(4.17)Ωˆ
∣∣∣
t=0
= 0.
4.4 Perturbation analysis
Next, it is assumed that Ωˆ can be expanded using a perturbation approach as follows
(Mei, 1997):
(4.18)Ωˆ = ωˆ(1) + δωˆ(2) +O
(
δ2
)
The ﬁrst part of the ﬁnal term in Equation (4.14) can be rewritten using a Taylor series
expansion about zero (see Appendix C.3):
(4.19)
νˆt(
hˆ+ δζˆe
)2 = νˆt
hˆ2
∞∑
n=0
(n+ 1)
(
−δ ζˆe
hˆ
)n
=
νˆt
hˆ2
(
1− 2δ ζˆe
hˆ
+ 6δ2
ζˆ2e
hˆ2
)
+O
(
δ3
)
By substituting Equations (4.18) and (4.19) into Equation (4.14), a new form of the vte
is reached:
(4.20)
∂ωˆ(1)
∂tˆ
+ δ
∂ωˆ(2)
∂tˆ
+ δ2
∂ωˆ(3)
∂tˆ
+ σ
∂ωˆs
∂tˆ
− δσωˆs
hˆ+ δζˆe
∂ζˆe
∂tˆ
+
δ
hˆ+ δζˆe
(
wˆ−δσuˆ∂ζˆe
∂xˆ
−σ∂ζˆe
∂tˆ
)(
∂ωˆ(1)
∂σ
+δ
∂ωˆ(2)
∂σ
+ ωˆs
)
+δuˆ
∂ωˆ(1)
∂xˆ
+δ2uˆ
∂ωˆ(2)
∂xˆ
+ δuˆσ
∂ωˆs
∂xˆ
=
νˆt
hˆ2
(
1− 2δ ζˆe
hˆ
+ 6δ2
ζˆ2e
hˆ2
)
∂2
∂σ2
(
ωˆ(1) + δωˆ(2)
)
+O
(
µ2, δ2, δ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)
Here, the solution is obtained from an inﬁnite series of linear problems with diminishing
orders of magnitude.
4.4.1 First-order solution
The ﬁrst system is constructed from the terms O (1) in Equation (4.20), which with
Equations (3.20), (3.22) to (3.25), (3.36), (4.12) and (4.18), can be written in dimensional
form as
(4.21)
∂ω(1)
∂t
+ σ
∂ωs
∂t
=
νt
h2
∂2ω(1)
∂σ2
.
Using the method described in Appendix C.4, the terms in Equation (4.21) can be
expanded using a trigonometric Fourier series of the form
(4.22)−σ∂ωs
∂t
=
∞∑
n=1
F (1)n sin (npiσ) ,
where
(4.23)F (1)n = −2
∂ωs
∂t
∫ 1
0
σ sin (npiσ) dσ = 2
(−1)n
npi
∂ωs
∂t
n ∈ N1.
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Assuming the solution takes the form
(4.24)ω(1) =
∞∑
n=1
G(1)n sin (npiσ) ,
where Gn is independent of σ, Equation (4.21) then becomes
(4.25)
∞∑
n =1
∂G
(1)
n
∂t
sin (npiσ)−
∞∑
n =1
F (1)n sin (npiσ) = −
νt
h2
∞∑
n=1
n2pi2G(1)n sin (npiσ) ,
which can be rearranged to give
(4.26)
∞∑
n =1
(
∂G
(1)
n
∂t
+
νt
h2
n2pi2G(1)n − F (1)n
)
sin (npiσ) = 0.
For this to hold for all values of σ, the following statement must also be true:
(4.27)
∂G
(1)
n
∂t
+
νt
h2
n2pi2G(1)n − F (1)n = 0 n ∈ N1
As a ﬁrst-order nonhomogeneous linear equation, Equation (4.27) can be solved using
the variation of parameters method (Powers, 2006). The following expression is then
obtained:
(4.28)G(1)n = exp
(
− νt
h2
n2pi2t
)[∫ t
0
exp
(
νt
h2
n2pi2t′
)
F (1)n dt
′ − G(1)n
∣∣∣
t=0
]
n ∈ N1.
Equations (4.7) and (4.24) provide the relation
(4.29)
∞∑
n =1
G(1)n
∣∣∣
t=0
sin (npiσ) = 0,
which, in order to be satisﬁed for all values of σ, requires the initial condition
(4.30)G(1)n
∣∣∣
t=0
= 0 n ∈ N1
to be true. Equation (4.28) then becomes
(4.31)G(1)n =
∫ t
0
exp
[
νt
h2
n2pi2
(
t′ − t)]F (1)n dt′ n ∈ N1.
4.4.2 Second-order solution
For subsequent higher-order solutions, the following Taylor series expansion about zero
must be applied to Equation (4.20) in order to obtain the second-order solution (see
Appendix C.3):
(4.32)
1
hˆ+ δζˆe
=
1
hˆ
∞∑
n=0
(
−δζˆe
hˆ
)n
=
1
hˆ
+O (δ)
By neglecting the eﬀects of the roller thickness, Equations (3.6), (3.8) and (3.9) can be
used to approximate the rate of change of ζe as
(4.33)
∂ζe
∂t
≃ −∂q
∂x
= −
(
∂h
∂x
+
∂ζ
∂x
)
u¯− (h+ ζ) ∂u¯
∂x
.
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With Equations (3.20), (3.22) to (3.24) and (3.26), and noting that
(4.34)ˆ¯u = ˆ¯u(0+1) + δ ˆ¯u(2),
the following nondimensional approximation of Equation (4.33) is provided:
(4.35)
∂ζˆe
∂tˆ
= −
(
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
+ δ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
)
ˆ¯u−
(
hˆ+ δζˆ
) ∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
= −hˆ∂
ˆ¯u(0+1)
∂xˆ
+O
(
δ,
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)
The same procedure as before is then followed to ﬁnd a solution of the form
(4.36)ω(2) =
∞∑
n=1
G(2)n sin (npiσ)
from the terms O (δ) in Equation (4.20) which, with Equations (3.20), (3.22) to (3.27),
(3.36), (4.12), (4.18), (4.32), (4.34) and (4.35), provides the dimensional equation
(4.37)
∂ω(2)
∂t
− νt
h2
∂2ω(2)
∂σ2
= F (2),
where
(4.38)
F (2) = −σ∂uˆ
∂x
(
2ωs +
∂ω(1)
∂σ
)
− w
(0+1)
h
(
∂ω(1)
∂σ
+ ωs
)
− u(0+1) ∂
∂x
(
ω(1) + σωs
)
− 2 νt
h2
ζe
h
∂2ω(1)
∂σ2
.
The use of the Equation (4.35) has additional advantages in that the substitution simpliﬁes
the calculation of F (2). Consequently, there is an improvement in the computational
performance, and potentially a reduction in numerical noise that may otherwise be
introduced into the system by the presence of a greater number of spatial derivatives.
A second sinusoidal Fourier series expansion is used to give the following relations:
(4.39)F (2) =
∞∑
n=1
F (2)n sin (npiσ)
(4.40)F (2)n = 2
∫ 1
0
F (2) sin (npiσ) dσ n ∈ N1
Substituting Equations (4.36) and (4.39) into Equation (4.37) and again noting that the
combined summation must hold for all values of σ, another ﬁrst-order nonhomogeneous
linear equation is obtained:
(4.41)
∂G
(2)
n
∂t
+
νt
h2
n2pi2G(2)n − F (2)n = 0
Equation (4.36) is solved with the variation of parameters method used previously and
the initial condition provided by Equations (4.7) and (4.36), giving
(4.42)G(2)n =
∫ t
0
exp
[
νt
h2
n2pi2
(
t′ − t)]F (2)n dt′ n ∈ N1.
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4.4.3 Vorticity proﬁle
Substituting Equations (3.36), (4.18), (4.24) and (4.36) into Equation (4.12) allows the
vorticity to be expressed in dimensional form as
(4.43)ω =

σωs +
∞∑
n=1
(
G(1)n +G
(2)
n
)
sin (npiσ) z ≤ ζe
ζ − z
ζ − ζeωs ζe < z ≤ ζ.
To simplify the numerical description of ω, another sinusoidal Fourier series expansion is
applied to the ﬁrst term in Equation (4.43), such that
(4.44)σωs =
∞∑
n=1
G(0)n sin (npiσ)
and
(4.45)G(0)n = 2
∫ 1
0
σωs sin (npiσ) dσ = −2ωs (−1)
n
npi
n ∈ N1.
With Equation (4.44), Equation (4.43) can be written as
(4.46)ω =

∞∑
n=1
Gn sin (npiσ) z ≤ ζe
ζ − z
ζ − ζeωs ζe < z ≤ ζ,
where
(4.47)Gn = G
(0)
n +G
(1)
n +G
(2)
n n ∈ N1.
4.5 Rotational velocity
In order to establish breaking terms from the solution to the vte, it is necessary to
determine the rotational velocity from the calculated value of the vorticity. First,
Equations (3.21), (3.22), (3.26) and (3.36) are used to express Equation (3.44) in
dimensional form up to O (µ2), and the integration divided at z = ζe:
(4.48)ur =
∫ z
−h
ω dz′ =

∫ z
−h
ω dz′ z ≤ ζe
ur|z=ζe +
∫ z
ζe
ω dz′ ζe < z ≤ ζ
With Equations (4.10) and (4.46), the vorticity can then be integrated in σ-coordinates
from the bed to an arbitrary depth outside the roller:
(4.49)
∫ z
−h
ω dz′ = (h+ ζe)
∫ σ
0
∞∑
n=1
Gn sin (npiσ) dσ
′ z ≤ ζe
= (h+ ζe)
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
[1− cos (npiσ)] z ≤ ζe
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Integrating Equation (4.46) over an arbitrary distance within the roller region gives
(4.50)
∫ z
ζe
ω dz′ =
ωs
ζ − ζe
∫ z
ζe
ζ − z′ dz′ z ≤ ζ
=
ωs
ζ − ζe
[
ζ (z − ζe)− z
2 − ζ2e
2
]
z ≤ ζ.
Equations (4.49) and (4.50) can be substituted into Equation (4.48) to give
(4.51)ur =

(h+ ζe)
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
[1− cos (npiσ)] z ≤ ζe
ur|z=ζe +
ωs
ζ − ζe
[
ζ (z − ζe)− z
2 − ζ2e
2
]
ζe < z ≤ ζ.
4.6 Horizontal velocity
Having obtained an expression for the rotational velocity, the calculation of the horizontal
velocity follows naturally. Equations (3.3) and (4.51), allow the depth averaged rotational
velocity to be calculated as
(4.52)u¯r =

(h+ ζe)
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
z ≤ ζe
ζ − ζe
d
ur|z=ζe −
ωs
3d
(ζ − ζe)2 ζe < z ≤ ζ.
As shown in Appendix A.5, the horizontal velocity can approximated as
(4.53)u = u¯+ ur − u¯r.
The procedure outlined in Appendix A.4.2 uses the continuity equation and bottom
boundary condition to obtain the following relation:
(4.54)w = − ∂
∂x
∫ z
−h
u dz′
An approximation for the vertical velocity is then obtained in σ-coordinates from
Equations (4.10), (4.32), (4.53) and (4.54), giving
(4.55)w(0+1) = −h ∂
∂x
∫ σ
0
u(0+1) dσ′.
Equations (4.51) and (4.52) can then be substituted into Equation (4.53) to give
u =

u¯− (h+ ζe)
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
cos (npiσ) z ≤ ζe
u¯−
(
ζ − ζe
d
− 1
)
ur|z=ζe − ωs
[
z2 − ζ2e
2 (ζ − ζe) − ζ
z − ζe
ζ − ζe −
(ζ − ζe)2
3d
]
ζe < z ≤ ζ.
(4.56)
As such, by combining the depth averaged horizontal velocity obtained from the btes
with the rotational velocity calculated using the vte, vertical proﬁles of the horizontal
velocity can be constructed.
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4.7 Calculation of breaking terms
The breaking terms given in Chapter 3 involve the integration of a number of terms
across the depth of the ﬂuid. With a few additional steps, it is possible to manipulate
the equations used in determining the breaking terms in order to provide a form better
suited to numerical solution. With Equation (3.3), Equation (3.57) can be written as
(4.57)
∆M =
∫ ζ
−h
u2r −
(
1
h+ ζ
∫ ζ
−h
ur dz
′
)2
dz
=
∫ ζe
−h
u2r dz +
∫ ζ
ζe
u2r dz −
1
h+ ζ
(∫ ζe
−h
ur dz +
∫ ζ
ζe
ur dz
)2
.
Substituting Equation (4.51) into Equation (4.57) and using Equation (4.10) to express
integrals outside the roller region in σ-coordinates then provides the following:
(4.58)
∆M = (h+ ζe)
∫ 1
0
{
(h+ ζe)
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
[1− cos (npiσ)]
}2
dσ
+
∫ ζ
ζe
{
ur|z=ζe +
ωs
ζ − ζe
[
ζ (z − ζe)− z
2 − ζ2e
2
]}2
dz
− 1
h+ ζ
{
(h+ ζe)
∫ 1
0
(h+ ζe)
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
[1− cos (npiσ)] dσ
+
∫ ζ
ζe
ur|z=ζe +
ωs
ζ − ζe
[
ζ (z − ζe)− z
2 − ζ2e
2
]
dz
}2
Noting that
(4.59)
(
∞∑
n=1
fn
)2
=
∞∑
n=1
f2n +
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
l=1
l 6=n
fnfl,
and
(4.60)
∫ 1
0
cos (npiσ) dσ = 0 n ∈ N1,
Equation (4.58) becomes
(4.61)
∆M = (h+ ζe)
3
 ∞∑
n=1
G2n
n2pi2
+
1
2
∞∑
n=1
G2n
n2pi2
+
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
l=1
l 6=n
GnGl
nlpi2

+ (ζ − ζe)
(
ur|z=ζe
)2
+
2
3
ur|z=ζe ωs (ζ − ζe)2 +
2
15
ωs (ζ − ζe)3
− 1
h+ ζ
[
(h+ ζe)
2
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
+ (ζ − ζe) ur|z=ζe +
ωs
3
(ζ − ζe)2
]2
.
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Equation (4.59) then allows Equation (4.61) to be written as
∆M = (h+ζe)
3
( ∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
)2
+
1
2
∞∑
n=1
(
Gn
npi
)2+(ζ−ζe) (ur|z=ζe)2+23 ur|z=ζe ωs (ζ−ζe)2
+
2
15
ωs (ζ − ζe)3 − 1
h+ ζ
[
(h+ ζe)
2
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
+ (ζ − ζe) ur|z=ζe +
ωs
3
(ζ − ζe)2
]2
.
(4.62)
Similarly, Equations (3.3) and (3.58) provide
(4.63)∆P = −
∫ ζ
−h
∫ ζ
z
∫ z′
−h
ur − 1
h+ ζ
∫ ζ
−h
ur dz
′′′ dz′′ dz′ dz.
When calculating ∆P , the inﬂuence of the rotational velocity within the roller is assumed
to be suﬃciently small that it may be reasonably neglected (Veeramony and Svendsen,
2000). On this basis, ζ ≃ ζe is assumed for the limits of integration for rotational terms.
With Equations (4.10) and (4.51), Equation (4.63) then becomes
(4.64)
∆P ≃ − (h+ ζe)3
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
σ
∫ σ′
0
{
(h+ ζe)
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
[
1− cos (npiσ′′)]
−
∫ 1
0
(h+ ζe)
∞∑
n=1
Gn
npi
[
1− cos (npiσ′′′)] dσ′′′} dσ′′ dσ′ dσ.
With Equation (4.60), the approximation in Equation (4.64) can be simpliﬁed to give
(4.65)∆P = − (h+ ζe)4
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n3pi3
Gn.
Equation (4.65) can then be diﬀerentiated in time, which with Equations (3.20), (3.23),
(3.24), (3.26) and (4.35), provides the following relation:
(4.66)
∂
∂t
(∆P ) = (h+ ζe)
3
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n3pi3
[
4h
∂u¯
∂x
Gn − (h+ ζe) ∂Gn
∂t
]
4.8 Spectral solution
A numerical approach must be established in order to perform the temporal integration
present in the expressions for G
(1)
n . The terms in Equation (4.47) up to O (δ),
(4.67)G(0+1)n = G
(0)
n +G
(1)
n ,
are evaluated at a time t′, which with Equations (4.23), (4.31) and (4.45) gives
G(0+1)n
∣∣∣
t=t′
= −2 ωs|t=t′
(−1)n
npi
+ 2
(−1)n
npi
∫ t′
0
exp
[
νt
h2
n2pi2
(
t′′ − t′)]∂ωs
∂t
dt′′ n ∈ N1.
(4.68)
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The following integral expression is obtained with the procedure given in Ap-
pendix C.2:
(4.69)
∫
V (X)
∂W
∂X
dX = VW −
∫
W
∂V
∂X
dX
With Equation (4.69), Equation (4.68) can also be evaluated after a constant timestep,
∆t, to give
G(0+1)n
∣∣∣
t=t′+∆t
= −2 ωs|t=t′+∆t
(−1)n
npi
+ 2
(−1)n
npi
exp
(
− νt
h2
n2pi2∆t
){∫ t′
0
exp
[
νt
h2
n2pi2
(
t′′ − t′)]∂ωs
∂t
dt′′
+
h2
νtn2pi2
[
exp
(
νt
h2
n2pi2∆t
)
− 1
]
∂ωs
∂t
−
∫ t′+∆t
t′
exp
[
νt
h2
n2pi2
(
t′′ − t′)]∂2ωs
∂t2
dt′′
}
n ∈ N1.
(4.70)
In order to simplify the integration of the temporal gradient of vorticity along the lower
edge of the roller, the change in ∂ωs
∂t
is assumed negligible over a single timestep, such
that, for numerical purposes,
(4.71)
∂2ωs
∂t2
= 0.
Substituting Equations (4.68) and (4.71) into Equation (4.70) then gives
G(0+1)n
∣∣∣
t=t′+∆t
= exp
(
− νt
h2
n2pi2∆t
)
G(0+1)n
∣∣∣
t=t′
+ 2
(−1)n
npi
{
exp
(
− νt
h2
n2pi2∆t
)
ωs|t=t′
− ωs|t=t′+∆t +
h2
νtn2pi2
[
1− exp
(
− νt
h2
n2pi2∆t
)]
∂ωs
∂t
}
n ∈ N1.
(4.72)
Equations (4.47), (4.67) and (4.72) then provide an expression to update the value of
Gn based on that obtained at the previous timestep. In order to calculate higher-order
terms, F
(2)
n is needed, which in turn requires an expression to update G
(1)
n at each
timestep. A procedure similar to that used previously can be followed to determine G
(1)
n ,
and subsequently, G
(2)
n . Evaluating Equations (4.31) and (4.42) at time t′ + ∆t and
substituting the result back into the same equation evaluated at time t′ gives
(4.73)
G(1)n
∣∣∣
t=t′+∆t
= exp
(
− νt
h2
n2pi2∆t
){
G(1)n
∣∣∣
t=t′
+
∫ t′+∆t
t′
exp
[
νt
h2
n2pi2
(
t′′ − t′)]F (1)n dt′′
}
n ∈ N1
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and
(4.74)
G(2)n
∣∣∣
t=t′+∆t
= exp
(
− νt
h2
n2pi2∆t
){
G(2)n
∣∣∣
t=t′
+
∫ t′+∆t
t′
exp
[
νt
h2
n2pi2
(
t′′ − t′)]F (2)n dt′′
}
n ∈ N1.
With Equations (4.23), (4.69), (4.71) and (4.73), it follows that
(4.75)
G(1)n
∣∣∣
t=t′+∆t
= exp
(
− νt
h2
n2pi2∆t
)
G(1)n
∣∣∣
t=t′
+
2 (−1)n h2
νtn3pi3
[
1− exp
(
− νt
h2
n2pi2∆t
)]
∂ωs
∂t
n ∈ N1.
For the calculation of F
(2)
n , the inﬂuence of the rotational velocity within the roller
region is again neglected. With Equations (4.10), (4.32), (4.43) and (4.48), the approx-
imation for the rotational horizontal velocity up to O (1) is calculated as
u(0+1)r = h
∫ σ
0
σωs +
∞∑
n=1
G(1)n sin (npiσ) dσ
′ = h
{
σ2
2
ωs −
∞∑
n=1
G
(1)
n
npi
[cos (npiσ)− 1]
}
.
(4.76)
Equations (3.3), (4.10), (4.53) and (4.60) together provide the following approximation
for the horizontal velocity:
u(0+1) = u¯(0+1)
+h
{
σ2
2
ωs−
∞∑
n=1
G
(1)
n
npi
[cos (npiσ)− 1]−
∫ 1
0
σ2
2
ωs−
∞∑
n=1
G
(1)
n
npi
[cos (npiσ)− 1] dσ′
}
= u¯(0+1) + h
[(
σ2
2
− 1
6
)
ωs −
∞∑
n=1
G
(1)
n
npi
cos (npiσ)
]
(4.77)
Equation (4.77) can then be substituted into Equation (4.55) to give
(4.78)w(0+1) = −h ∂
∂x
{
σu¯(0+1) + h
[
σ
6
(
σ2 − 1
)
ωs −
∞∑
n=1
G(1)n
sin (npiσ)
n2pi2
]}
.
Substituting Equations (4.10), (4.24), (4.77) and (4.78) into Equation (4.38) then gives
F (2) = −σ∂u¯
(0+1)
∂x
[
2ωs +
∞∑
n=1
G(1)n npi cos (npiσ)
]
+
{
σ
∂u¯(0+1)
∂x
+ h
[
σ
6
(
σ2 − 1
) ∂ωs
∂x
−
∞∑
n=1
∂G
(1)
n
∂x
sin (npiσ)
n2pi2
]}[
ωs +
∞∑
n=1
G(1)n npi cos (npiσ)
]
−
{
u¯(0+1)+h
[(
σ2
2
− 1
6
)
ωs−
∞∑
n=1
G
(1)
n
npi
cos (npiσ)
]}[
σ
∂ωs
∂x
+
∞∑
n=1
∂G
(1)
n
∂x
sin (npiσ)
]
+ 2
νt
h2
ζe
h
∞∑
n=1
G(1)n n
2
pi
2 sin (npiσ) +O
(
∂h
∂x
)
.
(4.79)
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With Equations (4.60) and (4.69) and the expressions given in Appendix C.5, several
additional identities are provided in order to rewrite Equation (4.40) as part of the
treatment of F
(2)
n that follows:
(4.80)
∫ 1
0
σ sin (npiσ) dσ = −(−1)
n
npi
n ∈ N1
(4.81)
∫ 1
0
σ3 sin (npiσ) dσ =
(−1)n
npi
(
6
n2pi2
− 1
)
n ∈ N1
∫ 1
0
sin (npiσ) sin (lpiσ) dσ =
1
2
∫ 1
0
cos [(n− l) piσ]− cos [(n+ l) piσ] dσ
=

1
2
− sin (2npi)
2npi
n = l
sin [(n− l) pi]
2 (n− l) pi −
sin [(n+ l) pi]
2 (n+ l) pi
n 6= l
=

1
2
n = l
0 n 6= l
n, l ∈ N1
(4.82)
∫ 1
0
(
σ2 − 1
3
)
sin (npiσ) sin (lpiσ) dσ
=
1
2
∫ 1
0
σ2 cos [(n− l) piσ]− σ2 cos [(n+ l) piσ]− 1
3
cos [(n− l) piσ] + 1
3
cos [(n+ l) piσ] dσ
=

1
2
∫ 1
0
σ2 − σ2 cos (2pinσ)− 1
3
dσ n = l
1
2
∫ 1
0
σ2 cos [(n− l) piσ]− σ2 cos [(n+ l) piσ] dσ n 6= l
=

− 1
4n2pi2
n = l
4nl (−1)n+l(
n2 − l2)2 pi2 n 6= l
n, l, r ∈ N1
(4.83)
(4.84)
∫ 1
0
sin (npiσ) cos (lpiσ) sin (rpiσ) dσ =
1
2
∫ 1
0
sin [(n− l) piσ] sin (rpiσ)
+ sin [(n+ l) piσ] sin (rpiσ) dσ
=

1
4
n− l = r, n+ l = r
0 n− l 6= r 6= n+ l
n, l, r ∈ N1
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(4.85)
∫ 1
0
σ sin (npiσ) cos (lpiσ) dσ =
1
2
∫ 1
0
σ sin [(n− l) piσ] + σ sin [(n+ l) piσ] dσ
=

−cos (2npi)
4npi
n = l
− (−1)
n−l
2 (n− l) pi −
(−1)n+l
2 (n+ l) pi
n 6= l
=

− 1
4npi
n = l
− n (−1)
n+l(
n2 − l2) pi n 6= l
n, l ∈ N1
(4.86)
∫ 1
0
σ3 sin (npiσ) cos (lpiσ) dσ
=
1
2
∫ 1
0
σ3 sin [(n− l) piσ] + σ3 sin [(n+ l) piσ] dσ
=

−cos (2npi)
4npi
+
3 cos (2npi)
8n3pi3
n = l
(−1)n−l
2 (n− l) pi
[
6
(n− l)2 pi2 − 1
]
+
(−1)n+l
2 (n+ l) pi
[
6
(n+ l)2 pi2
− 1
]
n 6= l
=

1
4npi
(
3
2n2pi2
− 1
)
n = l
n (−1)n+l
(n2 − l2) pi
[
6n2 + 18l2
(n2 − l2)2 pi2 − 1
]
n 6= l
n, l ∈ N1
With Equations (4.79) to (4.86) and bed terms neglected, Equation (4.40) can be written
as follows:
(4.87)
F (2)n = 2
(−1)n
npi
[
u¯(0+1)
∂ωs
∂x
+ ωs
∂u¯(0+1)
∂x
−
(
2
n2pi2
− 1
3
)
hωs
∂ωs
∂x
]
− 3h
4n2pi2
(
∂G
(1)
n
∂x
ωs +
G
(1)
n
2
∂ωs
∂x
)
− u¯(0+1)∂G
(1)
n
∂x
+ 2
νtζe
h3
n2pi2G(1)n
+
h
2
∞∑
l=1
∞∑
r=1
n−l=r
(
1− l
2
r2
)
G
(1)
l
lpi
∂G
(1)
r
∂x
+
h
2
∞∑
l=1
∞∑
r=1
n+l=r
(
1− l
2
r2
)
G
(1)
l
lpi
∂G
(1)
r
∂x
+ 2h
∂ωs
∂x
∞∑
l=1
l 6=n
nl (−1)n+l
n2 − l2
[
n2 + 3l2
(n2 − l2)2 pi2 −
1
l2pi2
− 1
3
]
G
(1)
l
− 4hωs
∞∑
l=1
l 6=n
nl (−1)n+l
(n2 − l2)2 pi2
∂G
(1)
l
∂x
n ∈ N1
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By taking the value of u¯(0+1) in terms O (δ), the variable can be more simply taken as u¯
throughout.
4.8.1 Evaluation of series summations
Although it is not possible to calculate an inﬁnite series for the summations used here,
the magnitude of successive terms diminishes, meaning a convergent solution is obtained.
As such, the upper limit for the summation, M , can be chosen such that a suﬃciently
accurate value is obtained.
It is worth noting the computational eﬃciency earned by employing matrix algebra in
the calculation of the summations is exploited to numerically evaluate the integrals used
to ascertain the vorticity, rotational velocity and breaking terms. This is well suited to a
numerical implementation and improves the speed with which the solution is computed.
A new algebraic formulation is therefore proposed to yield the beneﬁts of an algorithm
implemented using matrices. This technique is demonstrated by ﬁrst postulating the
calculation of Z for the N cells in the domain according to
(4.88)Zi,V =
M∑
n=1
Xi,nYn,V i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , V ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}.
Here i indicates the cell in the domain, while L deﬁnes the number of points in the
vertical discretisation of σ used for the numerical solution. Equation (4.88) can be solved
according to
(4.89)ZN,L =XN,MYM,L,
where
(4.90)ZN,L =

Z1,1 Z1,2 . . . Z1,O
Z2,1 Z2,2 . . . Z2,O
...
...
. . .
...
ZN,1 ZN,2 . . . ZN,O

,
(4.91)XN,M =

X1,1 X1,2 . . . X1,M
X2,1 X2,2 . . . X2,M
...
...
. . .
...
XN,1 XN,2 . . . XN,M

and
(4.92)YM,L =

Y1,1 Y1,2 . . . Y1,O
Y2,1 Y2,2 . . . Y2,O
...
...
. . .
...
YM,1 YM,2 . . . YM,O

.
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tb
t∗
0
θ
θ0
θb
2
Figure 4.1: Evolution of breaking angle with ageing roller.
In addition to the inherent numerical eﬃciency gained by utilising matrix multiplic-
ation, this form is also convenient for the equations solved here as it allows variables
corresponding to Y to be precomputed before the simulation advances in time, thereby
removing the need to recalculate the coeﬃcients within the summation. The application
of this procedure is given in more detail in Appendix B.
4.9 Roller method
The approach described by Schäﬀer et al. (1993) is used to establish breaking initiation
and termination criteria and locate the roller crest and toe. This method uses the
maximum local wave slope to indicate the breaking state of a wave.
4.9.1 Geometric deﬁnition
As shown in Figure 3.1, the crest is identiﬁed by xc, which is located at the local maximum
free surface elevation of the wave. The location of the toe, xt, is deﬁned as the point at
which the angle of the free surface slope to the horizontal is
(4.93)θ = arctan
[
tan θ0 + (tan θb − tan θ0) exp
(
− tb
t∗
ln 2
)]
.
Here, θb and θ0 denote the angles at which breaking starts and ends, respectively, while tb
is the age of the breaker and t∗ is the timescale over which the roller develops. Figure 4.1
illustrates the development of θ described by Equation (4.93) as the roller progresses.
Zero-upcrossing points are used to identify individual waves by deﬁning the boundary
between successive waves at the point where ζi < 0 and ζi+1 > 0. The existence of
a roller is then considered for each wave. As the age and current breaking status of
waves need to be retained between consecutive timesteps, the location of each crest is
tracked. This allows the progression of each roller to be monitored and the formation
and cessation of rollers to be managed appropriately.
In order to inject vorticity into the system, it is ﬁrst necessary to deﬁne geometric
aspects of the roller region (Svendsen et al., 2000). This is done by estimating the
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thickness of the roller according to the following empirical formula established from
observations of hydraulic jumps:
(4.94)ζe = ζ − 0.78dc
√
dc
dt
Θ (1−Θ) exp (−Θ)
Here,
(4.95)Θ =

xt − x
lr
xc < x < xt
0 otherwise,
where the length of the roller is given by
(4.96)lr = xt − xc.
The positions of xc and xt are determined during the numerical reﬁnement of the crest
and toe locations respectively, which is discussed in detail in Section 5.8.
4.9.2 Vorticity injection
Having established the required geometry, the vorticity injected along the lower edge of
the roller is calculated as
(4.97)ωs = ωm
√
gdt
2d3c
(dt + dc)υ,
where ωm is used to inﬂuence the strength of the vorticity injected into the ﬂuid
(Veeramony and Svendsen, 2000). This provides the upper boundary condition required
when solving the vte outlined here. The term denoted by υ describes the spatial
distribution of the injected vorticity in the roller region. This is derived from the function
ﬁtted to experimental data of hydraulic jump observations by Svendsen et al. (2000),
given as 1− Θ. As the discontinuity introduced by this function at the roller toe can
result in numerical instabilities, it is modiﬁed to be
(4.98)υ = αr [1− exp (−αvΘ)] (1−Θ) .
This function provides two additional parameters to allow the proﬁle to be controlled as
necessary. Increasing the value of αv results in a steeper slope at the toe, bringing the
curve closer to the function ﬁtted to the empirical observations. Changes in αr represent
a more artiﬁcial representation of ωs which concentrates a greater amount of the injected
vorticity towards the toe of the roller. This adjustment is illustrated in Figure 4.2, which
shows υ to concentrate the injected vorticity towards the toe of the roller.
It is important to note that, within the roller region, the area under the diﬀerent
functions used to describe αr remains the same throughout this study. The area under
the curve deﬁned by υ is obtained by integrating Equation (4.98) from the crest to the
toe, and indicates the total quantity of vorticity injected along the lower edge of the
roller. Table 4.1 provides the areas calculated for the combinations of αv and αr used in
the present work. Larger values indicate higher levels of vorticity injection across the
entire roller region.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of injected vorticity across roller region adopted from experi-
mental observations of hydraulic jumps ( ) and for numerical model
with exponent coeﬃcients αv = 20 ( ), αv = 40 ( ) and αv = 80 ( ), and
distribution functions αr = 1 ( ) and αr = 3
(
1−√Θ
)
( ).
Table 4.1: Integral of injected vorticity distribution, υ, across roller region with diﬀerent
combinations of αv and αr.
Function for distribution
of injected vorticity, αr
Coeﬃcient for distribution of injected vorticity, αv
20 40 80
1 0.452 0.476 0.488
3
(
1−√Θ
)
0.585 0.637 0.667
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5.1 Historical approaches
Previous rbms have used ﬁnite-diﬀerence (fd) schemes to solve the btes and, as a result,
have encountered several limitations. A particularly noteworthy problem highlighted
by Briganti et al. (2004) is the need to intensively ﬁlter the numerical solution, which
results in artiﬁcial dissipation. This masks the physical behaviour of the breaking terms,
and yet still fails to eliminate many of the issues of stability resulting from the high-order
nature of the btes. In response to the problems faced by fd models, there has been
an increase in the use of fv schemes for solving these equations. Such approaches have
beneﬁted from improved stability, and the inherent capability of fv schemes to capture
shocks makes them well suited to modelling wave breaking and bore-like propagation.
Unfortunately, the beneﬁts of fv schemes are somewhat outweighed by the complex-
ities of expressing higher-order terms present in btes in a straightforward manner. As
this task can be achieved relatively easily with an fd scheme, it is logical to combine the
two methods in order to exploit the stability and ﬂexibility oﬀered by each technique.
Consequently, there has been a trend in the use of this approach which has been especially
apparent in btms, giving rise to a number of hybrid fvfd schemes solving btes, such as
that of Tonelli and Petti (2009).
Existing fvfd btms adopt a more basic approach to wave breaking than that seen
in previous fd rbms. Neglecting the higher-order terms in the btes sees the nswes
recovered, which conveniently possess the ability to represent the dissipation of energy
seen across a bore. This intrinsic property simpliﬁes the simulation of breaking and is
adopted with the rationale that, relative to the nonlinear terms, the dispersive terms
for a wave approaching breaking become progressively unimportant. This hydrostatic
front approximation (hfa) has been used to replicate the eﬀects of wave breaking in a
number of btms, including that of Shi et al. (2012), as well as with other models, such
as the rans solver of Shirkavand and Badiei (2014). The use of an hfa breaking model
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(hbm) requires that a criterion is established to determine a breaking location. It is at
this point that a switch from btes to nswes is performed. By adopting the nswes, the
propagation speed of the waves simulated by the model becomes directly proportional
to the square of the total water depth. This means the velocity is greatest at the peak
and smallest at the trough, causing the wave to steepen and eventually break (Svendsen,
2006).
A number of diﬀerent breaking criteria have been used with hbms. Tonelli and Petti
(2010) locate the transition in governing equations according to the ratio of wave height
to water depth, while Orszaghova et al. (2012) and Tissier et al. (2012) use the local
free surface gradient to signify the onset of breaking. Other breaking initiation criteria
include those based on the local momentum gradient (Roeber and Cheung, 2012) and
the rate of change of free surface elevation (McCabe et al., 2013; Smit et al., 2013).
Like alternative, non-hydrostatic nswe-type approaches such as the widely used
model of Zijlema et al. (2011), hbms fail to include many of the physical phenomena
present during the breaking process. These schemes instead neglect dispersive terms and
continue to disregard the rotationality of the ﬂow. While the use of the nswes leads
to the expected reduction in wave height, the bore that forms provides a less accurate
prediction of the wave shape. This limits the accuracy of such models in cases involving
wave reforming, where breaking terminates and reinitiates. Here, it is diﬃcult to fully
recover the dispersive eﬀects of the btes once the wave is considered to have broken.
These problems can be addressed by retaining Boussinesq terms throughout the
breaking process and introducing additional terms to account for the vorticity in the
surface roller region. In an attempt to provide a more accurate measure of the true
physics exhibited by breaking waves, the use of an rbm allows a model to encompass a
more realistic depiction of the hydrodynamics. Several parameters are introduced by the
new terms, oﬀering a means to calibrate the model based on tangible quantities related
to the ﬂuid and the nature of the breaking event. This provides an opportunity for
numerical models to be tuned to a range of cases according to the physical characteristics
of representative waves.
By predicting the vorticity in the ﬂow, rbm btms also beneﬁt from additional
information about the ﬂow, allowing velocity data to be obtained. This allows realistic
depth velocity proﬁles to be determined without adding signiﬁcant computational demand
to the original potential ﬂow formulation. The model presented in the current study
implements an rbm in an fvfd btm, as in Tatlock et al. (2014).
Other recent attempts to include a description of rotationality within a btm include
that of Son and Lynett (2014), where additional stress terms were used to portray the
turbulence within the ﬂuid. Alternative formulations and numerical techniques, such as
that used by Panda et al. (2014), also provide models that consider rotational components
of the ﬂow. Another method developed by Zhang et al. (2013) instead used a polynomial
expansion without irrotational assumptions in order to achieve vertical variation in the
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Figure 5.1: Control volume for numerical discretisation and associated variables used
for the fv scheme.
horizontal velocity proﬁle. This was later tested against surf-zone applications by Zhang
et al. (2014), however the use of a more complete turbulence model was recommended.
5.2 Reformulation of governing equations
In order to construct a hybrid fvfd scheme, the governing equations must be modiﬁed. An
fv numerical solver is derived by ﬁrst expressing the diﬀerential form of the conservation
law provided by Equation (3.60) in the integral form
(5.1)
∮
Vi
(W dx+ F dt) =
∮
Vi
S dxdt,
where Vi is a control volume. The numerical grid used by the present model is established
by deﬁning the rectangular control volume illustrated in Figure 5.1, which is bounded by
xi− 1
2
≤ x ≤ xi+ 1
2
and t(j) ≤ t ≤ t(j+1). Here, i and j are used to denote the spatial and
temporal grid indices respectively. It then follows that the grid interval sizes are given by
(5.2)∆x = xi+ 1
2
− xi− 1
2
and
(5.3)∆t = t(j+1) − t(j).
This allows Equation (5.1) to be written as
(5.4)
∫ x
i+ 12
x
i− 12
W |t=t(j+1) − W |t=t(j) dx+
∫ t(j+1)
t(j)
F |x=x
i+ 12
− F |x=x
i− 12
dt
=
∫ t(j+1)
t(j)
∫ x
i+ 12
x
i− 12
S dxdt.
The spatial cell averages along t(j) and t(j+1) can then be expressed as
(5.5)W (j)i ≡
1
∆x
∫ x
i+ 12
x
i− 12
W |t=t(j) dx
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and
(5.6)W (j+1)i ≡
1
∆x
∫ x
i+ 12
x
i− 12
W |t=t(j+1) dx,
respectively (LeVeque, 2002). Similarly, the cell average of the source term is given by
(5.7)Si ≡ 1
∆x
∫ x
i+ 12
x
i− 12
S dx.
Substituting Equations (5.5) to (5.7) into Equation (5.4) and dividing by ∆x then gives
(5.8)W (j+1)i −W (j)i =
∫ t(j+1)
t(j)
Ei dt
′,
where
(5.9)Ei = Si − Fi
∆x
and
(5.10)Fi = F |x=x
i+ 12
− F |x=x
i− 12
.
5.3 Linear multistep method
The integral in Equation (5.8) can be evaluated by constructing a polynomial interpolation
from previous values of Ei. The quadratic interpolation detailed in Appendix C.6 allows
the integration to be performed on a ﬁxed grid using the values from the previous three
timesteps:
(5.11)
∫ t+∆t
t
E dt′ =
∫ t+∆t
t
[
t′2 − (t−∆t+ t− 2∆t) t′ + (t−∆t) (t− 2∆t)
2∆t2
E(j)
− t
′2 − (t+ t− 2∆t) t′ + t (t− 2∆t)
∆t2
E(j−1)
+
t′2 − (t+ t−∆t) t′ + t (t−∆t)
2∆t2
E(j−2)
]
dt′
=
∆t
12
(
23E(j) − 16E(j−1) + 5E(j−2)
)
Equation (5.11) is known as the Adams-Bashforth method (Bashforth and Adams,
1883; Butcher, 2008). With an estimate for W at the next timestep, a more precise
interpolation can be performed using the newly obtained predicted value and the ﬁxed
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grid cubic interpolation given in Appendix C.6:
∫ t+∆t
t
E dt′ =
1
6∆t3
∫ t+∆t
t
({
t′3 − 3 (t−∆t) t′2 + [t (t−∆t) + (2t−∆t) (t− 2∆t)] t′
− t (t−∆t) (t− 2∆t)
}
E(j+1) − 3
{
t′3 − (3t− 2∆t) t′2
+ [(t+∆t) (t−∆t) + 2t (t− 2∆t)] t′ − (t+∆t) (t−∆t) (t− 2∆t)
}
E(j)
+ 3
{
t′3 − (3t−∆t) t′2 + [(t+∆t) t+ (2t+∆t) (t− 2∆t)] t′
− (t+∆t) t (t− 2∆t)
}
E(j−1) −
{
t′3 − 3tt′2
+ [(t+∆t) t+ (2t+∆t) (t−∆t)] t′ − (t+∆t) t (t−∆t)
}
E(j−2)
)
dt′
=
∆t
24
(
9E(j+1) + 19E(j) − 5E(j−1) +E(j−2)
)
(5.12)
Equation (5.12) is known as the Adams-Moulton method, and together with Equa-
tion (5.11), forms the Adams-Bashforth-Moulton method used to advance the solution in
time.
5.4 Predictor-corrector scheme
With Equations (5.8), (5.11) and (5.12), a time marching model is reached, whereby the
solution is periodically updated according to
(5.13)W (j+1)i =W
(j)
i +G
(j)
i ,
with
(5.14)G(j)i =
 ι(j)i
D
(j)
i
 = ∆t
12
(
23E(j) − 16E(j−1) + 5E(j−2)
)
at the predictor stage, and
(5.15)G(j)i =
 ι(j)i
D
(j)
i
 = ∆t
24
(
9E(j+1) + 19E(j) − 5E(j−1) +E(j−2)
)
at the corrector stage (Cheney and Kincaid, 2008).
At each timestep, the predictor stage is performed ﬁrst, followed by the corrector
stage. The corrector stage is then repeated until successive values of
(5.16)Ui =
di
qi

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are considered suﬃciently similar, such that
(5.17)
N∑
i =1
∣∣∣∣U (j+1)i − U´ (j+1)i ∣∣∣∣
N∑
i =1
∣∣∣U (j+1)i ∣∣∣
< 10−3,
where U´
(j+1)
i is the value of U
(j+1)
i obtained from the previous iteration of the corrector
stage.
5.5 Tridiagonal algorithm
At each timestep, d can be incrementally updated using Equation (5.13), but further
treatment is required for the solution of q. In order to solve Equation (3.61) numerically,
the second term in the vector W can be expressed in terms of the conserved variable, q,
providing a new term,
(5.18)Ui = qi − hi
3
(
∂h
∂x
)
i
(
∂q
∂x
)
i
+
(
B − 1
3
)
h2i
(
∂2q
∂x2
)
i
.
Several numerical derivatives are treated using the fd approach described in Ap-
pendix C.7, which provides estimates of ﬁrst and second order diﬀerentials according
to
(5.19)
(
∂f
∂X
)
1
=
f2 − f0
2∆X
and
(5.20)
(
∂2f
∂X2
)
1
=
f2 − 2f1 + f0
∆X2
,
respectively. With Equations (5.19) and (5.20), the numerical approximations of the
derivatives of the ﬂow rate in Equation (5.18) can be expressed as
(5.21)
(
∂q
∂x
)
i
=
qi+1 − qi−1
2∆x
and
(5.22)
(
∂2q
∂x2
)
i
=
qi−1 − 2qi + qi+1
∆x2
.
Equations (5.18), (5.21) and (5.22) then give
(5.23)U (j)i = Iiq
(j)
i−1 + Jiq
(j)
i +Kiq
(j)
i+1,
where
(5.24)Ii = ai + bi,
(5.25)Ji = 1− 2bi,
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(5.26)Ki = bi − ai,
(5.27)ai =
hi
6∆x
(
∂h
∂x
)
i
and
(5.28)bi =
(
B − 1
3
)(
hi
∆x
)2
.
With Equations (5.13) to (5.15) and (5.23), the following relation is obtained:
(5.29)Iiq
(j+1)
i−1 + Jiq
(j+1)
i +Kiq
(j+1)
i+1 = Iiq
(j)
i−1 + Jiq
(j)
i +Kiq
(j)
i+1 +D
(j)
i
It is then possible to update the value of q at each timestep using a tridiagonal algorithm
(Press et al., 1992). In order to improve computational eﬃciency, Equations (5.24)
to (5.28) can be used to precompute the following terms once at the start of the
simulation:
(5.30)Pi =
Ki
Si
(5.31)Si =
J1 i = 1Ji − IiPi−1 i = 2, . . . , N
The ﬂow rate is then updated using the following system of equations:
(5.32)q(j+1)i =
Q
(j)
i − Piq(j+1)i+1 i = 1, . . . , N − 1
Q
(j)
i i = N
(5.33)Q(j)i =
1
Si
D
(j)
1 i = 1
D
(j)
i − Iiq(j)i−1 i = 2, . . . , N
It is worth mentioning the limitations imposed by the tridiagonal algorithm, which is
unable to the solve the fnbs in the form used for the present study. Equation (5.23)
requires the time derivative in the momentum equation to be expressed using coeﬃcients
of q at three consecutive cells. As q is the only time dependent term in the momentum
part of Equation (3.61), a solution to the wnbs can be obtained in this fashion. As shown
in Appendix A.5, time derivatives involving d can be separated into their constituent
parts to provide a portion involving h, which is independent of time, and a higher-order
component involving ζ, which can be disregarded. When retaining fully-nonlinear terms,
the second part of this division can no longer be neglected. Consequently, it is not
possible to extend the model to use the fnbs unless signiﬁcant changes to the numerical
scheme are made. This limitation also applies to other similar formulations for fvfd
schemes, such as those used by Roeber et al. (2010), Tonelli and Petti (2010) and Kazolea
and Delis (2013). In response to this, Donahue et al. (2015) considered a formulation
in terms of the pressure in order to represent higher-order dispersive terms, thereby
overcoming the complexities otherwise introduced with the inclusion of both spatial and
temporal derivatives.
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Figure 5.2: Local linear muscl reconstruction at xi+ 1
2
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5.6 Finite-volume scheme
The present model employs the hll Riemann solver proposed by Harten et al. (1983) to
determine the intercell ﬂuxes required by Equation (5.10). The free surface proﬁle and
ﬂow rate are deﬁned by
(5.34)Hi =
ζi
qi

at each cell in the domain. The slope between consecutive values of this quantity is then
used to determine the ﬂux between adjacent cells.
5.6.1 Riemann problem construction
The reconstruction of U is performed using a monotone upstream-centred scheme for
conservation laws (muscl) (Leer, 1977; 1984) at each cell boundary according to
(5.35)Ui± 1
2
= Ui +
xi± 1
2
− xi
∆x
∆H`i,
where ∆H` denotes the cell slope. This allows boundary extrapolated values to be obtained
for each cell, as shown in Figure 5.2. Equation (5.35) gives the local reconstruction
values of U to the left and right of the cell boundary at xi+ 1
2
as
(5.36)Ul =
dl
ql
 = Ui + 1
2
∆H`i
and
(5.37)Ur =
dr
qr
 = Ui+1 − 1
2
∆H`i+1,
respectively. The slopes at each cell, ∆H`, allow the construction of boundary values,
from which a Riemann problem is formed at each cell interface.
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The high-order nature of this scheme can introduce unwanted numerical oscillations
into the system. As a reduction in total entropy is expected with time, a total variation
diminishing (tvd) scheme can be employed by applying the following restriction to the
solution (Harten et al., 1983):
(5.38)
N∑
i =2
∣∣∣H(j+1)i −H(j+1)i−1 ∣∣∣ ≦ N∑
i =2
∣∣∣H(j)i −H(j)i−1∣∣∣
To ensure tvd conditions are met, a third-order slope limiter, φ3, can be applied. A
tvd central-diﬀerence scheme can then be considered with
(5.39)∆H`i = φ3
(
∆∗Hi+ 1
2
,∆∗Hi− 1
2
)
.
Here, ∆∗H denotes the slope at each cell interface. The corresponding upwind-diﬀerence
scheme is given by
(5.40)∆H`i = φ3
(
∆∗Hi− 1
2
,∆∗Hi+ 1
2
)
.
In the present model, the slope at each cell is determined with the fourth-order com-
pact muscl-tvd (focmt) scheme of Yamamoto and Daiguji (1993), where a linear
combination of Equations (5.39) and (5.40) can be expressed as
(5.41)∆H`i =
1− κ
2
φ3
(
∆∗Hi− 1
2
,∆∗Hi+ 1
2
)
+
1 + κ
2
φ3
(
∆∗Hi+ 1
2
,∆∗Hi− 1
2
)
,
which, with κ = 13 , is equivalent to the scheme used by Yamamoto et al. (1998).
Equation (5.41) reduces to the central-diﬀerence scheme when κ = 1 and the upwind-
diﬀerence scheme when κ = −1. By restricting the choice of φ3 to only symmetric
limiters, such that
(5.42)φ3 (X,Y ) ≡ φ3 (Y ,X) ,
Equation (5.41) can be written more simply as
(5.43)∆H`i = φ3
(
∆∗Hi− 1
2
,∆∗Hi+ 1
2
)
.
Erduran et al. (2005) suggest the use of the van-Leer limiter, φ3 = φv, with the
focmt scheme to satisfy tvd requirements:
(5.44)φv (X,Y ) =

2XY
X + Y
XY > 0
0 XY ≤ 0
Figure 5.3 shows the van-Leer limiter along with the region within which a function
must be conﬁned in order to meet the tvd requirements.
Alternatively, the third-order minmod limiter illustrated in Figure 5.4 can be imple-
mented with
(5.45)φm (X,Y ) = sgn (X)max {0,min [|X| , Y sgn (X)]}.
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Figure 5.3: Van-Leer limiter described by Equation (5.44) ( ) within tvd region
( ).
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Figure 5.4: Third-order minmod limiter described by Equation (5.44) ( ) within
tvd region ( ).
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The Taylor series expansions at xi and xi+1 about xi+ 1
2
provide the following relations:
(5.46)
Hi =Hi+ 1
2
− ∆x
2
(
∂H
∂x
)
i+ 1
2
+
∆x2
8
(
∂2H
∂x2
)
i+ 1
2
− ∆x
3
48
(
∂3H
∂x3
)
i+ 1
2
+
∆x4
384
(
∂4H
∂x4
)
i+ 1
2
+O
(
∆x5
)
(5.47)
Hi+1 =Hi+ 1
2
+
∆x
2
(
∂H
∂x
)
i+ 1
2
+
∆x2
8
(
∂2H
∂x2
)
i+ 1
2
+
∆x3
48
(
∂3H
∂x3
)
i+ 1
2
+
∆x4
384
(
∂4H
∂x4
)
i+ 1
2
+O
(
∆x5
)
Subtracting Equation (5.46) from Equation (5.47) and rearranging gives
(5.48)
(
∂H
∂x
)
i+ 1
2
=
Hi+1 −Hi
∆x
− ∆x
2
24
(
∂3H
∂x3
)
i+ 1
2
+O
(
∆x4
)
.
With Equation (5.20), the third spatial derivative of H at the cell interface can be
approximated as
(5.49)
(
∂3H
∂x3
)
i+ 1
2
=
4
∆x2
[(
∂H
∂x
)
i− 1
2
− 2
(
∂H
∂x
)
i+ 1
2
+
(
∂H
∂x
)
i+ 3
2
]
.
The intercell jump,
(5.50)∆Hi+ 1
2
≡Hi+1 −Hi,
represents the ﬁrst-order part of Equation (5.48), allowing Equation (5.49) to be written
in the form
(5.51)
(
∂3H
∂x3
)
i+ 1
2
=
4∆Hi− 1
2
− 8∆Hi+ 1
2
+ 4∆Hi+ 3
2
∆x3
.
A fourth-order limiter, φ4, is employed for the numerical solution of Equation (5.51),
which with Equations (5.48) and (5.50), then provides an expression for the slopes at
each cell boundary:
(5.52)
∆∗Hi+ 1
2
= ∆Hi+ 1
2
− 1
6
[
φ4
(
∆Hi− 1
2
,∆Hi+ 1
2
,∆Hi+ 3
2
)
− 2φ4
(
∆Hi+ 1
2
,∆Hi+ 3
2
,∆Hi− 1
2
)
+ φ4
(
∆Hi+ 3
2
,∆Hi− 1
2
,∆Hi+ 1
2
)]
The following minmod limiter is used for the fourth-order limiter, φ4 = φm, and is
selected for all cases presented here:
(5.53)φm (X,Y , Z) = sgn (X)max {0,min [|X| , Y sgn (X), Z sgn (X)]}
A visual representation of Equation (5.53) is presented in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Fourth-order minmod limiter described by Equation (5.53).
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Figure 5.6: Construction of focmt slopes at cells i and i+ 1.
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Equations (5.36), (5.37), (5.43), (5.44), (5.52) and (5.53) together provide the
focmt scheme used by the present model. By exploiting the symmetric nature of
the van-Leer limiter, the form of Equation (5.43) is more straightforward than that
used by Erduran et al. (2005), but mathematically identical. Figure 5.6 provides a
schematic summary of the construction of each cell slope based on the values of U at
the surrounding cells.
It is worth noting that a third-order scheme can be recovered by using
(5.54)φ4 = 0.
A further reduction to a second-order scheme is possible through appropriate selection of
the third-order limiter in conjunction with Equation (5.54). With
(5.55)φ3 (X,Y ) = Y ,
the inﬂuence of both limiters is removed and the scheme becomes equivalent to the
Beam-Warming method. Similarly,
(5.56)φ3 (X,Y ) = X,
equates to the Lax-Wendroﬀ method. Finally, a Fromm scheme is recovered with
(5.57)φ3 (X,Y ) =
X + Y
2
.
5.6.2 Riemann solution
As they are responsible for a large proportion of computational eﬀort when solving a
system of equations, the demand of the iterative procedure adopted by exact Riemann
solvers becomes signiﬁcant. In many cases, the resulting gains in accuracy do not justify
the additional execution time. Approximate Riemann solvers look to strike a balance
between precision and computational cost and provide a process whereby a solution to
the Riemann problem is obtained without iterations. The hll Riemann solver used here
provides one such approach, and maintains a robust numerical scheme that is able to
adapt to a range of scenarios that may be encountered.
The Riemann problem constructed by the focmt scheme considers the two initial
value problems observed in Figures 5.7a and 5.8a. The resulting characteristics seen
in Figures 5.7b and 5.8b deﬁne paths along which the solution is constant, and then
provide the compressive case shown in Figure 5.7c or the expansive case in Figure 5.8c
(LeVeque, 2002; Toro, 2009). As illustrated in Figure 5.9, one of three solutions is then
considered based on the relative values on either side of the cell boundary. The solution
provides left and right wave speeds, Sl and Sr, which are considered for a number of
possible permutations shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. By assessing wet and dry cases,
the solver is inherently able to handle treatment of a shoreline.
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Figure 5.7: Compressive Riemann problem (Toro, 2009).
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Figure 5.8: Expansive Riemann problem (Toro, 2009).
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Figure 5.9: Wave solutions of the Riemann problem.
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Figure 5.10: Riemann solutions for wet bed cases: possible combinations of rarefaction
( ), contact( ) and shock ( ) discontinuities (Toro, 2009).
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Figure 5.11: Riemann solutions for dry bed cases: possible combinations of rarefaction
( ) and contact ( ) discontinuities (Toro, 2001; 2009).
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The ﬂux in each cell is calculated from Equation (3.62), giving the following expres-
sions:
(5.58)Fl =
 qlq2l
dl
+
gd2l
2

(5.59)Fr =
 qrq2r
dr
+
gd2r
2

The hll Riemann solver considers a third state, Uh, situated between left and
right shocks. The corresponding ﬂux in this region is denoted by Fh. Applying the
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions from this region and the left and right shocks gives
(5.60)Fh − Fl = Sl (Uh −Ul)
and
(5.61)Fh − Fr = Sr (Uh −Ur) ,
respectively. Equations (5.60) and (5.61) together provide the following:
(5.62)Fh =
SrFl − SlFr + SlSr (Ur −Ul)
Sr − Sl
The intercell ﬂux for the hll Riemann solver is therefore calculated as
(5.63)F |x=x
i+ 12
=

Fl 0 ≤ Sl
SrFl − SlFr + SlSr (Ur −Ul)
Sr − Sl Sl < 0 < Sr
Fr 0 ≥ Sr.
Toro (2001) states that experience suggests an accurate and robust scheme is achieved
using the following estimate of the left and right wave speeds:
(5.64)Sl =

ql
dl
−
√
(d∗ + dl) gd∗
2dl
d∗ > dl
ql
dl
−√gdl d∗ ≤ dl
(5.65)Sr =

ql
dl
+
√
(d∗ + dr) gd∗
2dr
d∗ > dr
qr
dr
+
√
gdr d∗ ≤ dr
(5.66)d∗ =
1
4g
(√
gdl +
√
gdr +
ql
2dl
− qr
2dr
)2
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5.7 Courant number
For numerical stability to be maintained, it is important to consider the wave speed in
each cell. The Courant number, as discussed by Courant et al. (1928), deﬁnes the ratio
of the maximum wave propagation speed to the grid speed, with the purpose of selecting
an appropriate resolution for spatial and temporal discretisation. Under the assumption
of a constant solution along the intercell boundary, the distance travelled by a wave in
a given time, ∆t, can be calculated. The maximum wave speed, Sm, is then used to
calculate the Courant number for a given timestep according to the following relation:
(5.67)C = Sm ∆t
∆x
In order to prevent the path of any wave extending beyond the bounds of a cell, it must
be ensured that
(5.68)0 ≤ C ≤ 1.
Although more sophisticated schemes can be developed to accurately determine Sm, the
simple and eﬀective approach adopted here uses the maximum velocity calculated at the
previous timestep as a representative value of the wave speed for the succeeding timestep.
In reality, variations in the solution along the intercell boundary must be accounted for,
and an increase in the maximum velocity within the domain allowed for. A maximum
permissible value of the Courant number must therefore be deﬁned such that the value
remains below one, and numerical stability is maintained (LeVeque, 2002; Toro, 2009).
While the maximum Courant number must be limited, it is also important that
immoderately small values are also avoided, as they can introduce oscillations where
derivatives in time exist. Additionally, the computation time is enlarged as the Courant
number is reduced. The value of ∆t chosen for numerical simulations must therefore be
carefully considered and should be selected to complement the chosen spatial resolution.
In some cases, this choice can be automated and adapt dynamically by updating ∆t at
each timestep based on a chosen Courant number coeﬃcient.
5.8 Roller crest and toe interpolation
Since the scheme locates the crest and toe at the nearest cell centre, oscillations in the
numerical length of the roller can emerge from propagating waves. In turn, this can cause
undesirable disturbances in the injected vorticity, and therefore needs to be addressed by
locating the bounds of the roller more precisely. Improvements in the calculation of ωs
and ζe are achieved by using the quadratic Lagrange polynomial interpolation described
in Appendix C.6, which produces a smoother temporal evolution in the length of the
roller. First, the following expression for the derivative of a function, f , with respect to
x is obtained from the cubic interpolation formula:
(5.69)
∂f
∂x
=
2x− x1 − x2
2∆x2
f |x=x0 −
2x− x0 − x2
∆x2
f |x=x1 +
2x− x0 − x1
2∆x2
f |x=x2
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Equation (5.69) can then be rearranged and written as
(5.70)x =
2∆x2 ∂f
∂x
+ f |x=x0 (x1 + x2)− 2 f |x=x1 (x0 + x2) + f |x=x2 (x0 + x1)
2 f |x=x0 − 4 f |x=x1 + 2 f |x=x2
,
which, since x1 = x0 +∆x = x2 −∆x, becomes
(5.71)x = x1 +∆x
2∆x∂f
∂x
+ f |x=x0 − f |x=x2
2 f |x=x0 − 4 f |x=x1 + 2 f |x=x2
.
Since the crest and toe are located where ∂ζ
∂x
= 0 and ∂ζ
∂x
= tan θ, the corresponding
interpolated locations are then found to be at
(5.72)xc = xc +∆x
ζ|x=xc−∆x − ζ|x=xc+∆x
2 ζ|x=xc−∆x − 4 ζ|x=xc + 2 ζ|x=xc+∆x
and
(5.73)xt = xt +∆x
2∆x tan θ + ζ|x=xt−∆x − ζ|x=xt+∆x
2 ζ|x=xt−∆x − 4 ζ|x=xt + 2 ζ|x=xt+∆x
,
respectively.
The location of the roller toe can be particularly sensitive and therefore susceptible to
relatively large changes between successive timesteps. As an additional safeguard against
unwanted oscillations that may subsequently arise, the necessary adjustment to the toe
location is anticipated to be no greater than one cell. Accordingly, the magnitude of the
component added to the toe location to obtain an interpolated value is limited to ∆x2 .
5.9 Internal wave generation
Having assembled a scheme capable of simulating wave propagation, it is necessary to
introduce a generation method in order to create waves within the domain. The present
study adopts the approach used by Schäﬀer and Sørensen (2006), whereby an internal
source function, ΛΦ, is added to the continuity equation for the btes derived by Madsen
and Sørensen (1992). This allows the one-dimensional form of the generation method
described by Wei et al. (1999) to be used. Since all the tests presented here have a known
wave period, an analytical solution is reached, providing a simple sinusoidal function.
The oscillating component of the source function is then provided by
(5.74)Λ = cos
(
2pi
T
t
)
.
The peak amplitude and spatial distribution of the source function can be calculated
once at the start of the simulation according to
(5.75)Φ =
Ag
T
√
20
pi
4pi2 −
(
α+ 13
)
gT 2k4h3
βpi2
[
1− α (kh)2
] exp{(βpi)2
80
− 20
[
k (x− xg)
βpi
]2}
,
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where β is used to control the width of the source region and Ag denotes the generation
amplitude. The tests presented here adopt a value of α = −0.39. An approximate
solution to the dispersion relation,
(5.76)
(
2pi
T
)2
= gk tanh (kh) ,
is used to obtain an estimate of the wavenumber, k, for the speciﬁed wave parameters
(Dean and Dalrymple, 1991). Since this relationship is linear, the wnbs used here are not
satisﬁed, but a stable solution is reached as the wave propagates onshore. For this reason,
the tests presented here allow the waves to travel over a level stretch before reaching
the region of interest. In the present work, this technique is only used for simulations of
monochromatic waves and wave groups.
5.10 Moving shoreline
As discussed previously, the Riemann solver is inherently able to handle wet-dry interfaces.
While this is suﬃcient for schemes simulating breaking by exploiting the similarity with
bore propagation, the higher-order terms present in btms mean complications arise as
waves propagate into shallower water (Briganti and Dodd, 2009). The Riemann solver
prescribes a minimum water depth, below which cells are considered to be dry. At smaller
depths cells can still be considered dry, but experience signiﬁcant oscillations due to the
Boussinesq terms. This can introduce irregularities into the scheme that compromise the
stability of the model and produce spurious results.
As the inﬂuence of the Boussinesq terms is relatively small at shallower depths, their
subsequent growth can be attributed to entirely numerical eﬀects. Since this phenomenon
is entirely non-physical, is is reasonable to neglect the higher-order Boussinesq terms
near the shoreline (Bellotti and Brocchini, 2002; Lo Re et al., 2012). A second threshold
water depth is therefore included in addition to the minimum water depth considered
by the Riemann solver, beyond which the Boussinesq terms and breaking terms are
neglected. As such, the model uses the intrinsic properties of the Riemann solver to
manage the shoreline by switching to the nswes. This approach provides a single model
that is able to simulate the physics governing the ﬂow from deep water to the swash-zone.
5.11 Boundary conditions
The tests presented here utilise a range of boundary conditions in order to describe
the ﬂow at the limits of the domain. These conditions are introduced by considering
two additional cells outside of the domain being modelled. The behaviour dictating the
state of the ﬂuid in these cells determines the conditions created at the boundaries of
the numerical domain. As the wave propagation tests presented in this work include
a shoreline, the right boundary conditions have no eﬀect on the results, while the left
boundary corresponds to the oﬀshore conditions.
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5.11.1 Transmissive conditions
Transmissive conditions aim to replicate ﬂuid freely leaving or entering the domain based
on the conditions in the cells by the boundary.
Left boundary
At the left boundary, transmissive conditions are deﬁned by
(5.77)U0 = b+U1
and
(5.78)U−1 = b−U2,
where
(5.79)b+ ≡
1 0
0 1

and
(5.80)b− ≡
1 0
0 −1
 .
Right boundary
Transmissive conditions at the right boundary are given by
(5.81)UN+1 = b+UN
and
(5.82)UN+2 = b+UN−1.
5.11.2 Reﬂective conditions
Reﬂective boundary conditions return any outgoing signal back into the domain by
matching the state of the cells outside the domain with that of the two cells nearest the
boundary inside the domain.
Left boundary
At the left boundary, reﬂective conditions are deﬁned according to
(5.83)U0 = b−U1
and
(5.78)U−1 = b−U2.
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Right boundary
The right boundary condition is reﬂective when
(5.84)UN+1 = b−UN
and
(5.85)UN+2 = b−UN−1.
5.11.3 Prescribed discharge and depth
For tests requiring an imposed surface elevation or ﬂow rate at the boundary, it is
necessary to deﬁne boundary conditions capable of producing a ﬁxed depth or constant
discharge at the boundaries. In these cases, the transmissive conditions are modiﬁed,
with the left and right boundaries corresponding to upstream and downstream locations,
respectively. The ﬂow rate at the left boundary is regulated using
(5.86)U0 =
d1
qu

and
(5.78)U−1 = b−U2,
while a constant depth at the right boundary is achieved with the following conditions:
(5.87)UN+1 =
dd
qN

(5.82)UN+2 = b+UN−1
5.11.4 Absorbing boundary condition
The reﬂective boundary conditions described in Section 5.11.2 can be used to ensure
that the total mass within the domain is conserved. A sponge layer is then required to
prevent interference from reﬂected waves. This deﬁnes a region close to the boundary
which artiﬁcially dissipates energy from the ﬂow, thereby removing the majority of the
energy before the wave reaches the boundary and preventing disturbances which would
otherwise be created by the reﬂections. This is achieved by introducing
(5.88)Ψ =

Υq
exp (1)− 1
{
exp
[(
x− xo
xs
)2]
− 1
}
x ≤ xs
0 x > xs
into the source term, such that Equation (3.63) becomes
(5.89)S =

0
gd
∂h
∂x
−Bgh2
(
2
∂h
∂x
∂2ζ
∂x2
+ h
∂3ζ
∂x3
)
− χ− Ψ
 .
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Here, the length of the sponge layer is given by xs, and the oﬀshore boundary of the
domain is located at xo. The parameter determining the strength of the sponge layer
adopts the same value of Υ = 10 s−1 for all of the tests performed in the present study.
The function given by Equation (5.88) ensures that the dissipative term is introduced
smoothly and removes an increasing proportion of any remaining momentum from the
ﬂow as outgoing waves get closer to the boundary. Since the sponge layer is only used
here for tests including a shoreline, it is only implemented at the oﬀshore boundary in
cases involving wave generation.
5.12 Shapiro ﬁlter
The use of a numerical ﬁlter is desirable in order to address the unwanted oscillations
that may arise from the high-order nature of the fd breaking terms. By smoothing out
the intermediate variables, the introduction of the breaking terms into the model results
in fewer instabilities. The present model uses a simple ﬁrst-order Shapiro ﬁlter, which
calculates the ﬁltered value, f˙ , for a given variable, f , as follows (Shapiro, 1970):
(5.90)f˙ i =
fi−1 + 2fi + fi+1
4
This treatment is used for the calculation of ∂(∆M)
∂x
, ∂
3(∆P )
∂x2∂t
and Ds, along with several
intermediate numerical variables used in their calculation. The Shapiro ﬁlter is not used
by the model in any tests that do not utilise an external breaking mechanism.
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Model validation
6.1 Numerical tests
In order to validate the performance of the model proposed in the present work, it is
necessary to perform a range of tests and evaluate the results in each case. The predictions
obtained using the numerical model described in previous chapters are compared with
analytical and experimental results to provide a measure of their accuracy.
With the exception of the solitary wave case in Section 6.2.3, the velocity at the start
of all tests performed here is taken as zero, thereby simplifying the initial conditions
issued to the model. As a consequence of this, a longer simulation time is often required
in order to allow the model to reach a stable state.
6.2 Non-breaking cases
The fv component of the model is ﬁrst considered by using a number of classical tests
to verify that the solver functions as expected. The model is therefore assessed without
the presence of any additional dissipative terms by conducting a series of tests in which
breaking is expected to be absent. As such, simulations are performed with χ = 0 m2 s−2.
Exact free surface and velocity proﬁles for the non-breaking tests can be calculated from
analytical solutions, and are presented alongside the numerical results in order to assess
the performance of the model. These tests assess the ability of the model to accurately
solve the nswes, and therefore initially only consider Equation (3.64).
For tests which do not require a regular temporal resolution, ∆t can be updated
at each timestep. A coeﬃcient, Cn < 1, is used to ensure the Courant number remains
suﬃciently small. From Equation (5.67), the new value is then determined as
(6.1)∆t = Cn∆x
Sm
,
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where the shock speed is estimated as
(6.2)Sm = max
i∈{1,2,...,N}
(
|ui|+
√
gdi
)
.
In order to prevent unreasonably large values of Sm, Equation (6.2) ignores cells with
less than the minimum water depth.
6.2.1 Dam break test
The ﬁrst case deﬁnes two initial depths of ﬂuid, du and dd, separated by a gate located at
x = x0. At t = 0 s, the test considers the instantaneous removal of this gate. The resulting
discontinuity provides an eﬀective means to assess the shock-capturing capabilities of
the numerical scheme and ensure the model is able to replicate sharp changes in the
free-surface and velocity.
Analytical solutions for the depth and velocity when du > dd are provided by (Delestre
et al., 2012)
(6.3)d =

du x ≤ x1
4
9g
(√
gdu − x− x0
2t
)2
x1 < x ≤ x2
d1 x2 < x ≤ x3
dd x3 < x
and
(6.4)u =

0 x ≤ x1
2
3
(
x− x0
t
+
√
gdu
)
x1 < x ≤ x2
2
(√
gdu −
√
gd1
)
x2 < x ≤ x3
0 x3 < x,
respectively, where
(6.5)x1 = x0 − t
√
gdu,
(6.6)x2 = x0 + t
(
2
√
gdu − 3
√
gd1
)
,
(6.7)x3 = x0 +
2td1
(√
gdu −
√
gd1
)
d1 − dd ,
and d1 is obtained from the solution to the following cubic equation (Hervouet, 2007):
(6.8)d31 − d1dd
(
8du − 16
√
dud1 + 9d1 + dd
)
+ d3d = 0
Simulations are performed with reﬂective boundary conditions at each end of the
domain. The model remains stable throughout the simulation with Cn = 0.9. Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.1: Analytical ( ) and numerical ( ) free surface elevation ( ) and horizontal
velocity ( ) for dam break test.
Table 6.1: Boundary conditions for steady ﬂow tests.
Test du [m] qu
[
ms−2
]
Subcritical ﬂow 2 4.42
Transcritical ﬂow without shock 0.66 1.53
Transcritical ﬂow with shock 0.33 0.18
shows the numerical results obtained from the model along with the analytical solution at
t = 6 s. It can be seen that the speed of the shock is accurately captured by the scheme,
although some discrepancies are found where there is an abrupt change in gradient in
the solution. This can be attributed to the dissipative nature of the scheme, which
is known to result in a smoothing of the solution where second-order derivatives are
non-zero. Despite this feature, the shock is captured well, and the dissipation shown to
be acceptably small, with any appreciable eﬀect seen over only three to four cells.
6.2.2 Steady ﬂow tests
In order to further inspect the capabilities of the scheme, several steady ﬂow tests are
performed using the boundary conditions given in Table 6.1 and the bathymetric proﬁle
described by the following equation (Vázquez-Cendón, 1999; Zhou et al., 2001; Xing and
Shu, 2005):
(6.9)zb =

4− (x− 10)2
20
8 < x < 12
0 otherwise
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Figure 6.2: Analytical ( ) and numerical ( ) free surface elevation ( ) and horizontal
velocity ( ) for subcritical ﬂow over bathymetric perturbation ( ).
Here, zb represents the bathymetric elevation relative to that at the oﬀshore boundary.
For all three tests, the initial free surface proﬁle matches that imposed at the right
boundary. A Courant number coeﬃcient of Cn = 0.75 is employed in all cases. Results
are presented after an adequately long period has passed in order to ensure that the
system has reached a stable state. Analytical solutions for the depth are obtained using
the relations described below. By assuming the ﬂow rate to be constant, the depth
averaged velocity can then be calculated with Equation (3.9).
Subcritical ﬂow
An analytical solution for the ﬁrst steady ﬂow test is obtained from the following equation:
(6.10)d3 +
(
zb − q
2
u
2gd2u
− du
)
d2 +
q2u
2g
= 0
Figure 6.2 provides a comparison between analytical and numerical solutions and shows
the model to be capable of accurately predicting the free surface proﬁle and velocity.
Transcritical ﬂow without shock
Figure 6.3 compares the predictions obtained by the model with the analytical solution
obtained from the solution to
(6.11)d3 +
(
zb − q
2
u
2gd21
− d1 − 1
5
)
d2 +
q2u
2g
= 0,
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Figure 6.3: Analytical ( ) and numerical ( ) free surface elevation ( ) and hori-
zontal velocity ( ) for transcritical ﬂow without shock over bathymetric
perturbation ( ).
where d1 denotes the depth where the bed elevation is highest. Since the ﬂow at this
point is critical, this depth can be determined as
(6.12)d1 =
3
√
q2u
g
.
The results again conﬁrm the model to be correctly simulating the hydrodynamics,
although a very small discrepancy is seen where the bathymetric gradient transitions
from zero.
Transcritical ﬂow with shock
The ﬁnal steady ﬂow case also examines the ability of the model to reproduce transcritical
ﬂow, but additionally tests the shock-capturing capabilities. For the analytical solution,
the jump is located according to the Rankine-Hugoniot relation given by
(6.13)q2u
(
1
d2
− 1
d3
)
+
g
2
(
d22 − d23
)
= 0,
where the depths downstream and upstream of the shock, d2 and d3, are obtained from
Equations (6.11) and (6.12) and Equation (6.10) respectively. Figure 6.4 compares the
numerical results with the analytical solution, again illustrating that the model behaves
well and is able to correctly locate a hydraulic jump across which the Rankine-Hugoniot
conditions are satisﬁed. It is therefore evident that the model is able to accurately
capture the complex hydrodynamic processes that are present in the steady ﬂow tests.
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Figure 6.4: Analytical ( ) and numerical ( ) free surface elevation ( ) and horizontal
velocity ( ) for transcritical ﬂow with shock over bathymetric perturbation
( ).
6.2.3 Solitary wave tests
The higher-order Boussinesq terms are assessed by repeating the solitary wave tests
performed by Tonelli and Petti (2009), thereby evaluating the capabilities of the model
when solving the wnbs. The free surface elevation and horizontal velocity are given as
(6.14)ζ = Ag sech
2
√3Ag
4h3
(x− xg)

and
(6.15)u =
Cζ
h
,
respectively, with the celerity given by
(6.16)C =
√
gh
and the centre of the wave speciﬁed by xg (Pagliara and Chiavaccini, 2005; Tonelli and
Petti, 2009). With Equations (3.8), (3.9) and (6.15), the depth averaged velocity is
calculated as
(6.17)u¯ =
Cζ
h
(
1− ζ
h
)[
1 +
ζ
2h2
(
Ag − 3ζ
2
)]
,
which can be used together with Equation (6.14) to deﬁne the initial conditions in order
to generate the wave within the model.
Although this deﬁnition produces a solitary wave with inﬁnite length, the elevation
and velocities eventually become negligible and have no practical signiﬁcance. As very
small values can produce numerical problems, the width is limited to
(6.18)Γ =
√
16h3
3Ag
cosh−1
√
γ
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in order to prevent arithmetic overﬂow. Here, γ is the largest number that can be
represented by the numerical solver. To conﬁrm that this approximation is appropriate,
the proportion of the theoretical wave represented within this length can be calculated as
(6.19)
∫ Γ
2
−Γ
2
ζ dx∫ ∞
−∞
ζ dx
=
2Ag tanh
(√
3Ag
4h3
Γ
2
)
√
3Ag
4h3
√
3Ag
4h3
2Ag
=
√
1− 1
γ
.
All of the tests presented here are performed using double-precision ﬂoating-point
arithmetic, for which
(6.20)γ = 21023
(
2− 2−52
)
≈ 1.8× 10308.
This ensures any truncation of the volume of the wave is negligible, and hugely beyond
the accuracy that can be expected from the model (Muller et al., 2010; Chivers and
Sleightholme, 2012).
For this set of tests, transmissive boundary conditions are adopted to allow ﬂuid
to freely enter and leave the domain. Figure 6.5 provides views of the free surface
elevation at periodic intervals for a number of diﬀerent amplitudes, allowing the temporal
evolution of the propagating wave to be visualised. As in Tonelli and Petti (2009),
a small amount of numerical dissipation is detected, causing the wave amplitude to
gradually decrease over time. With larger initial amplitudes, the greater nonlinearity
increases the demands placed on the model and causes the dissipative eﬀects to become
more signiﬁcant. Nevertheless, the scheme is shown to provide an acceptably small level
of dissipation, retaining an accurate wave shape and satisfactory amplitude over extended
distances.
6.3 Common model parameters for breaking tests
Having veriﬁed the non-breaking performance of the model against analytical solutions,
more complicated tests can be undertaken. These are validated against a number of
experimental results, each of which is selected to analyse the ability of the model to
replicate the physical processes that occur during breaking events.
In order to simplify the comparison between the various methods and cases discussed
here, an eﬀort is made to reduce the variation in the value of these parameters between
each test. As the experimental scale of the simulations is of the same order throughout,
a number of common parameters are established for all of the breaking cases. This limits
the complexity added by the rbm and allows the calibration process to remain relatively
simple.
As the wavelength is of the order of one metre for the tests performed here, the length
of the sponge layer is deﬁned as xs = 5 m in all cases. Reﬂective boundary conditions
are imposed at the oﬀshore end of the domain. An appropriate length is included from
the point of generation to the start of the slope in order to allow the created waves to
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Figure 6.5: Solitary wave tests at t = 0 s ( ), t = 100 s ( ), t = 200 s ( )
and t = 300 s ( ) for a range of initial amplitudes.
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reach a stable state. The source region centre, xg, is therefore located 10 m from the
oﬀshore boundary and 20 m from the toe of the slope. For all results presented here, the
toe of the slope is located at x = 0 m.
The rbm incorporates a number of parameters to describe the physical characteristics
of the breaking process, and therefore increases the potential for calibration of the model.
The parameters controlling the rbm allow the dissipation of energy from the system to
be ﬁnely tuned. To allow a more direct comparison between tests, the majority of these
values are kept constant in each case. The location and time at which breaking initiates
and terminates is determined from the threshold angles given by θb = 20
◦ and θ0 = 10
◦,
respectively. A scale factor, t∗ = 0.4 s, is adopted to control the rate at which the
termination angle evolves in accordance with Equation (4.93). The maximum vorticity
injected along the lower edge of the roller is taken to be ωm = 4. For all of the tests
performed in this chapter, the proﬁle for the injected vorticity is decided with αr = 1 and
the coeﬃcient for the exponent, αv = 40, suggested by Veeramony and Svendsen (2000).
The eddy viscosity parameter controls the damping of vorticity as it is transported from
the point of injection. This is particularly inﬂuential in how the vorticity is advected in
the wake of the roller, and is therefore tailored to each individual case in order to ensure
sensible breaking terms are established throughout. A reasonable evolution in vorticity
was found with 0.01 m2 s−1 ≤ νt ≤ 0.04 m2 s−1.
The rbm can be sensitive to changes in the spatial and temporal resolution, which
should therefore be considered in detail. Coarser resolutions may be insuﬃcient as they
can sometimes fail to adequately establish the free surface angle, leading to an absence of
breaking initiation. As fv schemes can remain stable when using grid sizes smaller than
those typically selected for equivalent fd btms, a reduction in numerical dissipation is
achieved. The inclusion of fd Boussinesq and breaking terms means instabilities can be
introduced which may become problematic at higher resolutions. While careful ﬁltering
can reduce the adverse eﬀects resulting from higher resolutions, the diﬀerence in grid
size favoured by fd and fv schemes means it is necessary to reach a balance. The fd
rbm of Musumeci et al. (2005) adopted grid sizes as large as ∆x = 0.08 m, while the
fvfd scheme of Tonelli and Petti (2010) employs values as small as ∆x = 0.02 m. In the
present work, the appropriate resolution for the equivalent cases was found to lie between
these two grid sizes, with 0.04 m ≤ ∆x ≤ 0.05 m selected for the tests that follow in this
chapter.
In order to correctly show the propagation of waves, the time at which the numerical
data is presented remains consistent between plots for all of the results presented here. It
should be noted that, in some cases, the timing of experimental data has been adjusted
in order to ensure the observations can be directly compared with the results provided
by the model, particularly with the occurrence of certain features of interest.
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Figure 6.6: Experimental setup and corresponding numerical domain, with gauge
locations for experiments of Cox et al. (1995).
6.4 Monochromatic wave cases
The ﬁrst cases inherit the conﬁgurations used by Hansen and Svendsen (1979) and
Cox et al. (1995), which involve wave propagation over a simple slope, as illustrated
in Figure 6.6. The bathymetric slope steepness is dictated by the distance, ls, between
the initial shoreline position and the toe of the slope. Validations are made using the
experimental observations of free surface elevation. The tests performed by Cox et al.
(1995) also include measurements of the horizontal velocity, which allow the vorticity
resolved by the model to be assessed indirectly.
With Equations (3.18), (3.51) and (5.76), the dispersivity can be calculated for a
range of bed gradients, water depths and wave frequencies. Table 6.2 conﬁrms that
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
= 1
µ
∂h
∂x
< µ2 for each of the tests involving higher-order Boussinesq terms undertaken
within the present study. This demonstrates the appropriateness of the assumptions
made about the bed steepness and dispersivity in Equation (4.13).
It should be noted that a net increase in mass was found over a single wave period
when using the variable timestep described in Section 5.7 with the wave generation
technique outlined in Section 5.9. Since the temporal discretisation of the source function
is inﬂuenced by the varying maximum water depth and velocity, the source function at
each timestep does not sum to zero over a single wave period. Although the resulting
error is small, the cumulative eﬀect over long simulations can be signiﬁcant, as the
sign of the total discrepancy is consistent over successive wave periods. Furthermore,
although rapid changes in the Courant number are not to be expected, the derivation
of the breaking terms assumes the rate of change of ∆t to be negligible. Accordingly,
for tests involving internal wave generation or the inclusion of breaking terms, a ﬁxed
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Table 6.2: Values of maximum bed gradient and dispersivity squared for range of slope
lengths, still water depths and wave frequencies studied here..
ls [m] h0 [m] fw
[
s−1
]
1
µ
∂h
∂x
µ2
12.3336 0.36 0.6 0.0369 0.626
12.3336 0.36 0.55 0.0409 0.51
12.3336 0.36 0.5 0.0456 0.41
12.3336 0.36 0.45 0.0512 0.324
12.3336 0.36 0.4 0.0583 0.251
12.3336 0.36 0.35 0.0672 0.188
12.3336 0.36 0.3 0.0791 0.136
14 0.4 0.6667 0.0297 0.923
14 0.4 0.625 0.0322 0.785
14 0.4 0.4545 0.0468 0.373
14 0.4 0.4 0.0539 0.281
Table 6.3: Wave parameters for Hansen and Svendsen (1979) tests and Iribarren
numbers calculated from recorded values of wave height and wavenumber.
Test fw
[
s−1
]
H [m] ξ0 Breaker type
O 0.5 0.0375 0.38 Spilling
Q 0.4 0.0399 0.44 Spilling
R 0.3 0.0433 0.52 Plunging
timestep is used to ensure the mean water level remains constant and the breaking terms
are correct.
6.4.1 Hansen and Svendsen (1979) tests
In order to examine the ability of the model to simulate wave breaking, a series of
tests are performed using monochromatic cnoidal waves. By testing the model with
diﬀerent values for the wave amplitude and frequency, a range of breaking conditions are
generated. Table 6.3 lists the parameters used for the cases reproduced in this section,
which correspond to a selection of the experimental observations of Hansen and Svendsen
(1979). The conﬁgurations of these tests are described in detail by Hansen (1980).
The experimental observations also provide a view of the free surface proﬁle at a
number of gauge locations. Although none of these gauges provide measurements at
positions after the initiation of breaking, valuable comparisons can still be made using
the available data. The numerical model is occasionally found to experience the eﬀects
of the breaking terms before the point at which they are introduced, in particular where
instabilities may appear and subsequently propagate oﬀshore. Assessing the free surface
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proﬁle at the available gauge locations therefore allows the stability of the scheme to
be monitored, while also verifying the capabilities of the non-breaking components of
the model. This also provides a means to authenticate the internal wave generation
mechanism and ensure that, before any change in the bathymetry occurs, the incoming
waves simulated by the model match those measured experimentally.
For the ﬁrst three cases, the model is executed using both an rbm and an hbm in
order to compare the behaviour observed with each approach, with the latter providing
a model similar to that of Tonelli and Petti (2010). Each simulation starts from a state
of quiescence, and continues for ﬁfty wave periods in order to negate the eﬀects of any
instabilities arising during initialisation of the test.
The still water depth and length of initially submerged slope are h0 = 0.36 m and
ls = 12.3336 m, respectively. The tests performed here adopt a spatial grid size of
∆x = 0.04 m, while the temporal resolution is given by ∆t = 0.012 s. The resulting
Courant number is then close to that used in the equivalent set of tests performed by
Tonelli and Petti (2010).
The behaviour of the model is assessed from the predictions of free surface elevation.
As such, the amplitude used for the internal generation of waves is calibrated to ensure
the wave height at the toe of the slope matches that seen in the experimental data. The
dissipation of energy present in each case is quantiﬁed by the maximum wave height,
Hm, measured over the ﬁnal four wave periods of the simulation. This is calculated as
the diﬀerence between the maximum and minimum free surface elevations observed over
the monitored interval. The mean free surface elevation is also recorded over this time in
order to appraise the set-up in each case.
Test O
The eddy viscosity used for the ﬁrst monochromatic wave test is given by νt = 0.01 m
2 s−1.
In the present work, the breaking model is tuned by selecting an appropriate value for
this parameter. The results obtained with the rbm can be seen in Figure 6.7, where the
free-surface elevation is presented over the ﬁnal wave period of the simulation. Here,
a number of expected physical phenomena are visible, such as the deformation of the
surface proﬁle experienced by the propagating waves. The decrease in wavelength and
celerity is also evident as the waves travel in the onshore direction. The inﬂuence of the
bathymetry is clearly illustrated, and the steepening of the surface proﬁle can be seen as
the waves shoal.
As the free surface angle reaches the threshold value declared for breaking initiation,
the subsequent reduction in wave height anticipated in such cases is observed. The
breaking terms are suﬃciently smooth, and do not introduce any signiﬁcant oscillations
in the wake of the breaker. The interpolated crest and toe of the roller are shown to be
located correctly, while the evolution of the breaking angle and wave height means the
roller length reduces in time, as expected.
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Figure 6.7: Free surface elevation and interpolated crest ( ) and toe ( ) locations
over one wave period (top) and at t = 0 s ( ), t = 0.504 s ( ),
t = 0.996 s ( ) and t = 1.5 s ( ), and lower edge of rollers and
bathymetric elevation ( ) (bottom) for Test O using the rbm.
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Figure 6.8: Experimental ( ) and numerical ( ) free surface proﬁles for Test O.
Although a slightly premature initiation of breaking is seen as the roller brieﬂy
appears prior to the main breaking event, this does not have any noticeable eﬀect on
the dissipation from the ﬂow. This behaviour can be attributed to the sensitivities that
may arise as the angle of the free surface is estimated from discrete depth values, which
are particularly changeable in the vicinity of high gradients. Despite this, the remainder
of the breaking event is seen to be stable and consistent. The small levels of variability
are also indicated by the oscillating location of the interpolated toe, although this is not
found to cause any problems, and decreases as the free surface of the wave becomes less
steep.
In order to provide a better quantitative assessment of the wave shape predicted
before breaking, Figure 6.8 compares the numerical and experimental results at four
gauge locations. As the model presented here adopts wnbs, the shoaling seen in the
experimental observations is not fully replicated and the peak wave heights do not match.
Musumeci et al. (2005) showed the increase in wave height to more closely resemble
that seen in the experimental data of Hansen and Svendsen (1979) when the wnbs are
extended to provide an rbm using fnbs. It is therefore reasonable to expect such an
extension would provide the same beneﬁts when applied to the present study. The wave
shape predicted by the model is otherwise similar to that observed experimentally.
A comparison of the experimental and numerical wave height envelope for Test O
is presented in Figure 6.9, using both hbm and rbm methods. A reasonably similar
reduction in wave height is seen with each approach, and although slightly greater levels
of dissipation are obtained with the hbm, fewer oscillations are introduced at the onset
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Figure 6.9: Wave height (top) and mean water level (bottom) for Test O with an hbm
( ) and an rbm ( ) compared to experimental results of Hansen
and Svendsen (1979) ( ).
of breaking with the rbm, meaning a more stable outcome is achieved.
The mean of the free surface elevation, ζm, is analysed according to
(6.21)ζr = ζm|x=0 .
Both breaking models predict a very similar set-up which exhibits the expected behaviour
as the wave propagates into shallower water.
Test Q
For this test, the wave frequency is reduced and the incoming amplitude increased, and
the rbm is adjusted to νt = 0.013 m
2 s−1. Figures 6.10 to 6.12 provide the equivalent
collection of results for the second spilling breaker test. In this case, the speed at which
the waves propagate relative to the wave period is less than that found with the previous
test. This means the comparative time between breaking initiation and termination is
larger, resulting in a proportionally longer breaking duration and dissipative terms that
act over a greater proportion of a wave period.
The conclusions that can be drawn from Test Q are similar to those discussed with
regards to Test O. The observations therefore support the ﬁndings outlined previously,
demonstrating consistent behaviour for the spilling breaker cases.
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Figure 6.10: Free surface elevation and interpolated crest ( ) and toe ( ) loca-
tions over one wave period (top) and at t = 0 s ( ), t = 0.624 s ( ),
t = 1.248 s ( ) and t = 1.872 s ( ), and lower edge of rollers and
bathymetric elevation ( ) (bottom) for Test Q using the rbm.
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Figure 6.11: Experimental ( ) and numerical ( ) free surface proﬁles for Test
Q.
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Figure 6.12: Wave height (top) and mean water level (bottom) for Test Q with an hbm
( ) and an rbm ( ) compared to experimental results of Hansen
and Svendsen (1979) ( ).
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Figure 6.13: Free surface elevation and interpolated crest ( ) and toe ( ) loca-
tions over one wave period (top) and at t = 0 s ( ), t = 0.828 s ( ),
t = 1.668 s ( ) and t = 2.496 s ( ), and lower edge of rollers and
bathymetric elevation ( ) (bottom) for Test R using the rbm.
Test R
The results of the ﬁnal test case replicating the experiments of Hansen and Svendsen
(1979) allow the examination of the model performance for a plunging breaker. It is
important to note that the more complex processes present in this case fall beyond the
scope of rbms. The overturning motion of the ﬂuid results in multiple free surfaces at
some x-locations, nullifying the depth averaging approach adopted for the derivation of
the governing btes. Although this means the water column can no longer be described as
a continuous single phase ﬂuid, the rbm still provides a mechanism by which energy can
be dissipated during breaking events, and allows calibration based on physical properties.
For the results presented here, νt = 0.016 m
2 s−1 is used.
The characteristics displayed in Figure 6.13 are similar to those found in Test O and
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Figure 6.14: Experimental ( ) and numerical ( ) free surface proﬁles for Test
R.
Test Q, although the relative change in celerity becomes more pronounced for cases with
a greater wave height and smaller wave frequency. Here, the evolution of the breaking
process is comparatively quick, and more strongly inﬂuenced by the rapid change in
bathymetry due to the faster propagation speed. The resulting pace of the dissipation
mechanism places more demands on the model. Consequently, some oscillations in the
free surface proﬁle are visible in the wake of the roller, although these are relatively small
and do not compromise the stability of the model. These are primarily introduced where
the distribution of the breaking terms is not correctly aligned with the shape of the wave.
Figure 6.14 again shows the wave shape to be accurately reproduced, albeit with
some discrepancies in the height due to the shoaling limitations discussed previously.
The results presented in Figure 6.15 show similar average wave heights with both the
rbm and the hbm, although the results obtained with the former method are generally
less favourable than for Test O and Test Q, where the simulations are more in line with
the experimental observations. Even though Test R exceeds the intended application
of the rbm, the model is shown to perform well and dissipate a reasonable amount of
energy from the system.
6.4.2 Cox et al. (1995) test
The next experiment allows the velocity predictions of the model to be evaluated against
laboratory data for the tests detailed by Cox et al. (1996). The monochromatic waves
in this test have a period of T = 2.2 s, the oﬀshore depth is h0 = 0.4 m, and the initial
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Figure 6.15: Wave height (top) and mean water level (bottom) for Test R with an hbm
( ) and an rbm ( ) compared to experimental results of Hansen
and Svendsen (1979) ( ).
shoreline is ls = 14 m from the start of the slope. The temporal and spatial resolutions
used for the numerical tests are ∆t = 0.015 s and ∆x = 0.05 m, respectively.
The gauge locations used for this test are identiﬁed in Figure 6.6. Those within the
shoaling region are labelled L1, L2 and L3, corresponding to the points in the domain
that lie x = 4.2 m, x = 6.6 m and x = 7.8 m after the toe of the slope. The remaining
locations marked by L4, L5 and L6 are inside the surf-zone, positioned at x = 9 m,
x = 10.2 m and x = 11.4 m, respectively.
Horizontal velocity and free surface proﬁles
Figure 6.16 provides the numerical estimates for the horizontal velocity, which can be
compared with the experimental laser Doppler velocimeter (ldv) measurements made
by Cox et al. (1995), visualised at the same scale in Figure 6.17. A direct comparison
of numerical and experimental horizontal velocities is provided in Figure 6.18, where
the results are presented at discrete periodic intervals. Before the roller has formed, the
horizontal velocity consists exclusively of the potential component. Diﬀerences from the
standard Boussinesq model materialise as rotationality is introduced, at which point
vertical variations in the velocity proﬁle can be perceived.
Although the rbm does not aim to simulate the ﬂow within the roller region, estimates
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are made to give a more complete impression of the overall hydrodynamic behaviour
predicted by the model. In reality, the highly turbulent ﬂow expected in this area is
likely to be more chaotic and include much smaller scale processes than are depicted
here. The limitations of the linear vorticity distribution assumed across the roller are
evidenced by the small disparity in horizontal velocity found at the lower edge of this
region.
While the experimental results provide only a partial view of the velocity proﬁle, the
model predictions can be seen to resemble the physical observations in the regions where
data is available. The peak horizontal velocities are found towards the crest of the wave
and near the lower edge of the roller region.
In order to quantify the variation between the experimental and numerical results,
the quadratic error is determined. This ﬁrst requires the computed values to be mapped
onto the same grid as the measured data, which is done here using a cubic interpolation.
The error along one dimension for a given quantity, f , can then be calculated as
(6.22)ǫ1 (f) =
M∑
n=nb
[(fc)n − (fm)n]2
M∑
n=nb
[(fm)n]
2
,
where measured and interpolated computed values are represented by fm and fc respect-
ively, and M denotes the number of samples along the water column. The choice of nb
allows the data in the bottom boundary layer to be ignored, since the present model
does not attempt to simulate the eﬀects found in this region. When f is a matrix with
dimensions M1 ×M2, a single value for the quadratic error can be obtained with the
following relation:
(6.23)ǫ2 (f) =
M1∑
n=nb
M2∑
l=1
[
(fc)n,l − (fm)n,l
]2
M1∑
n=nb
M2∑
l=1
[
(fm)n,l
]2
In this case, the number of samples along the water column is given by M1, while M2
indicates the number of samples in a given wave period.
The results presented here assume the boundary layer thickness to be ﬁve percent of
the still water depth. By presenting the data in this form, the results generated using an
fvfd scheme can be subjected to the equivalent analysis performed by Briganti et al.
(2004) using an fd scheme. The small sample interval, ∆t = 0.01 s, of the experimental
data makes the resulting error susceptible to peaks where anomalies exist. This is
particularly true where fm is particularly small and fc relatively large. In order to reduce
the prominence of these misleading features, a median ﬁlter with a window size of ﬁve is
applied to the quadratic error, which is then presented in Figure 6.19.
The most considerable quadratic error is observed at gauge L4, where a particularly
large diﬀerence between the experimental and numerical results is evident. This is seen
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Figure 6.16: Temporal evolution of horizontal velocity calculated by model at six
locations.
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Figure 6.17: Temporal evolution of surface proﬁle ( ) and horizontal velocity from
experimental ldv measurements (Cox et al., 1995) at six locations.
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to occur where the shoaling predicted by the model diﬀers most from that observed
experimentally. The variation in the wave height means the model predicts the initiation
of breaking to be further onshore. This results in some small disagreements in the shape
of the wave, which means particular features will inevitably become misaligned. The
strong introduction of vorticity at the toe of the roller then produces larger velocities
than are found experimentally. Outside of this region, the peaks in quadratic error are
much smaller, and again correspond to locations where small variations in the wave
shape exist. It is also important to note that some error can be attributed to noise in
the experimental data.
It should be stressed that the contrasts between the predicted and measured free
surface elevation and horizontal velocity are relatively slight. The feedback of the breaking
process into other hydrodynamic features means the system is highly dynamic, and as
such, small diﬀerences in particular aspects of the scheme are ampliﬁed. In particular,
slight discrepancies between the experimental and numerical breaking points can lead
to more signiﬁcant variations in the behaviour in this region. The proﬁles show the
quality of the predictions during breaking, in spite of the assumptions made in the
derivation of the governing equations. The description of the physics encompassed by
the model is more accurate due to the retention of the btes throughout the breaking
process. In general, the results show a good overall agreement between the numerical
and experimental data.
Breaking terms
In addition to predicting the horizontal velocity, the model also calculates breaking terms,
which are used to dissipate energy from the system. Having established the accuracy of
the horizontal velocity, the structure of these terms can be studied in order to assess the
physics and numerics of the model in further detail. In Figure 6.20, the proﬁle of each
breaking term can be seen over one wave period at the gauges shown previously.
The shapes of the breaking terms calculated using the rbm with an fvfd scheme are
broadly the same as that found with an fd scheme, as in Musumeci et al. (2005). This
is to be expected, as the similarities in the adopted breaking scheme should be reﬂected
in the distribution of these terms, although some variation should be anticipated due to
a number of factors. It is reasonable to expect some changes when a diﬀerent numerical
scheme is used, but further distinctions are introduced by changes permitted by the
shock-capturing scheme. The sudden injection of vorticity produced by the rbm created
instabilities when used in an fd scheme, and therefore had to be gradually introduced
over the initial period following the inception of breaking. The greater stability attained
with the fvfd scheme allows this abrupt introduction to be included in an unhindered
manner, thereby producing a more realistic representation of the physics. This also
means the total quantity of injected vorticity is greater when using equivalent values for
the breaking calibration parameters. The lower value of ωs reﬂects this diﬀerence and is
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a major cause of the more signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the values adopted for calibrating fd
and fvfd rbms. A larger value of t∗ is also found to produce better predictions of the
horizontal velocity, meaning the development of the roller is slowed slightly. While the
magnitude of the terms is generally of the same order as those calculated in Musumeci
et al. (2005), there is a noticeable diﬀerence in Ds. This is again symptomatic of the
diﬀerent calibration required when the rbm is implemented using an fvfd scheme rather
than an fd scheme.
It should also be noted that the advection of vorticity in the wake of the roller means
the eﬀects of breaking are felt further oﬀshore. Consequently, despite being located prior
to breaking initiation point and therefore where no roller is present, the breaking terms
at L3 are noteworthy as their magnitude is not insigniﬁcant.
Flow rotation
As estimates for both the horizontal velocity and breaking terms are constructed from
the rotationality introduced into the ﬂow, it is sensible to also scrutinise the vorticity
and rotational velocity obtained by the model. The vorticity is visualised in Figure 6.21,
and presented on an alternative scale in Figure 6.22 in order to expose variations of
smaller magnitude. The highest levels of vorticity are found near the point of injection,
along the lower edge of the roller, where the distribution of ωs deﬁned by Equation (4.97)
is seen to produce larger values towards the toe. The subsequent transport of vorticity
is also clearly evident, and very small quantities can be found far from the roller. The
observed decay in the wake of the roller shows that the vorticity has no appreciable
eﬀect across consecutive waves. This is further reinforced by the strength of the vorticity
found at the front of the breaker, which outweighs any residual vorticity remaining from
preceding waves. As such, there is no evidence of any meaningful interaction between
adjacent breaking events.
The vorticity distribution predicted by the fvfd rbm is found to closely resemble
that obtained with the fd scheme of Musumeci et al. (2005), with similarities in both
the magnitude and dissemination of the procured values. Although the aforementioned
work adopts a subgrid to help concentrate vorticity towards the spatial toe of the roller,
the increased number of cells and ﬁner temporal detail gained when using the fvfd
scheme results in maximum values closer to the toe. While the vorticity predicted by the
present model reaches as far as the bed, the wake sees the bulk quantities towards the
centre of the water column, mirroring the fd rbm of Musumeci et al. (2005). The rbm
of Dimas and Dimakopoulos (2009) produces vorticity that remains close to the surface
of the wave, implying that less vorticity is diﬀused into the deeper regions of the ﬂow.
The increased permeation found with the present rbm can be attributed to the diﬀusion
of turbulent vorticity which is not considered by the model of Dimas and Dimakopoulos
(2009).
Figure 6.23 provides a view of the rotational velocity, which increases from the toe
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of the roller onwards, and is greatest in the crest of the wave. The vast majority of the
rotational velocity behind the peak of the wave remains towards the surface of the ﬂow,
but is quickly dissipated in accordance with the decay in vorticity discussed previously.
The largest values are found within the roller and along the lower edge of this region.
Spatial properties
While the experimental results allow matching wave gauge results to be compared, the
numerical model also oﬀers views of the spatial distribution of each variable, allowing
values to be scrutinised in further detail. Accordingly, the horizontal and rotational
velocities and the vorticity are presented in Figure 6.24 at a single point in time. The
section of the domain presented here shows the distribution of each quantity from before
the onset of breaking over a distance greater than one wavelength, in order to yield a
more complete picture of the stages of the breaking process.
Figure 6.24 shows the inception of breaking is located shortly beyond L3. This
reaﬃrms the previous conclusion that, despite the absence of a roller, ω is very low at
this gauge due to the small amount of oﬀshore transportation of vorticity. Similarly,
the breaking terms at this gauge are shown to be small but noteworthy in the wake of
the propagating wave. While the vte continues to act in a similar manner throughout
the domain, the vorticity found at L1 and L2 can be considered purely numerical in
nature and does not hold any notable physical meaning. The numerical representation
means very small numbers persist as the vorticity decays, but these are insigniﬁcant and
remain practically imperceptible at the scales presented here, even with the magniﬁcation
aﬀorded by Figure 6.22.
At the early stages of breaking, the vertical proﬁle of the horizontal velocity outside
the roller region is relatively uniform. Towards the latter stages of breaking, the continued
injection of vorticity has caused more mixing of the ﬂuid, and leads to greater variation
across the water column. The accumulative eﬀects of vorticity injection are also made
apparent by the tail in the vorticity and rotational velocity that emerges as the wave
propagates further onshore.
Undertow
Having established a prediction of the horizontal velocity, it is also possible to estimate
the undertow, which is key in driving sediment transport processes. This is calculated
according to
(6.24)uu =
1
T
∫ T
0
u dt− S,
where
(6.25)S = 1
T (h0 + ζm)
∫ T
0
∫ ζt
−h
u dz dt
denotes the slosh, and ζt indicates the trough of the free surface elevation. The term
deﬁned in Equation (6.25) accounts for the net volume ﬂux over each wave period. A
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Figure 6.25: Model undertow ( ) compared with undertow from measurements ( )
of Cox et al. (1995).
major beneﬁt of srms is their ability to predict the undertow within btms which, due to
the absence of roller eﬀects within the model, is not otherwise possible. The undertow
distributions corresponding to the horizontal velocities shown previously are given in
Figure 6.25. The assumptions of inviscid ﬂow and absence of a bottom boundary layer
in the present model are clearly evident in the undertow predictions. The magnitude
of the undertow prior to breaking is also found to be slightly less than that given by
the experimental results, although the values are still of similar order, and demonstrate
the ability of the btm to reasonably replicate this quantity where no roller is present.
Following the onset of breaking, the roller is shown to act appropriately. Away from the
bottom boundary layer, a very good agreement is found between the undertow calculated
from the experimental and numerical results. With further work, the model could be
extended to incorporate the eﬀects of bed friction.
Table 6.4 provides indicative values of the error in the horizontal velocity and
undertow at each gauge location, indicating the similarity between the experimental and
numerical data as the wave propagates onshore. This once more shows the undertow error
to be largest before breaking, although the most substantial overall error in horizontal
velocity is found at L4. This is again explained by the shortcomings of the wnbs in fully
replicating the shoaling, with the subsequent diﬀerence in wave heights and velocities
greatest at L4.
The undertow error can be partly attributed to the diﬀerent progression of the
breaking process required by the model in each case. The smaller wave height at the
onset of breaking means a diﬀerent amount of energy should be dissipated at each stage.
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Table 6.4: Quadratic error in horizontal velocity ﬁeld and undertow.
Gauge x [m] ǫ2 (u) ǫ1 (uu)
L1 4.2 0.016 0.355
L2 6.6 0.068 0.11
L3 7.8 0.229 0.167
L4 9 0.384 0.049
L5 10.2 0.19 0.156
L6 11.4 0.085 0.033
This leads to a small variation in the role of the roller, which becomes most evident
at L5. Briganti et al. (2004) provide a comparison of the error in undertow using an
fd rbm btm with both a semi-analytical integration along the water column, as used
in the present study, and a number of numerical approaches. Compared to any of the
aforementioned methods, the model proposed in the present work obtains a smaller error
at gauges L4 and L6. Although the numerical approaches show improvement at gauge
L5, the corresponding semi-analytical approach again produces a much larger quadratic
error.
6.5 Wave groups
The behaviour of the rbm is particularly sensitive to the location of the breaking point,
as this signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the resulting dissipative terms. The breaking location
exhibited in the monochromatic wave tests presented previously remains relatively static
due to the regular nature of the incoming waves. More advanced processes can be
investigated by varying the properties of the wave over time. The increase in complexity
is especially noteworthy due to the dynamic nature of the system. Changes in the breaking
process inﬂuence the subsequent system state, which in turn alters the characteristics of
breaking events that follow.
The group wave tests performed here provide an eﬀective means to analyse the
robustness of a model and assess its ability to adapt dynamically to ongoing changes. It
is important that the model is capable of accurately replicating the breaking process for
a range of scenarios without requiring external intervention or independent calibration
for individual waves. Aside from the still water depth of h0 = 0.4 m and still water slope
length of ls = 14 m, the experimental setup described in Section 6.4.1 is duplicated. A
cyclic series of ﬁve waves is generated according to
(6.26)Hn = Hg
[
1 +
G
2
sin
(
2npi
5
)]
n ∈ N1,
where Hg is the wave height of the group, and the groupiness, G, allows control of the
variability of the height of the wave train. This produces a repeating sequence of ﬁve
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Table 6.5: Wave parameters for Svendsen and Veeramony (2001) tests.
Test fw
[
s−1
]
Hg [m] G
W01 0.667 0.0668 0.1
W03 0.4 0.0948 0.2
W06 0.625 0.1 0.5
waves, where the height of the nth wave is given by Hn. The parameters for each test
are given in Table 6.5.
The remaining model parameters are inherited from Section 6.3, with ∆x = 0.04 m
and ∆t = 0.012 s. When generating incoming waves, it is again ensured that the resulting
wave height at the toe of the slope matches that observed experimentally. In order to
obtain a suitably representative value for the range of diﬀerent waves, some discretion
is required where, within the numerical and experimental groups, there is deviation
between the variability of the wave height and frequency.
In order to separate any variance between the experimental and numerical set-up
and allow a more direct comparison between the wave shapes in each case, the results
presented here are modiﬁed according to the mean water level at each gauge. This is
achieved by presenting adjusted free surface proﬁles in terms of
(6.27)ζs = ζ − ζm.
Figure 6.26 provides the results for the ﬁrst of the group tests, which comprises
the smallest mean wave height and groupiness. Here, the eddy viscosity is taken as
νt = 0.02 m
2 s−1. The wave height observed experimentally is shown to be very well
reproduced by the model throughout the region of interest. Some minor variation in the
phase of the waves can be seen across the group, and a slight diﬀerence in the surface
proﬁle is again observed in the shoaling region. These two discrepancies are related, and
show the inﬂuence of the total water depth on the speed at which waves propagate.
For the second group wave test, the rbm is calibrated with νt = 0.03 m
2 s−1. The
ﬁndings of the ﬁrst group wave case are reiterated by the comparison given in Figure 6.27,
although the increase in groupiness and incoming wave height means the features become
more conspicuous. A delay in the eﬀects of wave breaking is evident for some parts of the
group, with the numerical and experimental surface proﬁles diverging in the surf-zone,
and then converging towards the inner surf-zone. This again highlights the sensitivity of
the breaking location and the diﬃculties presented when trying to replicate complicated
dissipation mechanisms with a btm. The qualitative evolution in the wave shape is
reproduced, nonetheless, and the total decay in the wave height is comparable across the
recorded region.
The ﬁnal test validating the fvfd rbm uses νt = 0.04 m
2 s−1. The results for this
case are provided in Figure 6.28, which again allows the capabilities of the model to be
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Figure 6.26: Experimental ( ) and numerical ( ) results for group wave test
W01.
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assessed against experimental data. The challenges presented by the variation across
the wave train are clear, and the diﬀerences observed with the previous two group tests
intensiﬁed. Even so, similarities in the qualitative transformation of the surface proﬁle
remain apparent, and the reduction in wave height is reasonable for much of the group.
In particular, the grouping between sequential waves due to the variation in the rate of
change of the phase speed is visible.
6.6 Summary of results
The tests presented in this chapter have demonstrated the capabilities of the proposed
model used in this study and identiﬁed the limitations of the adopted approach. Good
agreement with analytical solutions to dam break and steady ﬂow tests show the com-
petency of the numerical scheme for solving the components of the governing equations
treated using the fv method. The shock-capturing capabilities of this technique are
evidenced, and the eﬀect of the limiters used by the focmt scheme is shown to be
suﬃciently small when applied to these problems.
The solitary wave tests extend the validation to assess the inclusion of higher-order
Boussinesq terms, thereby allowing the model to be evaluated with the wnbs used for
subsequent cases involving wave breaking. The numerical dissipation visible is consistent
with that observed in previous studies of models using similar schemes.
The addition of an rbm is shown to provide appropriate energy dissipation for the
model during the breaking process. The resulting reduction in wave height closely
matches experimental observations and is similar to that achieved with an hbm, although
the wnbs are found to understate the shoaling in the nearshore region. By incorporating
additional terms describing the rotational components of the ﬂow, the rbm provides
velocity proﬁles and undertow predictions across the water column. Comparisons with
experimental data show these results to be realistic and support the selected calibration
parameters used for the breaking model.
Finally, the group wave tests included in this chapter illustrate the behaviour of the
model for a series of waves with diﬀering height. The sequence of waves produces a
variation in the location at which breaking initiates, and therefore demonstrates the
model to be capable of adjusting in response to changes in local conditions. Although
diﬀerences in the wave height due to the weakly-nonlinear nature of the model further
increase some discrepancies between experimental and numerical results, a good overall
agreement is obtained.
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Dissipation mechanisms
7.1 Rationale for analyses
When solving complex processes such as those studied here, physical phenomena may
be reproduced incorrectly. The highly turbulent ﬂow present during wave breaking
results in a signiﬁcant amount of energy dissipation. Since this is not replicated by
irrotational btes, it is necessary to add an external mechanism to represent this aspect
of the hydrodynamics. By considering the physical nature of the dissipative process, a
realistic method can be developed which removes the correct amount of energy from the
system. In order to assess the impact of proposed dissipation mechanisms, it is important
to quantify their eﬀects. A number of alternative techniques are compared here. Any
properties of the numerical scheme resulting in similar behaviour beyond the point of
breaking initiation should also be identiﬁed, as these can artiﬁcially dissipate energy and
give the illusion of breaking, without replicating the turbulence within the ﬂow.
As the dissipation of energy introduced by the rbm constitutes a large part of the
study presented here, it is important to investigate the behaviour of the numerics in
detail. In particular, in order to correctly represent the physics, it is important to
mitigate against the impact of any signiﬁcant actions resulting from numerical eﬀects.
The nature of the mathematics describing the breaking process in rbms demands the use
of higher-order derivatives, which can introduce a need for more aggressive numerical
ﬁltering to limit unwanted oscillations in the fd solution. As noted by Brocchini (2013),
the inﬂuence of this within the numerical scheme requires careful reﬂection.
Three courses of investigation are pursued here, the ﬁrst of which investigates the
eﬀect of the injected vorticity distribution on the reduction in wave height in the surf-zone.
The second compares the reduction in wave height obtained with diﬀerent breaking
approaches, while the ﬁnal tests examine the energy dissipation achieved with various
combinations of limiters and resolutions. While it is not possible to explicitly separate
the external dissipation techniques from the numerical eﬀects, the comparison performed
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Figure 7.1: Wave height for Test O for a range of vorticity injection proﬁles using
αv = 20 ( ), αv = 40 ( ), and αv = 80 ( ) with diﬀerent
distribution functions given by αr.
here provides an eﬀective indication of the role of the breaking mechanism in each case.
7.2 Vorticity injection
As explained in Section 4.9, the rbm looks to replicate the physics of the rotational
processes when injecting vorticity into the ﬂow. In order to ease the demand placed
on the model by the high gradient in ωs, Equation (4.98) includes a modiﬁcation to
the empirically derived formula of Veeramony and Svendsen (2000) used to deﬁne the
distribution of injected vorticity. In order to more thoroughly investigate the numerical
properties of this technique, the dissipation achieved using diﬀerent functions to describe
υ is explored. The rbm is employed with diﬀerent functions for αr, along with a range
of values for αv, thereby testing the diﬀerent proﬁles illustrated in Figure 4.2.
While the resilience of the fvfd scheme allows steep gradients to be included in the
deﬁnition of υ, the fd scheme employed in the solution of the breaking terms means
the choice of function must still be carefully considered. With lower values of αv, the
strain on the numerical scheme is reduced as the gradient in the proﬁle at the toe is less
severe. As this also results in a smaller quantity of injected vorticity in this region, a
balance must be reached. The spatial discretisation performed for the tests studied here
means the diﬀerent values of αv typically aﬀect only one cell signiﬁcantly. The more
distinctive change in υ seen with the diﬀerent functions for αr results in considerably
diﬀerent numerical values throughout the roller region.
The tests described in Section 6.4.1 are repeated using numerous combinations of αr
and αv, and the resulting wave height envelopes given in Figures 7.1 to 7.3. Although
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Figure 7.2: Wave height for Test Q for a range of vorticity injection proﬁles using
αv = 20 ( ), αv = 40 ( ), and αv = 80 ( ) with diﬀerent
distribution functions given by αr.
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Figure 7.3: Wave height for Test R for a range of vorticity injection proﬁles using
αv = 20 ( ), αv = 40 ( ), and αv = 80 ( ) with diﬀerent
distribution functions given by αr.
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some variation is observed, the eﬀect of αv is not found to be signiﬁcant. The results for
Test O show little diﬀerence in wave height decay with diﬀerent values of αr, except in the
case with αv = 40 and αr = 1, where an obvious variation exists. This can be attributed
to the calibration of the other breaking parameters, which have been kept constant
throughout. As such, the adjusted distribution of vorticity acts slightly diﬀerently during
the breaking process, resulting in more obvious diﬀerences in Hm. With Test Q and Test
R, a larger peak wave height is achieved with αr = 3
(
1−√Θ
)
, beyond which the wave
height is then below that observed with αr = 1. Although the diﬀerence is very small,
this trend is consistent for all values of αv with Test Q and Test R.
The analysis performed here only considers the calibration outlined previously. The
results in each case could be improved with individual tuning of each breaking parameter
which, for the purposes of clarity and consistency, remain unchanged here. As only αv
and αr have been altered between tests, the total injected vorticity varies in each case,
according to the values provided in Table 4.1. Although further investigation into the
eﬀect of combining diﬀerent parameters could incorporate more acute management of
the rbm for each case, the limited variation seen here suggests the diﬀerence between
the speciﬁed proﬁles for υ to be minimal, thereby conﬁrming the values selected for this
study to be appropriate.
7.3 Numerical eﬀects
Considering both the hbm and rbm allows the behaviour of each approach to be compared.
By also executing the same tests with no breaking model (nbm), the performance of
the scheme without any external dissipation mechanism can be quantiﬁed. This gives a
sense of how much energy is dissipated by the hbm and rbm, and allows the inherent
numerical properties of the focmt scheme to be estimated. Additionally, the eddy
viscosity approach used by Cienfuegos et al. (2010) is employed to allow the performance
of the model to be further compared using another existing dissipative technique.
7.3.1 Eddy viscosity method
The eddy viscosity breaking model (evbm) used here adopts the srm employed by the
rbm for the present study, thereby allowing a direct comparison of the two dissipation
techniques with the same roller. The calibrations made by Cienfuegos et al. (2010) for
a spilling breaker are applied here. Based on the assumption that the distribution of
the maximum shear stress and the local roller thickness are similar, the evbm deﬁnes a
diﬀusivity function reminiscent of that given in Equation (4.94):
(7.1)νh = 2
√
gh3Θ (1−Θ) exp (−Θ)
This term forms the basis of two new dissipative terms,
(7.2)Dh =
∂
∂x
(
νh
∂d
∂x
)
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Table 7.1: Oﬀshore Iribarren number, ξ0, for the considered range of numerical tests.
Wave frequency, fw
[
s−1
] Oﬀshore wave height, H0 [m]
0.035 0.037 0.039 0.041 0.043
0.6 0.264 0.257 0.25 0.244 0.238
0.55 0.278 0.27 0.263 0.256 0.25
0.5 0.293 0.285 0.278 0.271 0.264
0.45 0.311 0.302 0.295 0.287 0.281
0.4 0.332 0.322 0.314 0.306 0.299
0.35 0.356 0.346 0.337 0.329 0.321
0.3 0.386 0.376 0.366 0.357 0.348
and
(7.3)Du = 10
∂
∂x
(
νh
∂q
∂x
)
,
which are then introduced into the continuity and momentum equations, respectively.
These replace the breaking terms included previously with the rbm, and a modiﬁed form
of Equation (3.63) used to deﬁne the source term:
(7.4)S =

Dh
gd
∂h
∂x
−Bgh2
(
2
∂h
∂x
∂2ζ
∂x2
+ h
∂3ζ
∂x3
)
+Du

It should be noted that the evbm used here does not consider the roller thickness in the
calculation of the viscous terms, the impact of which is investigated by Klonaris et al.
(2013). As with the rbm, a ﬁrst-order Shapiro ﬁlter is used to manage any oscillations
in the fd breaking terms. The calibration parameters used to deﬁne the geometry of the
roller mirror those used for the rbm for all tests presented here.
7.3.2 Wave height decay
Assessing the model for a range of wave frequencies and amplitudes provides an overview
of the characteristics of the diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the numerical model. The setup
described in Section 6.4.1 is employed again, along with the wave characteristics outlined
in Table 7.1 which details the range of test cases presented here and provides the
corresponding Iribarren number in each case. All of the tests performed here use spatial
and temporal resolutions of ∆x = 0.04 m and ∆t = 0.012 s, respectively. In each case,
the internal wave generation is calibrated to ensure the appropriate wave height is
obtained at x = −2 m. In order to allow a direct comparison of the behaviour of the
rbm with diﬀering physical parameters, the calibration variables remain constant, with
νt = 0.01 m
2 s−1 and the values listed in Section 6.3 used throughout.
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Figures 7.4 and 7.5 present the wave height decay for a number of diﬀerent combin-
ations of wave frequency and amplitude using both van-Leer and minmod third-order
limiters. In each case, the location of the breaking point found furthest from the shore
during the ﬁnal four wave periods with the rbm is indicated. With the parameters
selected here, the rbm does not result in any breaking when the van-Leer limiter is used
with fw = 0.6 s
−1 and H0 = 0.035 m or H0 = 0.037 m. The vertical lines marked in
Figure 7.4 indicate the earliest breaking locations in the remaining cases. The stronger
dissipation found with the minmod limiter results in reduced shoaling, preventing the
waves from becoming steep enough for breaking to initiate. As a consequence of this,
several of the results in Figure 7.5 are identical for tests with and without external
dissipation mechanisms.
The model is shown to be consistent across a range of scenarios, with the relative
reduction in wave height largest with smaller wave frequencies and incoming wave heights.
In the context of the present study, the variation between diﬀerent breaking approaches
is also of interest. Where breaking occurs, the rbm and hbm both reliably dissipate
more energy from the selected part of the domain than with nbm. This illustrates the
need for an external dissipation mechanism in order to improve the accuracy with which
the breaking process is described. In most cases, the evbm also results in smaller wave
heights than with nbm, but some tests show convergence at later stages of breaking,
suggesting the dissipation is not sustained throughout the breaking process when this
method is used. The hbm is repeatedly shown to result in a larger reduction in wave
height than the rbm, although the two proﬁles converge as the rate of decay of the wave
height achieved with the hbm declines.
The diﬀerence between the simulations with nbm, an rbm, an evbm and an hbm
becomes more prominent with larger wave heights and smaller frequencies. The evbm
exhibits less stability than the rbm, but often creates a steeper reduction in wave height
immediately after the initiation of breaking. It should be emphasised that in many
cases, with individually tailored breaking calibration parameters, the rbm is capable of
dissipating more energy than for the tests performed here. The evbm used here inherits
several simpliﬁcations from that studied by Cienfuegos et al. (2010), which would allow
similar adjustments to the calibration parameters in order to improve the reduction in
wave height achieved. The dissipative nature of the minmod limiter restricts the shoaling
and therefore causes wave breaking to initiate closer to the shore. The trends between
breaking approaches otherwise remains generally the same as with the van-Leer limiter.
7.3.3 Energy dissipation
By considering the change in energy observed during breaking for the tests of Hansen
and Svendsen (1979), it is possible to quantify the energy dissipated by the model.
The variance of the surface proﬁle, E, is proportional to the wave energy, and can be
calculated by integrating ζ in time. The analysis performed here determines the variance
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over the ﬁnal four wave periods using the following relation (Goda, 2010; Weisse, 2010):
(7.5)E =
1
Mt
Mt∑
n=1
(
ζ(n)
)2 − ( 1
Mt
Mt∑
n=1
ζ(n)
)2
Here, the number of timesteps within four wave periods is taken to be
(7.6)Mt =
⌊
4T
∆t
⌋
.
The peak wave height recorded from the experimental tests is then used as an estimate
of the location of breaking initiation, at which point the variance of the wave surface
proﬁle is given by Eb. The change in variance relative to this point is then calculated as
(7.7)∆E = Eb − E.
While the solitary wave tests performed in Section 6.2.3 illustrate the focmt scheme
is capable of simulating wave propagation over a ﬂat bathymetry without excessive levels
of numerical dissipation, the subsequent tests involve cases where the Boussinesq terms
become more signiﬁcant. With larger higher-order terms, the inﬂuence of the limiters
becomes greater, as they must counteract more signiﬁcant oscillations that may result
from the discretisation used for the calculation of the derivatives. This signals two aspects
of the scheme that require further study with regards to energy dissipation, speciﬁcally
the selected model resolution and the slope limiters used. In order to retain a comparable
Courant number coeﬃcient in each case, the spatial and temporal resolutions are adjusted
simultaneously, with ∆t = 0.012 s used when ∆x = 0.04 m, and ∆t = 0.009375 s when
∆x = 0.03125 m.
The change in energy from the breaking point found with Test O is presented in
Figure 7.6 for a range of spatial and temporal resolutions and using both van-Leer
and minmod limiters. The equivalent analyses for Test Q and Test R are provided in
Figures 7.7 and 7.8, respectively. The same trends between the dissipation approaches
observed in the previous section are again visible, with the reduction in energy achieved
by the rbm typically lying between that found with nbm and the hbm.
The evbm consistently dissipates less energy than the rbm, but is also typically
placed between the results with nbm and the hbm. Closer to the shoreline, the rate of
dissipation is noticeably reduced. In the most extreme instances, less energy is dissipated
with the evbm than with nbm, although this does not imply a smaller wave height in the
inner surf-zone. Instead, this occurs when the external dissipation mechanism provided
by the evbm results in a lower peak, since breaking initiates prior to the decay in wave
height caused by the numerical scheme.
The interaction between numerous facets of the model can complicate eﬀorts to
distinguish between the causes of diﬀerent characteristics that are observed. Any
dissimilarities between each case should therefore be carefully considered in order to
reasonably separate the eﬀects of each aspect of the model. This is exempliﬁed when the
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Figure 7.4: Wave height for a range of wave frequencies and amplitudes using φ3 = φv
with nbm ( ), and with an evbm ( ), an hbm ( ) and an rbm
( ), along with the minimum breaking location established by the rbm
( ).
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Figure 7.6: Change in variance from experimental breaking point for Test O using nbm
( ), and using an evbm ( ), an hbm ( ) and an rbm ( )
with van-Leer and minmod limiters and diﬀering resolutions.
numerical inﬂuence of the breaking terms is considered. While these terms are inserted
to restore rotationality into the description of the ﬂow, the accompanying introduction
of higher-order derivatives places an increased reliance on the limiters used by the
focmt scheme when coupled with an rbm. Consequently, in tandem with the physical
dissipation portrayed with the breaking terms, an increase in the numerical dissipation
produced by the scheme can be expected.
The more dissipative nature of the minmod limiter can also be seen throughout, and
in particular with Test O, where the inherent numerical properties of the focmt scheme
then dominate the energy dissipation, thereby nullifying the eﬀects of the rbm and
hbm. Elsewhere, the external breaking mechanisms are still able to introduce dissipation
into the system with the minmod limiter, but the eﬀects are less signiﬁcant than with
the van-Leer limiter. The resolution also has a slight impact on the amount of energy
dissipation, with ﬁner spatial and temporal grids largely resulting in higher levels of
energy dissipation. Crucially, the universal increase in dissipation observed with smaller
grid sizes when using the rbm suggests a better resolved roller could oﬀer an improved
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Figure 7.7: Change in variance from experimental breaking point for Test Q using nbm
( ), and using an evbm ( ), an hbm ( ) and an rbm ( )
with van-Leer and minmod limiters and diﬀering resolutions.
description of the physics. The main drawback of reducing ∆x and ∆t with the rbm
is the resulting instabilities produced by the fd scheme, which outweigh the relatively
small gains in dissipation introduced by the breaking process.
While individually tuning each variable for separate tests oﬀers some beneﬁts, it is
important that a ﬂexible approach that can be applied to a range of cases is preserved.
With further development, the breaking model could be automatically calibrated based
on wave parameters. The Reynolds number, Re, is one such dimensionless variable that
could be adopted for this purpose and is widely used to predict turbulence in ﬂuid ﬂows.
By estimating this quantity for breaking waves according to
(7.8)Re =
uλ
ν
,
the nature of the turbulence generated in the roller region can be parameterised according
to known properties (Thorpe, 2007; Zhao and Armﬁeld, 2014).
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Figure 7.8: Change in variance from experimental breaking point for Test R using nbm
( ), and using an evbm ( ), an hbm ( ) and an rbm ( )
with van-Leer and minmod limiters and diﬀering resolutions.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis has examined the behaviour of a new numerical model simulating wave
propagation in the nearshore region using an fvfd rbm. Solving the btes in such a way
provides a method for predicting coastal hydrodynamics which includes a description
of the turbulent motion encountered during wave breaking, while maintaining a level
of computational eﬃciency rivalling other depth averaged solvers. The mathematical
formulation of the proposed approach has been provided and the technical aspects of the
implementation described. The derivation results in wnbs, and considers the rotationality
expected in the surf-zone by injecting vorticity along the roller region. This builds on the
work of Veeramony and Svendsen (2000), adopting a more modern hybrid fvfd scheme
that provides improved model stability and oﬀers better shock-capturing capabilities
that are key to correctly replicating the breaking process. The adopted focmt scheme
provides a more sophisticated numerical technique, which also assists in incorporating
a shoreline in a relatively straightforward manner. The use of btes allows a more
accurate description of the hydrodynamics throughout the domain which, following the
improvements to the dispersive characteristics included in the present model, can be
extended to greater depths.
The results provided in Chapter 6 show analytical and laboratory data to be re-
produced well, with a good agreement achieved between numerical and experimental
free surface proﬁles and horizontal velocity predictions. The inability of the model to
accurately reproduce features anticipated in the shoaling region can be attributed to the
weakly-nonlinear nature of the governing equations. This means some limitations are
encountered as fully-nonlinear characteristics become more signiﬁcant. The numerical
scheme adopted for the present study prohibits the extension of the governing equations
to fnbs. This is due to the tridiagonal algorithm, which is unable to treat the higher-order
terms introduced when considering the fully-nonlinear formulation.
A relatively high number of previous methods have used fd schemes to solve the fnbs,
including that presented by Gobbi et al. (2000). Cienfuegos et al. (2006, 2007) present
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an fv approach to solve the fnbs, reﬂecting the more recent adoption of such schemes.
Although Gallerano et al. (2014) showed that the undertow can be predicted with fnbs
by using the method proposed by Lynett (2006), this additional aspect of the model
operates independently. Conversely, undertow predictions obtained using the rbm are
inherently associated with the dissipation mechanism, and therefore oﬀer a more uniﬁed
approach where the governing physical processes are better connected. This allows a
more realistic description of the hydrodynamics to be obtained where nonlinearity is less
prevalent.
Proper consideration of the relevant physics and numerics ensures suitable caution
is exercised when analysing the data collected during this study. By acknowledging
the caveats of the model, a number of details can be gleaned from the results and new
insight gained into rbms considering the transport of vorticity. The changes in the tuning
parameters of the breaking model over comparable implementations raise questions about
the suitability of using hydraulic jump measurements to calibrate rbms in a way that
ensures the physical description of the ﬂow is correct.
The selected value of ωm used for the present study diﬀers from that deduced from
the experimental observations of Veeramony and Svendsen (2000), but more faithfully
reproduces the horizontal velocity proﬁles under a breaking wave measured by Cox et al.
(1995). While the limited availability of velocity data under breaking waves and vorticity
measurements in the roller means it is diﬃcult to identify the cause with certainty, the
most obvious diﬀerence is the static nature of the hydraulic jump. Consequently, the
hydraulic jump analogy fails to capture the dynamic process occurring during wave
breaking and does not consider the ∂
3(∆P )
∂x2∂t
component of χ included in the rbm. In the
early stages of the breaking process, this was found to make the largest contribution of
the breaking terms. As such, it is reasonable to expect a smaller momentum balance
across the hydraulic jump, as non-hydrostatic processes dominate the energy dissipation
instead.
Further investigation into the calibration variables and nondimensional parameterisa-
tion may allow the process of tuning the breaking model to be automated, and better
tailored to each case. As the variables introduced by the rbm are based on physical
quantities, the characteristics of each test could be used to specify suitable values. This
could be further extended to dynamically update each parameter locally according to the
current state of each wave. The research discussed in the present work has shown some
correlation between the physical properties of the system and the appropriate calibration
constants.
As demonstrated by Briganti et al. (2004), an improvement in the vertical structure
of the vorticity within an rbm can be accomplished by removing the assumption that the
eddy viscosity proﬁle is uniform across the water column. This suggests some inaccuracies
in the vertical proﬁle of rotational quantities may emerge from the semi-analytical solution
of the vte used in the current study. Improvements in the predicted horizontal velocity
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and undertow proﬁles of the fvfd rbm further support the proposed changes to the
calibration parameters. By altering the decay in vorticity, the magnitude of the injected
quantity introduced over the lifespan of the roller can be reduced, and the conﬂict
between the experimental measurements and breaking parameters further justiﬁed. This
is supported by the fact that the magnitude and distribution of the vorticity resembles
that found with previous rbms.
It is possible that the calibration of the model relies on some non-physical changes
to the breaking parameters in order to compensate for the numerical properties of the
focmt scheme. From the ﬁndings outlined in Chapter 7, it is evident that the focmt
scheme inherently dissipates energy within the model. The inclusion of an rbm ensures
the breaking process initiates further oﬀshore and better reﬂects the physical behaviour
noted by laboratory investigations, enabling the model to capture more of the true nature
of the hydrodynamics. While it is clear that numerical dissipation is more prevalent in
the curtailment of energy when using a minmod limiter, the successful introduction of
vorticity as a dissipation mechanism has been demonstrated with the use of a van-Leer
limiter, which forms the focus of the present work. The spatial and temporal resolutions
selected for this study are also shown to be appropriate for the fvfd rbm, where their
impact on the numerics is minimal.
This thesis has presented research into an eﬃcient numerical model of surf-zone
hydrodynamics using wnbs. The turbulent processes occurring in this region are repres-
ented using an rbm, which solves the vte to determine the vorticity in the ﬂuid and
introduce physically derived dissipative terms. This work has shown that an focmt
scheme can be used as part of a hybrid fvfd model to implement such an approach, and
has demonstrated the advantages of this technique. While it is evident that adopting
fnbs as the governing equations would provide compelling improvements in the accuracy
of predictions, the mathematical formulation required for the fvfd scheme used here has
been found to be unsuitable. The feasibility of both the rbm and fvfd components of
this study have previously been proven in two-dimensions, suggesting such an expansion
would form a natural extension to the model outlined here. The present evaluation
makes clear that continued development is required to further alleviate numerical eﬀects
when implementing a more physical description of the breaking process such as this. The
need for further experimental investigation of the hydrodynamics occurring within the
roller region during breaking is also emphasised. The model constructed here advances
the potential of nearshore simulations by combining the improved stability and shock-
capturing capabilities of the fvfd scheme with the rotational description of the ﬂow
provided by the rbm.
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Appendix A
Derivation of standard
Boussinesq equations
A.1 Continuity equation
The continuity equation can be obtained by inspecting the mass within a control volume,
V. By observing that the rate at which this mass changes is equal to the rate at which
mass exits the considered volume, the following statement can be made (Graebel, 2007;
Hirsch, 2007):
(A.1)
∂
∂t
∫∫∫
V
ρdV +
∫∫∫
V
∇ · (ρu) dV = 0
It then follows that, for a ﬁxed control volume,
(A.2)
dρ
dt
+∇ · (ρu) = 0.
For the purposes of modelling nearshore ﬂows, it is realistic to assume that the ﬂuid is
incompressible and the density remains constant and uniform throughout the domain.
On this basis, Equation (A.2) then reduces to the continuity equation used hereinafter:
(A.3)∇ · u = 0
A.2 Navier-Stokes equations
The derivation outlined here begins by considering the forces acting on the element of
ﬂuid shown in Figure A.1. These forces represent the eﬀects of the surrounding ﬂuid,
and can be written in terms of stresses acting over an area as follows:
(A.4)

F±xx
F±xy
F±xz
 =


σxx
τˇxy
τˇxz
± ∆x2 ∂∂x

σxx
τˇxy
τˇxz

∆y∆z
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Figure A.1: Forces acting on the surface of a ﬂuid element.
(A.5)

F±yx
F±yy
F±yz
 =


τˇyx
σyy
τˇyz
± ∆y2 ∂∂y

τˇyx
σyy
τˇyz

∆x∆z
(A.6)

F±zx
F±zy
F±zz
 =


τˇzx
τˇzy
σzz
± ∆z2 ∂∂z

τˇzx
τˇzy
σzz

∆x∆y
By deﬁning the location of a ﬂuid particle in three-dimensional space with the vector
r, the velocity can be written as
(A.7)u =
dr
dt
.
Using the chain rule, the total derivative of a function, f (r, t), can then be deﬁned as
(A.8)
df
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+ u ·∇f.
These deﬁnitions will be used during the procedures that follows.
It is assumed that the only body force acting on the ﬂuid element is that due to
gravitational eﬀects. The total force exerted on the ﬂuid element is equal to the sum of
the surface forces indicated in Figure A.1 and the force due to gravity. Newton’s second
law of motion states that the rate of change of momentum is equal to the force exerted
on a body. By equating the forces acting on the ﬂuid element, the following relation is
then obtained:
(A.9)∆m
du
dt
= ∆mg +∆x∆y∆z (∇ · σ)
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Here, m is the mass of the ﬂuid,
(A.10)σ =

σxx τˇxy τˇxz
τˇyx σyy τˇyz
τˇzx τˇzy σzz
 ,
(A.11)u =
[
uˇ vˇ wˇ
]⊺
and
(A.12)∇ =
[
∂
∂x
∂
∂y
∂
∂z
]⊺
is the gradient operator, where X⊺ denotes the transpose of X. The coordinate system
is aligned such that gravitational eﬀects are only present in the z-axis, thereby giving
(A.13)g =
[
0 0 −g
]⊺
as the vector describing acceleration due to gravity. Applying the relation provided in
Equation (A.8) to u in Equation (A.9) and then dividing by ∆m = ρ∆x∆y∆z gives
(A.14)
∂u
∂t
+ (u ·∇)u = g + ∇ · σ
ρ
.
For an incompressible Newtonian ﬂuid, viscous stresses are linearly proportional to the
rate of deformation of the ﬂuid. The normal stresses can then be expressed as
(A.15)σxx = 2ρν
∂uˇ
∂x
− pˇ,
(A.16)σyy = 2ρν
∂vˇ
∂y
− pˇ
and
(A.17)σzz = 2ρν
∂wˇ
∂z
− pˇ,
and the shear stresses as
(A.18)τˇxy = τˇyx = ρν
(
∂uˇ
∂y
+
∂vˇ
∂x
)
,
(A.19)τˇyz = τˇzy = ρν
(
∂vˇ
∂z
+
∂wˇ
∂y
)
and
(A.20)τˇzx = τˇxz = ρν
(
∂wˇ
∂x
+
∂uˇ
∂z
)
.
The kinematic viscosity is assumed to be constant throughout. Here, the pressure is
given by the average of the normal stresses, such that
(A.21)pˇ = −1
3
(σxx + σyy + σzz) .
With Equations (A.3) and (A.15) to (A.20), Equation (A.14) can be rewritten to provide
the nse:
(A.22)
∂u
∂t
+ (u ·∇)u = g − ∇pˇ
ρ
+ ν∇2u
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t
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Figure A.2: Decomposition of turbulent ﬂow into mean and turbulent components.
A.3 Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
In many practical cases, the computational demands of solving the nses are prohibitively
expensive. The formulation of the rans equations simpliﬁes turbulent ﬂow occurring
over small timescales using a Reynold’s decomposition:
(A.23)f = f˜ + f˘
As illustrated in Figure A.2, this divides the ﬂow into two components, f˜ and f˘ ,
representing the mean value and the ﬂuctuation respectively. The timescale, ∆t, over
which this averaging is performed is deﬁned so that
(A.24)
˜˘
f = 0.
Ensemble averaging provides an average value of a quantity from many repetitions of an
identical event. This can be achieved by deﬁning the timescale, ∆t, in Equation (A.23)
such that it is equal to the length of the event. The time averaged value of a given
variable, f , is taken as
(A.25)f˜ =
1
∆t
∫ t0+∆t
t0
f dt.
As the manipulation of equations involving turbulence is conventionally done using
tensor notation, Equations (A.3) and (A.22) are each rewritten accordingly:
(A.26)
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
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(A.27)
∂uj
∂t
+ ui
∂uj
∂xi
= gδ3,j +
∂
∂xi
[
ν
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
− pˇ
ρ
δi,j
]
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Here, the notation is deﬁned such that the spatial coordinates are deﬁned by
(A.28)
[
x1 x2 x3
]⊺ ≡ [x y z]⊺ ,
the velocities by
(A.29)
[
u1 u2 u3
]⊺ ≡ u
and the Kronecker delta function as
(A.30)

δ1,1 δ1,2 δ1,3
δ2,1 δ2,2 δ2,3
δ3,1 δ3,2 δ3,3
 ≡

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 .
Adding Equation (A.26) to Equation (A.27) allows the momentum equation to be written
in an alternate form. The Reynolds decomposition described by Equation (A.23) is
applied to u and pˇ as follows:
(A.31)u =
[
u˜1 + u˘1 u˜2 + u˘2 u˜3 + u˘3
]⊺
(A.32)pˇ = p˜+ p˘
This allows Equations (A.26) and (A.27) to then be written as
(A.33)
∂u˜i
∂xi
+
∂u˘i
∂xi
= 0 i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
and
∂u˜j
∂t
+
∂u˘j
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
[(u˜i + u˘i) (u˜j + u˘j)] = gδ3,j +
∂
∂xi
{
ν
[
∂
∂xj
(u˜i + u˘i) +
∂
∂xi
(u˜j + u˘j)
]
− p˜+ p˘
ρ
δi,j
}
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
(A.34)
respectively. Noting that Equations (A.33) and (A.34) can be ensemble averaged, and
that
(A.35)
∂˜f˜
∂X
≡ ∂˜f
∂X
≡ ∂f˜
∂X
and
(A.36)˜˜XY ≡ X˜Y˜ ,
the turbulent component can be removed according to Equation (A.24) to give
(A.37)
∂u˜i
∂xi
= 0 i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
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and
(A.38)
∂u˜j
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(
u˜iu˜j+ ˜˘uiu˘j)= gδ3,j+ ∂
∂xi
[
ν
(
∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
− p˜
ρ
δi,j
]
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
The stresses described by Equation (A.38) can be written as a Reynolds stress,
(A.39)τ˘i,j = −ρ ˜˘uiu˘j i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
and viscous stress,
(A.40)τ vi,j = ρν
(
∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
to give
(A.41)
∂u˜j
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(u˜iu˜j) = gδ3,j − 1
ρ
∂p˜
∂xi
+
1
ρ
∂
∂xi
(
τ vi,j + τ˘i,j
)
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
A.3.1 Turbulence closure
The imbalance between the number of unknown variables and equations provided in
Equation (A.41) forms the basis of the turbulence closure problem. Several models have
been proposed to meet this requirement, including the method suggested by Boussinesq
that is used here. This introduces the concept of eddy viscosity,
(A.42)νt = lt
√
1
2
(˜˘u21 + ˜˘u22 + ˜˘u23),
with lt characterising the length scale of the turbulence. As τ
v
i,j ≪ τ˘i,j in turbulent ﬂows,
the viscous stresses can be assumed to be negligible. With this in mind, the total shear
stress within the ﬂow is modelled by
(A.43)τi,j = ρνt
(
∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
and Equation (A.41) written as
(A.44)
∂u˜j
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(u˜iu˜j) = gδ3,j − 1
ρ
∂p˜
∂xi
+
1
ρ
∂τi,j
∂xi
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Here, the following tensor notation is used:
(A.45)

τ1,1 τ1,2 τ1,3
τ2,1 τ2,2 τ2,3
τ3,1 τ3,2 τ3,3
 ≡

τxx τxy τxz
τyx τyy τyz
τzx τzy τzz

(A.46)
[
u˜1 u˜2 u˜3
]⊺ ≡ [u v w]⊺
Here, v denotes the velocity in the y-direction. Additionally,
(A.47)p˜ ≡ p.
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A.4 Depth integrated Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equations
In order to obtain a one-dimensional set of equations, the two-dimensional form of the
rans equations provided by Equations (A.37) and (A.44) are averaged over the depth
of the ﬂuid. This neglects processes occurring along the y-direction, and then assumes
a uniform ﬂow across the water column by integrating with respect to z. First, the
two-dimensional Reynolds continuity equation is written as
(A.48)
∂u
∂x
+
∂w
∂z
= 0,
and the horizontal and vertical Reynolds momentum equations as
(3.1)
∂u
∂t
+
∂u2
∂x
+
∂
∂z
(uw) =
1
ρ
(
∂τxx
∂x
+
∂τxz
∂z
)
− 1
ρ
∂p
∂x
and
(3.2)
∂w
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(uw) +
∂w2
∂z
=
1
ρ
(
∂τxz
∂x
+
∂τzz
∂z
)
− 1
ρ
∂p
∂z
− g,
respectively.
A.4.1 Continuity
Depth averaging of Equation (A.48) is then performed by integrating from z = −h to
z = ζ, which gives
(A.49)
∫ ζ
−h
∂u
∂x
dz + w|z=ζ − w|z=−h = 0.
Noting that a ﬂuid particle cannot move beyond the free surface, Equations (A.7)
and (A.8) can be used to obtain the kinematic free surface boundary condition:
(A.50)w|z=ζ =
∂ζ
∂t
+ u|z=ζ
∂ζ
∂x
Similarly, for an impermeable bed, the bottom boundary condition is obtained:
(A.51)w|z=−h = −
∂h
∂t
− u|z=−h
∂h
∂x
Substituting Equations (A.50) and (A.51) into Equation (A.49) provides
(A.52)
∫ ζ
−h
∂u
∂x
dz +
∂ζ
∂t
+
∂h
∂t
+ u|z=ζ
∂ζ
∂x
+ u|z=−h
∂h
∂x
= 0,
which, with Equations (3.8), (3.9) and (3.39), becomes
(3.6)
∂d
∂t
+
∂q
∂x
= 0.
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A.4.2 Momentum
Integrating Equation (3.1) from the bed to the free surface and applying Equations (3.4),
(3.5) and (3.39) provides
(A.53)
∂
∂t
∫ ζ
−h
u dz − u|z=ζ
∂ζ
∂t
+
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
u2 dz − u2
∣∣∣
z=ζ
∂ζ
∂x
− u2
∣∣∣
z=−h
∂h
∂x
+ (uw)|z=ζ
− (uw)|z=−h =
1
ρ
(
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
τxx dz − τxx|z=ζ
∂ζ
∂x
− τxx|z=−h
∂h
∂x
+ τxz|z=ζ
− τxz|z=−h −
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
p dz + p|z=−h
∂h
∂x
)
.
Integrating Equation (3.2) from an arbitrary depth, which is independent of x and t, to
z = ζ, and again using Equation (3.39) gives
(A.54)
∂
∂t
∫ ζ
z
w dz′ − w|z=ζ
∂ζ
∂t
+
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
z
uw dz′ − (uw)|z=ζ
∂ζ
∂x
+ w2
∣∣∣
z=ζ
− w2
=
1
ρ
(
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
z
τxz dz
′ − τxz|z=ζ
∂ζ
∂x
+ τzz|z=ζ − τzz − p|z=ζ + p
)
− g (ζ − z) .
With Equations (A.50), (A.51) and (3.4), Equation (A.53) becomes
(A.55)
∂
∂t
∫ ζ
−h
u dz +
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
u2 dz =
1
ρ
[
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
τxx − p dz +
(
τxz − τxx ∂ζ
∂x
)∣∣∣∣
z=ζ
−
(
τxx
∂h
∂x
+ τxz − p∂h
∂x
)∣∣∣∣
z=−h
]
.
Applying the boundary conditions in Equations (A.50) and (3.5), Equation (A.54)
becomes
(A.56)
∂
∂t
∫ ζ
z
w dz′ +
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
z
uw dz′ − w2 = 1
ρ
[
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
z
τxz dz
′ +
(
τzz − τxz ∂ζ
∂x
)∣∣∣∣
z=ζ
− τzz + p
]
− g (ζ − z) .
An expression for the pressure can then be obtained by multiplying by ρ and rearranging:
p=
(I)︷ ︸︸ ︷
ρg (ζ − z)+
(II)︷ ︸︸ ︷
ρ
∂
∂t
∫ ζ
z
w dz′+
(III)︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂
∂x
(∫ ζ
z
ρuw − τxz dz′
)
+
(IV)︷ ︸︸ ︷(
τxz
∂ζ
∂x
− τzz
)∣∣∣∣
z=ζ
+
(V)︷ ︸︸ ︷
τzz − ρw2
(A.57)
The total pressure described in Equation (A.57) is due to the hydrostatic pressure
(I), the integrated vertical accelerations of the water column above z (II), the net vertical
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force due to the Reynolds shear stresses acting along the sides of the column (III), and
the stresses acting at the surface (IV). This pressure is reduced by the vertical momentum
of the ﬂuid due to the action of the velocity, which helps to carry the weight of the water
(V).
As a common term in both vertical and horizontal momentum equations, the pressure
can be eliminated from Equation (A.55). First, Equation (A.57) must be diﬀerentiated
with respect to x and then integrated across the water column, which with Equations (3.5)
and (3.39), provides the following:
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
p dz = ρg (ζ + h)
∂ζ
∂x
+ p|z=−h
∂h
∂x
+ ρ
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x∂t
∫ ζ
z
w dz′ dz
+
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x2
(∫ ζ
z
ρuw − τxz dz′
)
dz
+ (ζ + h)
∂
∂x
[(
τxz
∂ζ
∂x
− τzz
)∣∣∣∣
z=ζ
]
+
∫ ζ
−h
∂τzz
∂x
dz − ρ
∫ ζ
−h
∂w2
∂x
dz
(A.58)
The continuity equation is then used to eliminate w from Equation (A.58), although
it should be noted that this term is still present in τxz and τzz and must therefore be
treated accordingly. Integrating Equation (A.48) from the bed to an arbitrary depth
and applying Equation (3.39) provides
(A.59)w − w|z=−h = u
∂z
∂x
+ u|z=−h
∂h
∂x
− ∂
∂x
∫ z
−h
u dz′,
which, with Equation (A.51), gives the following relation:
(4.54)w = − ∂
∂x
∫ z
−h
u dz′
Substituting Equation (4.54) into Equation (A.58) gives
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
p dz = ρg (ζ + h)
∂ζ
∂x
+ p|z=−h
∂h
∂x
− ρ
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x∂t
∫ ζ
z
∂
∂x
∫ z′
−h
u dz′′ dz′ dz
−
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x2
(∫ ζ
z
ρu
∂
∂x
∫ z′
−h
u dz′′ + τxz dz
′
)
dz
+(ζ+h)
∂
∂x
[(
τxz
∂ζ
∂x
− τzz
)∣∣∣∣
z=ζ
]
+
∫ ζ
−h
∂
∂x
[
τzz−ρ
(
∂
∂x
∫ z
−h
u dz′
)2]
dz.
(A.60)
The combined momentum equation is then obtained by substituting Equations (A.60),
(3.8) and (3.9) into Equation (A.55) (Massey and Ward-Smith, 2006; Svendsen, 2006;
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Young et al., 2010):
(3.7)
∂q
∂t
+
∂
∂x
∫ ζ
−h
u2 − τxx
ρ
dz + gd
∂ζ
∂x
−
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x∂t
∫ ζ
z
∂
∂x
∫ z′
−h
u dz′′ dz′ dz
−
∫ ζ
−h
∂2
∂x2
(∫ ζ
z
u
∂
∂x
∫ z′
−h
u dz′′ +
τxz
ρ
dz′
)
dz
+
∫ ζ
−h
∂
∂x
[
τzz
ρ
−
(
∂
∂x
∫ z
−h
u dz′
)2]
dz − d ∂
∂x
[(
τzz
ρ
− τxz
ρ
∂ζ
∂x
)∣∣∣∣
z=ζ
]
−
(
τxz
ρ
− τxx
ρ
∂ζ
∂x
)∣∣∣∣
z=ζ
+
(
τxz
ρ
+
τxx
ρ
∂h
∂x
)∣∣∣∣
z=−h
= 0
A.5 Reformulation of momentum equation
Having neglected the shear forces at the free surface and the bed, the nondimensional
form of Equation (3.7) is given by
(3.30)
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
+ δ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
uˆ2 dzˆ + dˆ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
− µ2
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ
− µ2
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
νˆt
∂uˆ
∂zˆ
dzˆ′ dzˆ − δµ2
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
uˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ
− δµ2
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂
∂xˆ
( ∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ′
)2 dzˆ − µ4 ∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
νˆt
∂wˆ
∂xˆ
dzˆ′ dzˆ = 0.
In order to express the horizontal velocity in terms of potential and rotational velocities,
it is necessary to reformulate Equation (3.30). This process is simpliﬁed by ﬁrst obtaining
several intermediate relations and then neglecting terms considered suﬃciently small.
Using Equations (3.3), (3.21) to (3.23) and (3.43), the nondimensional depth averaged
potential velocity is found to be
ˆ¯up =
1
δζˆ + hˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
uˆp dzˆ = uˆ|zˆ=−hˆ − µ2
(
δζˆ + hˆ
) [∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂
∂xˆ
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
2
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
]
− µ
2
6
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)2 ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)
+O
(
µ4
)
= uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ −
µ2
2
(
δζˆ + hˆ
) [ ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆ uˆ|
z=−hˆ
)
+
δζˆ − 2hˆ
3
∂2
∂xˆ2
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)]
+O
(
µ4
)
.
(A.61)
The nondimensional horizontal velocity at the bed can then be written as
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ =
ˆ¯up +
µ2
2
(
δζˆ + hˆ
) [ ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆ uˆ|
z=−hˆ
)
+
δζˆ − 2hˆ
3
∂2
∂xˆ2
(
uˆ|
zˆ=−hˆ
)]
+O
(
µ4
)
,
(A.62)
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and substituted back into Equation (3.43) to eliminate the nondimensional velocity at
the bed from the expression for the nondimensional potential velocity:
uˆp = ˆ¯up +
µ2
2
(
δζˆ + hˆ
) [ ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆˆ¯up
)
+
δζˆ − 2hˆ
3
∂2 ˆ¯up
∂xˆ2
]
− µ2
(
zˆ + hˆ
) [ ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆˆ¯up
)
+
zˆ − hˆ
2
∂2 ˆ¯up
∂xˆ2
]
+O
(
µ4
)
= ˆ¯up + µ
2
(
δζˆ − hˆ
2
− zˆ
)
∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆˆ¯up
)
+
µ2
2
(
δ2ζˆ2 − δζˆhˆ+ hˆ2
3
− zˆ2
)
∂2 ˆ¯up
∂xˆ2
+O
(
µ4
)
(A.63)
In order to express Equation (3.30) as a function of ˆ¯up and uˆr, it is convenient to
determine some additional terms separately using Equations (A.63) and (3.42). First,
uˆ2 is calculated as
uˆ2 =
[
ˆ¯up + µ
2
(
δζˆ − hˆ
2
− zˆ
)
∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆˆ¯up
)
+
µ2
2
(
δ2ζˆ2 − δζˆhˆ+ hˆ2
3
− zˆ2
)
∂2 ˆ¯up
∂xˆ2
+ uˆr
]2
+O
(
µ4
)
=
(
ˆ¯up + uˆr
)2
+µ2
(
ˆ¯up+uˆr
) [(
δζˆ−hˆ−2zˆ
) ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆˆ¯up
)
+
(
δ2ζˆ2 − δζˆhˆ+ hˆ2
3
−zˆ2
)
∂2 ˆ¯up
∂xˆ2
]
+O
(
µ4
)
.
(A.64)
The depth averaged form of Equation (3.42) provides
(A.65)ˆ¯u = ˆ¯up + ˆ¯ur,
from which the following expression is obtained:
(A.66)
(
ˆ¯up + uˆr
)2
=
(
ˆ¯u+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur
)2
= ˆ¯u2 +
(
2ˆ¯u+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur
) (
uˆr − ˆ¯ur
)
= ˆ¯u2 +
[
2
(
ˆ¯up + ˆ¯ur
)
+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur
] (
uˆr − ˆ¯ur
)
= ˆ¯u2 + 2ˆ¯up
(
uˆr − ˆ¯ur
)
− ˆ¯u2r + uˆ2r
Additionally, Equation (3.28) allows the following relation to be used:
(A.67)dˆ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
=
dˆ
δ
∂
∂xˆ
(
dˆ− hˆ
)
=
1
δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
dˆ2
2
)
− dˆ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
]
Integrating Equation (A.64) across the water column, diﬀerentiating with respect to
xˆ, and then substituting Equations (A.65), (A.66), (3.3), (3.28), (3.29) and (3.46)
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provides
∂
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
uˆ2 dzˆ =
∂
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
ˆ¯u2 + 2ˆ¯up
(
uˆr − ˆ¯ur
)
− ˆ¯u2r + uˆ2r dzˆ
+ µ2
∂
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
{(
ˆ¯u+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur
) [(
δζˆ − hˆ− 2zˆ
) ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆˆ¯up
)
+
(
δ2ζˆ2 − δζˆhˆ+ hˆ2
3
− zˆ2
)
∂2 ˆ¯up
∂xˆ2
]}
dzˆ +O
(
µ4
)
=
∂
∂xˆ
(
qˆ2
dˆ
)
+
∂
∂xˆ
(
∆̂M
)
+µ2
∂
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
{(
uˆr− ˆ¯ur
) [(
δζˆ− hˆ− 2zˆ
) ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆˆ¯up
)
+
(
δ2ζˆ2 − δζˆhˆ+ hˆ2
3
− zˆ2
)
∂2 ˆ¯up
∂xˆ2
]}
dzˆ +O
(
µ4
)
.
(A.68)
As the z-dependent terms in Equation (3.43) are O (µ2) or less, it follows that
(A.69)ˆ¯up = uˆp +O
(
µ2
)
,
which, with Equations (A.65) and (3.42), allows the nondimensional horizontal velocity
to be written as
(A.70)uˆ = ˆ¯u+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur +O
(
µ2
)
.
With Equation (3.26), the dimensional form of Equation (A.70) can be obtained accurate
to O (µ2), giving
(4.53)u = u¯+ ur − u¯r.
Equations (A.70), (3.39) and (3.47) provide the following relation:
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ =
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
ˆ¯u dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ − ∂
3
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
(
∆̂P
)
− ∂
2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
(
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′ dzˆ
)
− δ ∂
2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′ dzˆ
− ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂
∂tˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′ dzˆ +O
(
µ2
)
(A.71)
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Expanding the ﬁrst term in Equation (A.71) gives
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
ˆ¯u dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ =
1
3
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)3 ∂3 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
+
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)2(1
2
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂tˆ
+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ∂tˆ
+ δ
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
+ δ
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
+ δ
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
)
+
(
δζˆ + hˆ
) [
δ
∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u+ δ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂ ˆ¯u
∂tˆ
+ δ
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
ˆ¯u
+ δ
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
(
δ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
+
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
+ δ
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)]
.
(A.72)
Equation (A.70) also allows the following relation to be obtained:
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
uˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ
=
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)δ ∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u2 + 2δ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
ˆ¯u2 + 6δ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u+
(
δ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
)2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u

+
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)2 [∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u
∂2
∂xˆ2
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)
+2
∂
∂xˆ
(
δζˆ + hˆ
) ∂
∂xˆ
(
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u
)
+
1
2
∂3hˆ
∂xˆ3
ˆ¯u2+
3
2
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u
]
+
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)3(1
3
∂3 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ3
ˆ¯u+
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
)
+
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
(
uˆr − ˆ¯ur
) ∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
ˆ¯u dzˆ′′ +
(
ˆ¯u+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur
) ∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ
(A.73)
A ﬁnal expansion is performed using Equation (A.70):
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂
∂xˆ
( ∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆ dzˆ′
)2 dzˆ
=
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂
∂xˆ
( ∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
ˆ¯u dzˆ′
)2
+
(
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′
)(
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
2ˆ¯u+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′
) dzˆ
=
2
3
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)3 ∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2
+
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)2 ∂
∂xˆ
(
ˆ¯u
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)
+2
(
δζˆ + hˆ
)
ˆ¯u
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
(
ˆ¯u
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
+2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)
+
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂
∂xˆ
[(
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′
)(
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
2ˆ¯u+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′
)]
dzˆ
(A.74)
Substituting Equations (A.67), (A.68), (A.71) to (A.74), (3.28) and (3.46) to (3.48)
into Equation (3.30) provides a nondimensionalised form of the momentum equation
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with depth averaged, potential and rotational ﬂow components:
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
+
1
δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
dˆ2
2
)
− dˆ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
]
+ δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
qˆ2
dˆ
)
+
∂
∂xˆ
(
∆̂M
)]
− µ2
[
dˆ3
3
∂3 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
+ dˆ2
(
1
2
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂tˆ
+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ∂tˆ
)
− ∂
3
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
(
∆̂P
)
− ∂
2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
(
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′ dzˆ
)
− ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂
∂tˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′ dzˆ + D̂s
]
− δµ2
{
dˆ3
(
1
3
∂3 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ3
ˆ¯u+
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
+
2
3
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2
)
− dˆ2
[
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
+
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
+
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
− ∂
ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ2
− 2∂dˆ
∂xˆ
∂
∂xˆ
(
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u
)
− 1
2
∂3hˆ
∂xˆ3
ˆ¯u2 − 3
2
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u+
∂
∂xˆ
(
ˆ¯u
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)]
− dˆ
[
∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u+
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂ ˆ¯u
∂tˆ
+
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
ˆ¯u+
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
− 2ˆ¯u∂hˆ
∂xˆ
(
ˆ¯u
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
+ 2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)]
+
∂2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′ dzˆ
− ∂
∂xˆ
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
(
uˆr − ˆ¯ur
) [(
dˆ− 2hˆ− 2zˆ
) ∂2
∂xˆ2
(
hˆˆ¯up
)
+
(
dˆ2
3
+ hˆ2 − dˆhˆ− zˆ2
)
∂2 ˆ¯up
∂xˆ2
]
dzˆ
+
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂2
∂xˆ2
∫ δζˆ
zˆ
(
uˆr − ˆ¯ur
) ∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
ˆ¯u dzˆ′′ +
(
ˆ¯u+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur
) ∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ′
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′′ dzˆ′ dzˆ
+
∫ δζˆ
−hˆ
∂
∂xˆ
[(
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′
)(
∂
∂xˆ
∫ zˆ
−hˆ
2ˆ¯u+ uˆr − ˆ¯ur dzˆ′
)]
dzˆ
}
− δ2µ2dˆ
[(
∂2ζˆ
∂xˆ2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
+ 2
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
)
ˆ¯u2 − ∂
ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
(
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
+
∂ζˆ
∂tˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
− 6∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u
)]
− δ3µ2dˆ
(
∂ζˆ
∂xˆ
)2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂xˆ
ˆ¯u = O
(
µ4
)
(A.75)
By assuming the gradient and the change in the gradient of the bed to be relatively small,
terms O
(
µ2 ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)
can be neglected from the rotational terms within Equation (A.75).
This then provides the momentum equation for the fnbs. In the work presented here,
the complexity of the equations is further reduced by also removing terms O (δµ2) in
order to obtain wnbs. Noting that, from Equation (3.28),
(A.76)dˆ = hˆ+O (δ) ,
Equation (A.75) can then be written as
(A.77)
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
+
1
δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
dˆ2
2
)
− dˆ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
]
+ δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
qˆ2
dˆ
)
+
∂
∂xˆ
(
∆̂M
)]
− µ2
[
dˆ3
3
∂3 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
+ dˆ2
(
1
2
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂tˆ
+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ∂tˆ
)
− ∂
3
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
(
∆̂P
)
+ D̂s
]
= O
(
δµ2, µ2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
, µ4
)
.
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In order to express the depth averaged velocity in Equation (A.77) in terms of a ﬂow
rate, Equations (3.28) and (3.29) are used to derive the following expressions:
(A.78)
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ∂tˆ
=
∂2
∂xˆ∂tˆ
(
qˆ
dˆ
)
=
1
dˆ
∂2qˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
− 1
dˆ2
∂qˆ
∂xˆ
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
− 1
dˆ2
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
− qˆ
dˆ2
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
+ 2
qˆ
dˆ3
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
∂3 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
=
1
dˆ
∂3qˆ
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
− 2 1
dˆ2
∂2qˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
− 1
dˆ2
∂2qˆ
∂xˆ2
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
− 2 1
dˆ2
∂qˆ
∂xˆ
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
+
4
dˆ3
∂qˆ
∂xˆ
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
− 1
dˆ2
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ2
+
2
dˆ3
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
(
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
)2
− qˆ
dˆ2
∂3dˆ
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
+
4qˆ
dˆ3
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
+
2qˆ
dˆ3
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ2
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
− 6qˆ
dˆ4
(
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
)2
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
(A.79)
Together, Equations (A.78), (A.79) and (3.28) give
dˆ3
3
∂3 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
+ dˆ2
(
1
2
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂tˆ
+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂2 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ∂tˆ
)
=
hˆ
3
dˆ ∂3qˆ
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
− 2 ∂
2qˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
− ∂
2qˆ
∂xˆ2
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
− 2∂qˆ
∂xˆ
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
+
4
dˆ
∂qˆ
∂xˆ
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
− ∂qˆ
∂tˆ
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ2
+
2
dˆ
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
(
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
)2
− qˆ ∂
3dˆ
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
+
4qˆ
dˆ
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
+
2qˆ
dˆ
∂2dˆ
∂xˆ2
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
− 6qˆ
dˆ2
(
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
)2
∂dˆ
∂tˆ

+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
(
dˆ
∂2qˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
− ∂qˆ
∂xˆ
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
− ∂qˆ
∂tˆ
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
− qˆ ∂
2dˆ
∂xˆ∂tˆ
+ 2
qˆ
dˆ
∂dˆ
∂xˆ
∂dˆ
∂tˆ
)
+
dˆ2
2
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
∂ ˆ¯u
∂tˆ
+
δ
3
dˆ2ζˆ
∂3 ˆ¯u
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
=
hˆ
3
∂
∂tˆ
(
hˆ
∂2qˆ
∂xˆ2
+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂qˆ
∂xˆ
)
+O
δ,(∂hˆ
∂xˆ
)2
,
∂2hˆ
∂xˆ2
.
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With Equation (A.80), Equation (A.77) can be written as
(3.45)
∂qˆ
∂tˆ
+
1
δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
dˆ2
2
)
− dˆ∂hˆ
∂xˆ
]
+ δ
[
∂
∂xˆ
(
qˆ2
dˆ
)
+
∂
∂xˆ
(
∆̂M
)]
− µ2
[
hˆ
3
∂
∂tˆ
(
hˆ
∂2qˆ
∂xˆ2
+
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
∂qˆ
∂xˆ
)
− ∂
3
∂xˆ2∂tˆ
(
∆̂P
)
+ D̂s
]
= O
(
δµ2, µ2
∂hˆ
∂xˆ
, µ4
)
.
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A.6 Lagrangian stream function
The Lagrangian stream function, ψ, deﬁnes the path of a streamline, across which there
is no ﬂow. The continuity equation can be used to express the horizontal and vertical
velocities as derivatives of the stream function. The resulting expressions are subsequently
used several times in Section 3.2.
Integrating Equation (A.48) along a closed streamline gives
(A.81)
∫
u dz +
∫
w dx = 0.
Equation (A.81) can then be used to express the stream function as
(A.82)ψ =
∫
u dz = −
∫
w dx,
allowing the horizontal and vertical velocities to be written as
(3.15)u =
∂ψ
∂z
and
(3.16)w = −∂ψ
∂x
,
respectively (Apel, 1988; White, 2003).
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Appendix B
Numerical calculation of
rotational and breaking terms
B.1 Computational eﬃciency
The method outlined in Section 4.8.1 is used in the calculation of the breaking terms,
vorticity, and rotational and horizontal velocities. This chapter explicitly details the
application of this technique for determining each speciﬁc quantity. The formulation
presented here provides a method of calculating each term using matrix multiplication.
Such an approach is well suited to numerical computation, and allows established and well
optimised numerical techniques and algorithms to be employed. Although computational
performance is not a major focus of the present study, it is important to consider the
economy of such schemes, as numerical eﬃciency is an important motivation in the
development of btms.
B.2 Rotational velocity
A vertical discretisation is achieved by sampling σ at L points according to
(B.1)sl =
l − 1
L− 1 o ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}.
The rotational velocity given by Equation (4.51) can then be approximated at L points
from the bed to the lower edge of the roller according to the relation
(B.2)Rl ≃ (h+ ζe)
M∑
n=1
Gn
npi
[1− cos (npisl)] l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L},
where
(B.3)Rl ≡ ur|σ=sl l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}.
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The solution to Equation (B.2) is then obtained using a method similar to that described
previously in Equations (4.89) to (4.92):
(B.4)RN,L = diag (hN + ηN ) (GN,MRM,L)
Here, R provides a two-dimensional matrix of rotational velocities across the x-z plane,
and G denotes a matrix of the M components of G for each of the N cells in the domain
along the x-axis. The precomputed elements of R are given by
(B.5)Rn,l =
1− cos (npisl)
npi
n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} , o ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}.
The diagonalisation of a vector is performed according to
(B.6)diag (fn) =

f1 0 . . . 0
0 f2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . fn

,
while the following vectors provide values of h and ζe for each cell in the domain:
(B.7)hN =
[
h1 h2 . . . hN
]⊺
(B.8)ηN =
[
(ζe)1 (ζe)2 . . . (ζe)N
]⊺
In reality, the numerical calculation does not require the diagonalisation of h and η.
Instead, each row of the matrix obtained from the product of G and R is subsequently
multiplied element-wise by the original vector.
B.3 Horizontal velocity and vorticity
The same approach is adopted for the two-dimensional matrices of horizontal velocity and
vorticity outside the roller region, which are calculated from Equations (4.43) and (4.56)
as
(B.9)uN,L = u¯N,L − diag (hN )G(1)N,MCM,L
and
(B.10)ωN,L = ΩN,L +
(
G
(1)
N,M +G
(2)
N,M
)
VM,L,
respectively. Here
(B.11)u¯N,L =

u¯1 u¯1 . . . u¯1
u¯2 u¯2 . . . u¯2
...
...
. . .
...
u¯N u¯N . . . u¯N

,
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(B.12)ΩN,L =

s1 (ωs)1 s2 (ωs)1 . . . sL (ωs)1
s1 (ωs)2 s2 (ωs)2 . . . sL (ωs)2
...
...
. . .
...
s1 (ωs)N s2 (ωs)N . . . sL (ωs)N

and the elements of C and V are calculated according to the following relations, respect-
ively:
(B.13)Cn,l =
cos (npisl)
npi
n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} , o ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}
(B.14)Vn,l = sin (npisl) n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} , o ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}
Due to the fact that the numerical approximation given by Equation (4.46) results in zero
vorticity at the lower edge of the roller, the model presented here uses Equation (4.43)
for the calculation of ω.
B.4 Breaking terms
In a similar manner, the breaking terms given in Equations (4.62) and (4.66) can be
calculated as
MN = (hN + ηN )⊙ (hN + ηN )⊙ (hN + ηN )
⊙
[
(GN,MΠM )⊙ (GN,MΠM ) + 1
2
(GN,M ⊙GN,M ) (ΠM ⊙ΠM )
]
+ (ζN − ηN )⊙
{
r⊙ rN + vN ⊙ (ζN − ηN )⊙
[
2
3
rN +
2
15
(ζN − ηN )
]}
− dN
⊙
[
(hN + ηN )⊙ (hN + ηN )⊙ (GN,MΠM ) + (ζN − ηN )⊙
(
rN +
ζN − ηN
3
)]
⊙
[
(hN + ηN )⊙ (hN + ηN )⊙ (GN,MΠM ) + (ζN − ηN )⊙
(
rN +
ζN − ηN
3
)]
(B.15)
and
(B.16)
PN = (hN + ηN )⊙ (hN + ηN )⊙ (hN + ηN )
⊙ [4hN ⊙UN ⊙ (GN,MpM )− (hN + ηN )⊙ (GN,MpM )] ,
respectively, where
(B.17)ΠM =
[
1
pi
1
2pi
. . .
1
Mpi
]⊺
,
(B.18)ζN =
[
ζ1 ζ2 . . . ζN
]⊺
,
(B.19)rN =
[(
ur|z=ζe
)
1
(
ur|z=ζe
)
2
. . .
(
ur|z=ζe
)
N
]⊺
,
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(B.20)vN =
[
(ωs)1 (ωs)2 . . . (ωs)N
]⊺
,
(B.21)dN =
[
1
h1 + ζ1
1
h2 + ζ2
. . .
1
hN + ζN
]⊺
,
(B.22)pM =
[
−1
pi
3
1
8pi3
. . .
(−1)M
M3pi3
]⊺
and
(B.23)UN =
(∂u¯
∂x
)
1
(
∂u¯
∂x
)
2
. . .
(
∂u¯
∂x
)
N
⊺ .
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Mathematical theorems and
numerical approximations
C.1 The Leibniz rule
First, a function describing a partial derivative is deﬁned:
(C.1)f (X,Y ) =
∂Z (X,Y )
∂Y
Integrating both sides from Y = V (X) to Y =W (X) provides
(C.2)
∫ W
V
f dY = Z|Y=W − Z|Y=V ,
which, using the chain rule, can be diﬀerentiated with respect to X as follows:
(C.3)
d
dX
∫ W
V
f dY =
∂Z
∂X
∣∣∣∣
Y=W
− ∂Z
∂X
∣∣∣∣
Y=V
+
∂Z
∂Y
∣∣∣∣
Y=W
dW
dX
− ∂Z
∂Y
∣∣∣∣
Y=V
dV
dX
Diﬀerentiating Equation (C.1) with respect to X and then integrating from Y = V to
Y =W gives
(C.4)
∫ W
V
∂f
∂X
dY =
∫ W
V
∂2Z
∂X∂Y
dY =
∂Z
∂X
∣∣∣∣
Y=W
− ∂Z
∂X
∣∣∣∣
Y=V
.
Substituting Equations (C.1) and (C.4) into Equation (C.3) then provides the Leibniz
rule (Flanders, 1973; Thomas et al., 2005):
(3.39)
d
dX
[∫ W (X)
V (X)
f (X,Y ) dY
]
=
∫ W
V
∂f
∂X
dY + f |Y=W
dW
dX
− f |Y=V
dV
dX
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C.2 Integration by parts
Diﬀerentiating the product of V and W with respect to X gives
(C.5)
∂
∂X
(VW ) = V
∂W
∂X
+W
∂V
∂X
,
which can then be rearranged and integrated to give the following formula (Bird, 2014):
(4.69)
∫
V (X)
∂W
∂X
dX = VW −
∫
W
∂V
∂X
dX
C.3 Taylor series expansion
The Taylor series expansion is obtained by ﬁrst considering the integral of a derivative
between two points:
(C.6)
∫ X′
Y
∂f
∂X
dX = f |X=X′ − f |X=Y
By rearranging and integrating by parts with Equation (4.69), the following statement
can be written:
(C.7)f |X=X′ = f |X=Y −
Y −X ′
1!
∂f
∂X
∣∣∣∣
X=Y
−
∫ X′
Y
X −X ′
1!
∂2f
∂X2
dX
The expansion provided by Equation (4.69) can then be indeﬁnitely repeated recursively.
This then provides the Taylor series expansion theorem, which allows an analytic function,
f (X), centred at Y , to be written as an ascending power series about Y (Mei, 1997;
Krantz, 2004):
(C.8)f (X) =
∞∑
n=0
(X − Y )n
n!
∂nf
∂Xn
∣∣∣∣
X=Y
C.4 Fourier series
By expressing a function, f (X), that is periodic such that
(C.9)f |X=0 = f |X=n n ∈ N1,
as an inﬁnite summation of terms with increasing frequency, the function can be approx-
imated as (Mei, 1997; Rahman, 2011)
(C.10)f (X) =
Y0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
[Yn cos (npiX) + Zn sin (npiX)] ,
where
(C.11)Yn =
∫ 1
−1
f (X) cos (npiX) dX n ∈ N0
and
(C.12)Zn =
∫ 1
−1
f (X) sin (npiX) dX n ∈ N1.
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Since it is known that, for an odd function,
(C.13)f (−X) = −f (X) ,
it then follows that
(C.14)Yn = 0 n ∈ N0
and
(C.15)Zn = 2
∫ 1
0
f (X) sin (npiX) dX n ∈ N1.
C.5 Trigonometric identities
The following identities are useful for reformulating equations involving trigonometric
functions (Cheney and Kincaid, 2008; Zill, 2009):
(C.16)sin (V X) sin (WX) =
1
2
cos [(V −W )X]− 1
2
cos [(V +W )X]
(C.17)sin (V X) cos (WX) =
1
2
sin [(V −W )X] + 1
2
sin [(V +W )X]
C.6 Polynomial interpolation
An interpolated form of a function, f , can be obtained from the value of that function
at a number of discrete points in X according to the following polynomial (Press et al.,
1992):
(C.18)LN =
N∑
n=0
ℓN ,n f |X=Xn N ∈ N1
Here, N denotes the degree of the polynomial used to interpolate the original function,
and
(C.19)ℓN ,n =
N∏
l=0
l 6=n
X −Xl
Xn −Xl n ∈ N0.
If the function is evaluated at regular intervals, Equations (C.18) and (C.19) can be
written as
(C.20)LN =
N∑
n=0
 N∏
l=0
l 6=n
X −Xl
(n− l)∆X
 f |X=Xn N ∈ N1,
where
(C.21)∆X = Xn+1 −Xn n ∈ N0.
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Equation (C.20) then gives the following quadratic and cubic polynomial interpolations,
respectively:
L2 =
2∑
n=0
 2∏
l=0
l 6=n
X −Xl
(n− l)∆X
 f |X=Xn
=
X2 − (X1 +X2)X +X1X2
2∆X2
f |X=X0
− X
2 − (X0 +X2)X +X0X2
∆X2
f |X=X1 +
X2 − (X0 +X1)X +X0X1
2∆X2
f |X=X2
(C.22)
L3 =
3∑
n=0
 3∏
l=0
l 6=n
X −Xl
(n− l)∆X
 f |X=Xn
= −X
3 − (X1 +X2 +X3)X2 + [X1X2 + (X1 +X2)X3]X −X1X2X3
6∆X3
f |X=X0
+
X3 − (X0 +X2 +X3)X2 + [X0X2 + (X0 +X2)X3]X −X0X2X3
2∆X3
f |X=X1
− X
3 − (X0 +X1 +X3)X2 + [X0X1 + (X0 +X1)X3]X −X0X1X3
2∆X3
f |X=X2
+
X3 − (X0 +X1 +X2)X2 + [X0X1 + (X0 +X1)X2]X −X0X1X2
6∆X3
f |X=X3
(C.23)
C.7 Finite diﬀerence scheme
By diﬀerentiating Equation (C.20), the gradient of a function can be evaluated at a
point, Xi, on the ﬁxed grid:
(C.24)
∂LN
∂X
∣∣∣∣
X=Xi
=
 N∑
n=0

N∑
r=0
r 6=n
 1(n− r)∆X
N∏
l=0
n6=l 6=r
X −Xl
(n− l)∆X

 f |X=Xn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
X=Xi
=
N∑
n=0
 N∑
r=0
r 6=n
 1n− r
N∏
l=0
n6=l 6=r
i− l
n− l

 f |X=Xn∆X N ∈ N1
With Xi = XN
2
, Equation (C.24) provides a central fd scheme. Accordingly, the ﬁrst
derivative of f can be written with second-order accuracy as
(C.25)
(
∂f
∂X
)
1
≃ ∂L2
∂X
∣∣∣∣
X=X1
=
2∑
n=0
 2∑
r=0
r 6=n
 1n− r
2∏
l=0
n6=l 6=r
1− l
n− l

 f |X=Xn∆X = f2 − f02∆X .
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With Equation (C.25), the second derivatives of f can also be written with second-order
accuracy:
(C.26)
(
∂2f
∂X2
)
1
=
f2 − f1
∆X
− f1 − f0
∆X
∆X
=
f2 − 2f1 + f0
∆X2
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